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113 MEA-1-500336218

I am normally all about public lands being in public hands, but with the administration that we currently have in this 
country and with concerns over how the BLM will "use" this land, I am hesitant to be glad that this land is out of private 
ownership. As long as it stays like it is, I'm in support of the acquisition. However, if this gets leased to someone or some 
company who wants to put a wind farm, solar farm, or other eye sore on it, I'll be not only disappointed, but this to me 
doesn't fit the public lands in public hands definition. No

68 MEA-1-500336219

I am writing to comment on the proposal for the BLM to acqquire the EA Marton Ranch. Thank you for this opportunity 
to offer my input. 

I believe this is an opportunity that the BLM should not pass up. A parcel of land this large would offer a great benefit to 
the public and would add to Wyoming's great legacy of open spaces for wildlife to thrive and for people to recreate in a 
relatively unspoiled environment. Many more people would benefit from having this parcel remain intact than if it were to 
be subdivided and sold off. 

I hope these lands will be managed in a way that is sensitive to wildlife, and that human recreation will be limited to 
activities which are sensitive to the natural environment.

Relating to wildlife habitat, the Bates 
Hole Management Area (BHMA) and 
the North Platte River Special 
Recreation Management Area (NPR 
SRMA) established by the Casper 
Resource Managment Plan (Casper 
RMP) addresses wildlife habitat 
protections and treatments.  To add to 
these, the environmental assessment 
(EA) states, "Decision 6008. “Lands 
that are reconveyed or acquired will 
be managed in the same manner as 
the adjoining public lands.”" page 4, 
Section 2.3, Marton Ranch LWCF 
Land Acquisition EA. yes 1 1 No

148 MEA-1-500336221

As long as the Marton Ranch doesn’t have very many open roads, I anticipate the resource impacts from opening it up to 
the public to be low. I encourage the BLM and state of Wyoming to allow the sale of the Marton Ranch to the BLM to 
proceed without delay.

Relating to off highway vehicles 
(OHV) and roads, the ongoing efforts 
for the Bates Hole Travel 
Management Plan (BHTMP) will 
now include the Marton Property.  
Furthermore, the EA states, "Decision 
6008. “Lands that are reconveyed or 
acquired will be managed in the same 
manner as the adjoining public 
lands.”" page 4, Section 2.3, Marton 
Ranch LWCF Land Acquisition EA. yes 1 1 No

9 MEA-1-500336226

This is a win for multiple use on BLM lands. This provides really good opportunity for the state of wyoming to increase 
access, restore crucial habitate for big game and other sensitive species, and increase hunting opportunity while 
maintaining open spaces. This land could be lost to subdivisions and result in a net negative for the people of wyoming. Thank you for your comment. yes 1 No

144 MEA-1-500336230

I would suggest additional spawning closures or if that isn't viable due to owning one side of the river only, maybe you 
guys could ban wading during the month of April so unethical or unknowing anglers don't negatively impact the wild 
trout spawn. 

If that isn't an option, at least place significant signage educating anglers at common spawning grounds. The spawning 
grounds are generally stable year to year and more education for anglers or additional regulations would be helpful for the 
health of the fishery.

Added signage and education 
mitigation to the Wildlife-Fisheries 
Mitigations section. yes 1 1 Yes

13 MEA-1-500336233
I support the Marton Ranch LWCF Land Acquisition, as it will open up land to the public and also open up public land 
that was previously landlocked. Thank you for your comment. yes 1 No

147 MEA-1-500336242

I encourage the BLM to choose option B and purchase the ranch. The value to fisheries, tertiary wildlife, plants, and 
general land conservation is high. In addition to these benefits the purchase would provide river access for anglers, and 
boaters. If managed for it, the lands would give access to hunting and other recreation. 

It is unfortunate that Governor Mark Gordon weaponized this process against a purchase that is nothing but an incredible 
benefit to the public and the ecosystems that are a part of this land parcel. Only after facing the public outcry for going 
against this popular proposed purchase did he say he supported it, just criticizing the process. That is disgraceful to see a 
Wyoming governor act in such a petty way and it is important for the people of Wyoming to remember this. Wyoming 
values conservation, wildlife, our public lands, and access to them. Thank you for your comment. yes 1 No

162 MEA-1-500336247

I am very familiar with this piece of ground as I hunted it for over 20 years as private ground. I am concerned that the 
surface area on this ground is going to be abused with off road use. The owners of this property were careful to limit off 
road activities on the property which minimized damage. The BLM has a very poor record of managing property which is 
obvious in virtually every example. Most large tracts of BLM ground around the state will have significant damage from 
off road abuses. 
I would also encourage the Wyoming Game & Fish in conjunction with the BLM work on improving wildlife habitat. 
This property has been grazed very hard by domestic livestock. The Bates Hole provides significant wildlife winter range 
for Pronghorn Antelope. Pronghorn migrate from Shirley Basin to seek winter feed along with the resident herds. Projects 
need to be identified and grazing especially domestic sheep must be carefully managed.
Thank you.

Relating to OHV and off road use, the 
ongoing efforts for the Bates Hole 
Travel Management Plan will now 
include the Marton Property.  
Relating to wildlife habitat, the Bates 
Hole Management Area established 
by the Casper RMP addresses 
wildlife habitat protections and 
treatments.  Relating to grazing, the 
EA states, "Decision 6008. “Lands 
that are reconveyed or acquired will 
be managed in the same manner as 
the adjoining public lands.”" page 4, 
Section 2.3, Marton Ranch LWCF 
Land Acquisition EA. ? 3 3 No
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132 MEA-1-500336258
I support the acquisition of the land.  It will provide enhanced recreational opportunities and provide more access to the 
public.  Kiddos to the BLM for pursuing it. Thank you for your comment. yes 1 No

96 MEA-1-500336259

I think it would be foolish to let such a wonderful opportunity to acquire more recreational public land on the North Platte 
go by.  Definitely acquire and manage it.  The $10,000 loss of property taxes would be more than made up by fishermen 
and hunters and outdoor enthusiasts coming to the area and camping, staying hotels, eating in restaurants, shopping, etc. 
with more opportunities to fish and explore and hunt. Thank you for your comment. yes 1 No

35 MEA-1-500336261

I appreciate the professional work involved in preparing this informative EA.

After reviewing the EA, I strongly support the Proposed Action Alternative.  This proposed acquisition is reasonable.  
The nominal reduction in property tax revenue would be more than offset by the increased economic benefits and 
sales/room tax revenue from enhanced public recreation and related local spending.

Aside from significant public recreation benefits, this acquisition would also enable BLM to protect many endangered 
and other special status wildlife species.  To do this, BLM would need to ensure that it restricts any human or livestock 
uses on the acquired land that may harm these species or their habitats.  

I hope this proposed acquisition is approved and successfully completed.  I then hope that BLM will manage this land 
better than it would have been privately managed, especially with respect to improved wildlife and habitat protection.

Thank you very much for considering my comments. Thank you for your comment. yes 1 No

42 MEA-1-500336267
I urge BLM to go forward with this land purchase.  It would improve access to other public lands and provide access to 
the Platte River.  It would provide great public benefit. Thank you Thank you for your comment. yes 1 No

2 MEA-1-500336271

This acquisition is necessary to improve wildlife conservation and public recreation.

I disagree with the myopic and regressive Wyoming officials who have tried to stop this acquisition.  I don’t think they 
care about the public benefits.   

I commend BLM for this positive effort. Thank you for your comment. No

136 MEA-1-500336278
I am a resident of  Wyoming and I support the BLM's purchase of the Marton Ranch.  Thank You, Randall Stern  
Saratoga Wyoming Thank you for your comment. yes 1 No

127 MEA-1-500336350

I with to indicate my support for the BLM purchase of the Marton Ranch in Natrona County in the strongest possible 
terms.  The purchase will be an asset to sportsmen in the county and state, bring in more local revenue than the prior use 
did, and not amount to a net subtraction of agricultural use of land in the county in any fashion.  

Indeed, I was very disappointed that the Governor sought to challenge this.

Please proceed with completing this purchase. Thank you for your comment. yes 1 No

108 MEA-1-500336999

The loss in income to the counties of $10,000 (less for Carbon County) in property taxes for the area—0.001 percent of 
total property taxes levied in Natrona County in 2022, is insignificant compared to the gains in wildlife and recreation 
opportunities.  Also, this loss is most likely a short-term effect, as increased populations in the counties will allow for 
increased PILT payments.

This addition to public land is a huge benefit for local residents, both in the form of increased recreational opportunity 
and increased visitor spending (non-residents coming to hunt and fish). Thank you for your comment. yes 1 No

46 MEA-1-500337028

I am strongly in favor of the BLM acquiring this property for public use.  However my support is contingent upon the 
intent of the purchase NOT to be for future renewable energy production, i.e. not for placement of wind turbines or solar 
panels and associated infrastructure.   The land would also need to be available for hunting, fishing, other recreational 
uses as well as still being available for agricultural uses.

With traditional ranch lands rapidly being fragmented by subdivision, or purchased by absentee investors with little or no 
concern for the qualities that make our State so unique, I feel it is more important now than ever that our open spaces be 
preserved by any means possible.  And the fact that this purchase accomplishes that goal while also enabling those open 
spaces to be enjoyed by the public, now and for generations to come, I feel that I must support it. 

I can not see a reason to oppose the purchase other than for personal or selfish reasons.

The BHMA and the NPR SRMA 
were created by the Casper RMP and 
put restrictions on development in the 
area.  Relating to recreation and 
grazing, the EA states, "Decision 
6008. “Lands that are reconveyed or 
acquired will be managed in the same 
manner as the adjoining public 
lands.”" page 4, Section 2.3, Marton 
Ranch LWCF Land Acquisition EA. yes 3 3 No

4 MEA-1-500337042

This is a great addition to the public estate. A true once in a generation opportunity.  The WY GOV can go lick a rock. 
All his comments are based on deception and politics. The minimal reduction in tax money is negligible. I can't wait to 
explore this new public land! Thank you for your comment. yes 1 No

128 MEA-1-500337059

Hello,
I am a concerned citizen of Wyo that strongly objects to the BLM buying any prooerty in our state without complete 
trasparency to the public. The state of Wyo should have first right of refusal on land purchases in Wyo.
Thank you,
Paul Portillo

Same comment 
and commenter 
as 129 Thank you for your comment. no 1 No

129 MEA-1-500337067

Hello,
I am a cocerned citizen of the United States Of America /
Wyoming. I want to make it known that I do not believe our government agency's should conduct any land transactions 
without complete tranperancy to the public. Furthermore I feel the state the property resides in should get first right of 
refusal to any private land sales.
Thank You,
Paul Portillo

Same comment 
and commenter 
as 128

140 MEA-1-500337072 I support the Proposed Action for improved recreation, and benefits for fish and wildlife. Thank you for your comment. yes 1 No
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67 MEA-1-500337241

This purchase would be highly beneficial to recreational use, as well as blocking public land which facilitates easier 
management.

I highly support this acquisition. Thank you for your comment. yes 1 No

112 MEA-1-500337319

To whom this may concern:
The BLM acquisition of the Marton property, in my opinion, is a no brainer. The small county property tax loses will be 
made up tenfold with the increase of the tourist dollars. Central Wyoming will become even more a recreational 
destination for those who love the outdoors. Public access to eight plus miles of North Platte shore line will please 
fishermen as well as those who appreciate all it has to offer. What a wonderful legacy to leave behind for our children and 
their children to enjoy. What a wonderful gift to our future generations!

Respectfully,
N. Zaharas Thank you for your comment. yes 1 No

114 MEA-1-500337337 I support the BLM Acquisition of the Marton Ranch. Thank you for your comment. yes 1 No

74 MEA-1-500337341

I am in support of the Marton Ranch land acquisition because I value public land resources for hunting, fishing,, wildlife 
viewing, camping, trails for non-motorized and ORV use. I have always felt that the BLM manages the land well for multi-
use and I would be happy if this land was opened to public recreation for all of of the above uses. I was disappointed that 
the State of Wyoming has taken a negative outlook on the process which made me feel that the State of Wyoming 
government does not value public land access as a positive influence. I hope that the BLM will continue to take this same 
approach in other locations in the state, as well as counter act any attempt by the state to reduce public land opportunities 
in Wyoming. Thank you for your comment. yes 1 No

45 MEA-1-500337377

Hello:  I am writing to support the acquisition of the Marton Ranch.  Expanding public access to this area and protecting 
more habitat for wildlife and fish is important.  This acquisition seems to support these goals.  I note that no infrastructure 
is planned on this land at this time.  I hope this property is not opened to any commercial, mining or drilling activities in 
the future.  Such activities would threaten what is now accomplished by this acquisition. No

72 MEA-1-500337483

I believe that this land acquisition is a great thing for residents and non residents of Wyoming. This land has and will 
continue to provide hunting, fishing and other recreational opportunities. As a nonresident that travels to Wyoming to 
recreate on public lands, I believe that this land that was acquired is a good thing. Thank you for your comment. yes 1 No

152 MEA-1-500337496

I am a resident of Rawlins Wyoming and fully support the BLM purchasing the Martin Ranch. The county and state will 
generate more revenue through PILT with this purchase and the public will have access to more public land. It is a win 
for the public, county and state Thank you for your comment. yes 1 No

103 MEA-1-500337524

I am in support of the Marton Ranch acquisition by the BLM. Making the ranch public ground will increase the outdoor 
recreation possibilities for the public. It will protect and conserve our valuable land for wildlife from potential future 
development. The amount of public ground and outdoor opportunities Wyoming has is what helps make this state great. 
Adding more public ground and unlocking previously trapped public ground will only help decrease pressure and 
degradation on our public lands by allowing people to spread out even more. I applaud the BLM and Conservation Fund 
for working to provide this land to the public. It is a shame that Governor of Wyoming and others have a problem with 
this. I have only heard support of this acquisition from my friends and family. 

Sincerely
Michael Wenke Thank you for your comment. yes 1 No

130 MEA-1-500337545

I am HEAVILY in favor of this land acquisition, and so are the residents of the Casper area I have been engaged with on 
this proposal, and Wyomingites as a whole. Casper is in desperate need of public lands to recreate on, having next to 
nothing close to town. Casper Mountain is crowded and developed, Muddy Mountain access is limited and there is not 
much space.

As a Casper area resident, landowner, and business owner/operator, I am in favor of using this land for public recreation 
with minimal development, however, restrooms near the river wherever a road meets it/where boaters would put in/take 
out would be good to reduce the impact and keep the river clean.  I am in favor of closing roads for motorized use to 
protect important winter range and habitat for wildlife and to limit the amount of illegal off-road activity as much as 
possible. 

I would like to see this area used for recreational livestock activities as well.  Perhaps having a developed trail system one 
day to decrease and consolidate negative impacts.

Thank you for your time and for considering my comments.

Relating to OHV and roads, the 
ongoing efforts for the BHTMP will 
now include the Marton Property.    
Relating to recreation facilities, trails 
and development, the NPR SRMA 
established by the Casper RMP 
addresses issues and plans for this 
resource.  
Relating to grazing, the EA states, 
"Decision 6008. “Lands that are 
reconveyed or acquired will be 
managed in the same manner as the 
adjoining public lands.”" page 4, 
Section 2.3, Marton Ranch LWCF 
Land Acquisition EA. yes 5 5 No

95 MEA-1-500337655

I am absolutely in favor of the BLM acquiring the marton ranch. Private land owners should be able to sell their property 
to whomever they see fit to do so. I am upset with the governor's lack of transparency when it comes to transferals of state 
lands in Wyoming and feel like it is fairly hypocritical  to condemn the BLM for this transaction. Thank you to all the fine 
people working to preserve, protect and aquire more, public lands! Great job! Thank you for your comment. yes 1 No

157 MEA-1-500337768
I strongly support this acquisition.  As a resident of Natrona County for many decades I see the importance to public lands 
to the Wyoming lifestyle. Thank you for your comment. yes 1 No

57 MEA-1-500337779

They want to sell; the BLM wants to buy. This sounds like a win for public landowners (all of us). If funding is an issue 
anywhere in this process, then allocate more funds, don't divest elsewhere. We should federally protect as much of this 
beautiful country as we can. Thank you for your comment. yes 1 No

63 MEA-1-500337780
Any time private land (that has significant opportunities to help with wildlife corridors and fishery preservation) can be 
purchased by federal agencies, it is a win for the public and for the wildlife!  I support the purchase. Thank you for your comment. yes 1 No

58 MEA-1-500337782
It is imperative that the BLM acquire this property to unlock the state and BLM land that has been locked away from 
public access. This is a travesty that private lands prevent usage of public lands. Thank you for your comment. yes 1 No

161 MEA-1-500337789

I am all for this purchase of land from a willing seller, as it would be a boon for the public and environment. The state's 
governor objects, as far as I can tell, out of a typical Wyoming kneejerk reaction to any increase in public land managed 
by the federal government. Let him and others not forget that federal largesse keeps the state afloat financially. I hope this 
sale goes through, for the benefit of all. Thank you for your comment. yes 1 No
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92 MEA-1-500337790

I strongly encourage BLM to complete this acquisition. This is a willing-seller, willing buyer arrangement that will 
greatly improve public access through this highly utilized corridor and will have huge benefits for wildlife and the public 
at large. Thank you for your comment. yes 1 No

5 MEA-1-500337793

What a great opportunity for public access and the preservation of this beautiful place for wildlife. Fishing paradise too 
boot. I sure hope this land deal, which will benefit citizens of Casper, Wyoming, and the US goes through. Lost property 
tax revenue will be more Han made up by tourism and just good old quality of life. Thank you for your comment. yes 1 No

105 MEA-1-500337794

I am in full support of the BLM purchase of the Marton Ranch.  As the entire west is facing increasing development 
pressure, increased recreational usage, increased population growth, now more than ever we need to be protecting our 
open spaces.  This purchase would help protect the Marton Ranch from being, someday, developed into subdivisions, 
while increasing recreational opportunities for hunters, fishermen and outdoorsmen of all types. Thank you for your comment. yes 1 No

80 MEA-1-500337795

Hi there, 

My name is Josh Harrison. I have lived in Wyoming five and a half years and am an avid outdoorsman, indeed that is why I moved to Wyoming. 
I hold a PhD in Ecology and Evolution and have worked for non-profit groups doing restoration ecology, academia, and the government. I 
currently work in the biotech field. Demographics are middle-aged, homeowner, and someone that does basically every outdoor sport with a 
name (and some without). I mention all this because I think my opinion on Marton Ranch transfer mirrors that of my friends with shared interests 
and demographics. I would like to see the Marton Ranch land transfer go through and I do NOT want to see a concomitant sell off of public lands 
elsewhere in the state.

I moved to Wyoming to enjoy the outdoors. Our public lands and the recreation opportunities provided on them is why most people come to 
Wyoming and responsible for our burgeoning tourist industry.

We have all seen public lands becoming more crowded over the past few years, this is not going to change as the demand will continue to grow. I 
would like to see supply-side solutions to crowding, in other words, more land for us to recreate on. Consequently, I strongly oppose selling off 
matching amounts of federal land elsewhere in the state so that the total proportion of publicly managed lands in the state stays the same post-
transfer of the Marton Ranch. I could be convinced to sell of some land if it was landlocked and in the middle of development (e.g., a square in 
the middle of town), but would prefer to avoid such sell-offs since those open spaces often make a neighborhood more desirable and do provide 
ecological benefits. Under zero circumstances am I favor of selling of public land that is not-landlocked. 

I look forward to recreating on the Marton Ranch. I plan to fish, hunt, bike, and maybe trail run on the property, so long as those activities are 
deemed acceptable. This would be another reason for me to head up to the Casper region (the other being the great skiing on Casper Mountain!)

Regarding the extra burden on wildlife officials (or others) for managing this property. I am in favor of charging an entrance fee. This could be 
modest for locals (say $20 a year or $5 a day) and more for non-locals. I live in Laramie and would happily pay a few bucks to come up and fish 
if that kept the Ranch in good management standing. (As an aside, I want to see more state funds go to outdoor recreation because I think it is an 
investment that will give a high return.) I also suspect you could find volunteers willing to swing by and pick up trash or restock bathrooms. The 
model of a camp host might work well for that sort of thing, if usage becomes high enough to warrant it.

Thanks for your time, 

Josh Harrison Thank you for your comment. yes 1 No

16 MEA-1-500337796

There is a real need for public lands to remain open in the West where  the last of the open lands is a premium. We are 
currently being overwhelmed with people trying to get here in the West because of their fears of mixed populations. They 
are building like crazy on lands in Montana; we have lost many ranches which will be taken over in housing for this 
influx.  We cannot emphasize the need for open land enough in my opinion; the drawbacks for this purchase are minimal. Thank you for your comment. yes 1 No

135 MEA-1-500337798

I am in support of the Marton Ranch LWCF project. As a public land hunter, even though a non-resident of Wyoming, I 
use public land exclusively for my recreation.  This is an excellent example of willing seller and a win-win for the public 
and the landowner. I would encourage the BLM to continue working with NGO partners and other willing landowners to 
improve access and solve access issues often created when isolated public parcels are landlocked by private lands. I 
strongly support this acquisition. Thank you for your comment. yes 1 No

145 MEA-1-500337799

After reviewing the documentation on the Marton Ranch proposed purchase I want to go on record as fully supporting the 
effort of BLM to acquire the Marton Ranch. The reasons are listed below.

1--Shore based anglers have much less access than those who have the means to afford a boat and a guide. This purchase 
will open up many miles of access for those who can't afford a guide. 

2--Many have said that half of Wyoming is federally owned. However, in reality large portions of that are controlled by 
private landowners due to access problems. This is a chance to block up many scattered tracts so 
    management can benefit the public who actually own the land. 

3--I've read that some estimate that 10,000 dollars will be lost in property tax to Natrona County. This notion is false. The 
reality is that this purchase will increase tax revenue by many times that amount to the county 
    because of the taxes paid by thousands of recreational anglers and tourists. If the average guided angler spends 1000 
dollars a day, they are paying in excess of 50 dollars just in sales tax. Times that by many thousand 
    annual trips and both the state and the county are making a windfall in tax revenue off Grey Reef recreation. This 
purchase helps to ensure those revenues continue.

4--This purchase is a rare opportunity to acquire access to one the the highest quality Blue Ribbon fisheries in the nation. 
Usually this type of access is unavailable at any price. Yet this purchase will create an astounding 8 
     miles of public access. I'm not aware of anything like it in the entire nation. This purchase should be the highest 
priority of the Wyoming BLM state office. Thank you for your comment. yes 1 No

14 MEA-1-500337802 This deal is a no brainer, the BLM should absolutely move forward with the purchase of the Marton Ranch. Thank you for your comment. yes 1 No

91 MEA-1-500337803

As a sportsmen and recreationalist I highly, highly, highly support this acquisition.

Wyoming is among the best states in the country for recreating on public lands and this purchase in this area will greatly 
add to that reputation.

This is a willing buyer/willing seller transaction that the public supports.  I greatly urge the BLM to do everything in their 
power to make this purchase go through. Thank you for your comment. yes 1 No
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19 MEA-1-500337806

As a Montana resident, I fully support this acquisition.  I appreciate the landowners willingness to sell to a public agency 
which will benefit future generations of public land users.  Especially at a time when private land is being acquired by 
wealthy interests with no desire to be a good neighbor to State and Federal agencies. Thank you for your comment. yes 1 No

11 MEA-1-500337808

This land purchase provides public access to a stretch of Wyoming that is a highly desirable area and has crowding and 
public access issues.  Specifically, the Grey Reef stretch of the Platte River is a highly desirable fishing destination that 
receives tourism/recreation traffic throughout the year.  This land purchase and public access provides additional 
locations for the public to enter and spread out traffic on this stretch of river.  Additionally, the land purchase would 
provide valuable hunting opportunities. 

The opportunities that this land purchase provides would increase tourism and recreation dollars to the area.  Instead of 
the Marton Ranch area being limited to those willing to pay outfitting and guiding fees, the public could access this area 
bringing in dollars to fly shops, fuel stations, grocery stores, sporting goods stores, etc.

Additionally, the State of Wyoming should not be dictating whom a private landowner can sell or transfer their land to.  
This purchase actually benefits the recreating citizens of Wyoming as opposed to bowing down to the extremely small 
population benefited by the welfare ranching industry. Thank you for your comment. yes 1 No

158 MEA-1-500337809
The BLM should be allowed to make this purchase. It is a huge benefit to the outdoorsman to gain access to previously 
land locked public lands. I see no reason for the state of Wyoming to object to this proposal. Thank you for your comment. yes 1 No

155 MEA-1-500337811 I fully support the purchase of the Marton Ranch by the Bureau of Land Management. Thank you for your comment. yes 1 No

109 MEA-1-500337812

Very much supportive of this acquisition in support of public access and conservation.  Thank you to BLM for having a 
positive impact on our future.

Sincerely, Neil Harber Thank you for your comment. yes 1 No

141 MEA-1-500337814

As a year-round Wyoming resident, I am in support of the Bureau of Land Management purchasing this land and 
providing additional opportunities for recreation, whether it is fishing, hunting, motorized, or otherwise. If this sale goes 
through, I do not see the need for the BLM to an equivalent amount of BLM-owned land somewhere else in the state. Thank you for your comment. yes 1 No

104 MEA-1-500337816

Dear Mr. Robinson and Mr. Roehl,

As a Lander, Wyoming resident, I spend much of my leisure time—along with my family—on public land managed by the 
BLM, Forest Service, Wyoming Game and Fish, Fish and Wildlife Service, and National Park Service. I believe that 
these agencies must care for the waterways within our state and manage them for wildlife and human use. 

The purchase of the EA Marton Ranch will increase public access to close to 9 miles of river along the North Platte River 
downstream of Alcova Reservoir. Access to this river and to the water is a win-win for the public. Additionally, the 
40,000+ acres of previously inaccessible public inholdings will increase access to hunting, hiking, and biking.

I believe that the purchase of this land by the BLM benefits Wyoming residents and citizens of he United States. 

Thank you or accepting public comment.

Gratefully,
Michelle Escudero
801 S 3rd ST
Lander, WY 82520
michellelescudero@gmail.com
301.219.1836 Thank you for your comment. yes 1 No

159 MEA-1-500337820

I think this would be a great opportunity for BLM to acquire this ranch for open public access. The consequences to the 
State seem minimal at best while creating outdoor recreational opportunities on a desirable area for both resident and 
nonresident alike. I feel this purchase would be a great use of Federal funds. Thank you for your comment. yes 1 No

65 MEA-1-500337822

Comment in support of Alternative B, Proposed Action to acquire the Marton Ranch in Natrona and Carbon Counties, 
Wyoming.

This acquisition provides a rare opportunity to add public access along 8 miles of of the blue ribbon North Platte River as 
well as almost 36,000 acres of land.  This project is a great win for citizens of Wyoming and throughout the US.

Please move forward with this acquisition as soon as possible. Thank you for your comment. yes 1 No

81 MEA-1-500337823

As a non resident sportsman that frequently visits Wyoming, I am very much in favor of this acquisition. It would benefit 
all involved, and has a willing buyer and willing seller. Hopefully this deal gets done and the Wyoming will have even 
more public access!! Thank you for your comment. yes 1 No

22 MEA-1-500337826 This is great and fully support! Good job BLM Thank you for your comment. yes 1 No

115 MEA-1-500337827

I am strongly in favor of the BLM acquiring the Morton Ranch property because it would provide more public access to 
currently landlocked parcels, as well as to the Platte River riparian area. So many rivers and streams in Wyoming are 
locked up by private land with no access, it is important that we seek ways to provide more public access to these areas. 

The State of Wyoming's argument that this sale would harm Carbon and Natrona Counties by reducing tax revenue is 
false because, as the BLM's analysis has already shown, the reduction in property taxes would be an inconsequential 
percentage of both counties' tax base. This shortfall would likely be made up by an increase in sales and lodging taxes for 
Casper and nearby communities, as a result of increased recreation. If this sale goes through, I would likely travel from 
Lander to hunt and fish on this land. Thank you for your comment. No
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70 MEA-1-500337835

I strongly support acquisition of the Marton ranch and the increased quailty hunting and fishing opportunities this 
provides. I fish in Wyoming frequently and I am always glad to see more hunting opportunities as I have expanded some 
of my hunting into the state. Thank you for your comment. yes 1 No

116 MEA-1-500337836

This is a terrific initiative under consideration by the BLM.  I believe the purchase of the Marton Ranch, is especially 
valuable to the public who use and recreate along the North Platte River.  Previously, floating the Grey Reef section, 
upstream of Casper, has in my experience, been challenging and somewhat frustrating because of Wyoming's 
interpretation of ownership of navigable waters.  This results in trespass concerns for river users how might prefer to use 
an anchor to focus on fishing and difficulty finding a spot for lunch due to the very few public parcels of land.

The BLM will be an excellent steward of this land and the improved public access in one of Wyoming's more populous 
regions of the state. Thank you for your comment. No

138 MEA-1-500337837

I believe the BLM purchase of the Marton Ranch to be a great success for all those currently enjoying public lands as 
well as future users who are yet to be. With the ongoing private and commercial encroachment onto wildland which 
directly affect wildlife's territories and wintering grounds, the more public lands reserved for wildlife and its users, the 
better. This deal would not only unlock a tremendous amount of public land, but would also safeguard current private 
lands by turning them into public resource.

I truly hope this deal goes through and the public takes ownership of these lands. We need more public lands, not less. Thank you for your comment. yes 1 No

151 MEA-1-500337840
I fully support the acquisition of the Marton Ranch by the BLM. This would be a great win for the public and anyone 
trying to stop it is infringing upon the current landowner’s private property rights. Thank you for your comment. yes 1 No

55 MEA-1-500337841

I support the transaction. This is important rangeland for all classes of wildlife and will bring this large block into public 
ownership which will prevent subdivision of the land and reduce conversion of critical habitat for the greater sage grouse. 
The land along the North Platte River is especially at risk for encroachment by homes which risks water quality and 
quantity for a trophy trout fishery as well as critical habitat for endangered fishes such as the Pallid sturgeon. Important 
vegetation along these corridors will also be maintained. 

The transaction will have minimal effect on the tax base in the area and may be offset by increased recreation users 
spending money in the area. 

I support this transaction as it provides important critical habitat for many classes of fish and wildlife. It also prevents 
development via subdivisions in this scenic area.

Thank you, Thank you for your comment. yes 1 No

8 MEA-1-500337845
I and my family support this transfer to the BLM, future generations need wild thing and wild places, this will help 
provide that. Thank you for your comment. yes 1 No

69 MEA-1-500337851 I support BLM purchasing the ranch. Thank you for your comment. yes 1 No

54 MEA-1-500337852

To whom it may concern,

I am 100% in favor of the purchase of this property. It will allow the access of several miles of class 1 stream, and a large 
acreage of Wyoming habitat. Their is no downside to this purchase. Thank you for your comment. yes 1 No

79 MEA-1-500337854

This blm purchase is great for the public.  I fished and hunted this area in the 1980s when the public had access.  Then 
private owners leased the access rights to the river, denying the public equal access to these waters.  This stretch of the 
river was "privatized" giving access to a blue ribbon river to those that paid the fishing guides, even though the fishery is 
maintained by the Wyoming game and fish.
This purchase allows the public to access a Wyoming resource, water and fishing, on equal standing with the capitalist 
guides that steal a public resource to make money.  The state of Wyoming has failed miserably in allowing the public 
access to public resources, don't let governor Gordon stop what is good for all the people of Wyoming in favor of the 
capitalist that buy his vote to support their greed. Thank you for your comment. yes 1 No

171 MEA-1-500337858
I would be very happy to see this happen and look foreword to spending time on this land. I think it is awesome that the 
land is being purchased by the BLM, I hope it is accessible to everyone in the near future. Thank you for your comment. yes 1 No

117 MEA-1-500337861
I support this transaction and believe it to be a big win for the public. I hope to see Wyoming Game and Fish manage this 
new area like others in the state. Thank you for your comment. No

143 MEA-1-500337863

I support the actions of the BLM to acquire the Marton Ranch. One of the most common issues we face in the outdoor 
recreation realm is limited access. Acquisitions of more federal land provide increased opportunities for all forms of 
outdoor recreation. With increased crowding in everything from hiking to hunting using LWCF funds to purchase 
property from a willing seller is one of the most powerful and widely supported tools federal agencies have. Thank you for your comment. yes 1 No

149 MEA-1-500337866

Currently, there are limited areas along the Platte River for families to camp, fish, and enjoy the beauty of this wonderful 
river in our state.  Many of our citizens do not have drift boats, and cannot afford to hire guides or stay at lodges.  I hope 
to see this development move quickly through the processes and I expect to see more people enjoying our great river. Thank you for your comment. yes 1 No

118 MEA-1-500337871 Acquisition will benefit the people of Wyoming in many ways for future generations. This is a no brainer acquisition. Thank you for your comment. No

119 MEA-1-500337882

Terrific! I am so glad for this transfer of private land to public management and access.! I wish there was more of this 
kind of thing in sensitive wildlife areas across the state. It would have been a real shame to have this land developed into 
ranchettes. Thank you for your comment. No
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7 MEA-1-500337884

Thank you to the BLM for accomplishing this purchase, which will be of great value to the public. I look forward to being 
able to hike on these lands. I knew John Marton and I think public access to these lands will be fitting tribute to him. I 
will be interested to follow the development of the management plan

I do NOT agree with the proposal of Gov. Mark Gordon to give up federal owof a comparable amount of land in 
Wyoming.

Thank you for all the work the Casper and Rawlins offices do for public land management and public access to these 
lands in Wyoming.

Anne MacKinnon 
Casper, WY Thank you for your comment. yes 1 No

24 MEA-1-500337887
This is a great purchase by the BLM. I am looking forward to exploring this area and fishing the North Platte. I value my 
privilege to recreate on public land and am excited that there is now more of it for ALL to share. Thank you for your comment. yes 1 No

27 MEA-1-500337888 I fully support the land purchase and the transfer of the Marton Ranch to public ownership Thank you for your comment. yes 1 No

146 MEA-1-500337890

I fully support the acquisition, I believe it is a win for everyone. A place that size and of that expense will only be 
purchased by someone with a large amount of money and it wil then be turned into their own private 
hunting/fishing/ranch and the general public will lose access to thousands of acres of public land, while the new 
landowner will gain that federal land for basically nothing or at most pennies on the dollar.

There is no reason for this not to go as the original purchase intended, other than big money felt slighted. The former 
owners have the right to sell to whomever they so choose, and they chose to sell to the public interest not to the private 
interest.

We dont need another corner-crossing issue. Thank you for your comment. yes 1 No
15 MEA-1-500337893 I fully support the acquisition of this property by the BLM. Thank you. Thank you for your comment. yes 1 No

30 MEA-1-500337894

I am completely for the BLM purchase of the Marton Ranch. The bump to tourism dollars should be tremendous over 
time and the influx of fisherman should be a real benefit to Natrona County as well as the Great State of Wyoming. Any 
loss of property tax dollars should easily be negated by tourism expenditures in the County. Wyoming and its residents 
need to be aware of tourism infrastructure as we move forward. " Locked out sections of private property " sends the 
message to our visitors that Wyoming is not welcoming and going forward will have a negative impact on our tourism 
product. Good job BLM! Thank you for your comment. yes 1 No

6 MEA-1-500337896

I am strongly in favor of the BLM acquiring the Marton Ranch. This acquisition would be a huge win for hunters, anglers, 
and recreationists who value our federal public lands and the opportunities provided. I believe that opening up significant 
public access to one of our state's best fisheries will result in an increase in revenue for local outdoor stores, outfitters, fly 
shops, hotels and motels, restaurants, etc. in Casper and Alcova. Anglers would additionally benefit from this acquisition, 
as more public access in this area would serve to spread angling pressure out a bit more. Thank you for your comment. yes 1 No

60 MEA-1-500337901 As a public lands hunter I wholeheartedly support this land acquisition by the BLM. Thank you for your comment. yes 1 No

59 MEA-1-500337903
This land would be a great asset to anyone who enjoys public lands in the West. I fully support the BLM's purchase of 
these lands and I look forward to exploring the area. Thank you for your comment. yes 1 No

94 MEA-1-500337908

I support this acquisition by BLM. I commend the Governor for requiring clarification on the original proposal, and BLM 
for providing same.  It will benefit maximum users at minimum cost, and add significantly to the rich public land heritage 
of the region and state. Thank you for your comment. yes 1 No

23 MEA-1-500337915

I write to offer my unqualified support for the Marton Ranch purchase.  As a Wyoming resident for 73 years, I very much 
appreciate that the BLM is interested in acquiring lands which benefit sportsmen.

I am very disappointed that the State of Wyoming does so little for sportsmen -- so often transferring state lands to private 
individuals (usually from out of state) so that those individuals can block public access to lands; I am so grateful that the 
BLM does not do this.  When I hear legislators talking about transferring public lands to the State of Wyoming, I know 
that the true goal would be to "manage" in a way that would screw the public and public recreation interests in favor of 
industry and wealthy ranchers.  It is a shame that the State does so little to provide the Wyoming Game and Fish 
Department with steady financial support.

I quite frankly view Governor Gordon's opposition to this sale as posturing --  an attempt to pander to the so-called 
conservative base.

I would be happy to discuss this with anyone who wishes to do so.  307.235.6681,

Very Truly Yours,
Cameron S. Walker Thank you for your comment. yes 1 No

76 MEA-1-500337918
I have lived in the western US all of my life. The federal government already owns and controls too much land here. 
No more federal land accumulation. Any accusation must be preceded by and equal divesture of other and similar lands. Thank you for your comment. no 1 No

38 MEA-1-500337931
I support this acquisition. Habitat loss is one of the most pressing issues confronting wildlife in our state, and this ensures 
more habitat. Thank you for your comment. yes 1 No

93 MEA-1-500337937
I am a long time user and enjoyer of public lands in this area. This is a rare and wonderful opportunity and I strongly 
support the acquisition. Thank you for your comment. yes 1 No

50 MEA-1-500337953
Accessibility to public land can be an issue in Wyoming. For this reason alone I support the Marton Ranch purchase. As 
tourism is becoming ever more important in Wyoming it may also more than offset the taxes lost. Thank you for your comment. yes 1 No

29 MEA-1-500337969

I strongly believe  that the  BLM should be aloud to purchase the Marton Ranch Property for the good of the people of 
Wyoming. 
Thanks, Christopher Harmon 
465 Western Ave. Buffalo Wyoming 82834. sunkencity2@aol.com Thank you for your comment. yes 1 No
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28 MEA-1-500337970
I support the acquisition of the Marton Ranch and oppose any sale of an equivalent amount of public land elsewhere in 
Wyoming. This acquisition strengthens access to public lands, waters and resources. Thank you for your comment. yes 1 No

53 MEA-1-500337977

This appears to be an outstanding opportunity to make addition land available to hunters, fishermen and  recreationists in 
Wyoming  and I wholeheartedly support the BLM purchase for the purpose of making the property available to the 
public. Thank you for your comment. yes 1 No

56 MEA-1-500337985

Thanks for the opportunity to comment. I just recently learned of the purchase of this property by the BLM. As a resident 
of Wyoming for 69 years and witness to increasing difficulty accessing public lands and decreasing access to private 
lands that are purchased by wealthy out of state entities, I am STRONGLY in favor of this addition to our public lands. 
My mother often said that they are not making anymore land and any opportunity to acquire public land at a reasonable 
cost should be pursued. As to the Governor's request that an equal amount of land be divested, this is not in the interest of 
the average Wyomingite. I would agree that lost tax revenues to the county will likely be compensated by increased 
tourist/fisherman traffic. Thank you for your comment. yes 1 No

89 MEA-1-500337988

More land to be accessible is always a good thing every year hunters and fishers donate to access yes and things like that 
to be able to have more area to roam. The federal government should never have to back down from something that helps 
the citizens as a whole the state of Wyoming is being ran by shameful people if they think this land purchase is wrong it’s 
clear they only care about the money aspect. If you’re worried about the blue ribbon trout fishing in that area take a good 
look at the miracle mile 5.5 miles of river not one single piece of it is private yet there’s no worries about over fishing 
even though there’s always parking lots full of cars out there. It seems the state if trying to money grab along with the 
outfitters and guides that have “owned” that section of river for years and have had to pay them to be able to access it or 
learn how to row a drift boat. I support the purchase of this land and normally I don’t like what the feds do but this is a 
step in the right direction for me. Thank you for your comment. yes 1 No

110 MEA-1-500338006

I support the BLM acquisition of the Marton Ranch. My dad's family comes from the north-central Wyoming area and we 
have made use of BLM and state lands for deer, elk and antelope hunting and trout fishing. The lands being acquired 
through this proposal will give ample opportunity for hunting and trout fishing for the citizens of Wyoming and outdoor 
enthusiasts from other states who visit Wyoming. If this land is acquired by the BLM, I will be planning a trout fishing 
trip to the area due to the increased access available to me given the fact that I will be able to walk along the bank of the 
North Platte River. Before I would have been restricted to a smaller section of public land or been forced to use a drift 
boat, which I currently do not own. This will be a big gain for the public at large. Thank you for your comment. yes 1 No

90 MEA-1-500338017 This is a vital addition to the public lands and access to all Wyoming residents. This should be completed with all haste. Thank you for your comment. yes 1 No

168 MEA-1-500338018 I'm against the sale of this ranch to the BLM.

Same comment 
and commenter 
as Comment 
169 Thank you for your comment. no 1 No

169 MEA-1-500338019 I'm against the sale of this ranch to the BLM.

Same comment 
and commenter 
as Comment 
168

37 MEA-1-500338021

Simply put, I support the BLM buying the EA Marton Ranch. The super rich are invading our State to create their own 
playground on their terms. They are raising our property taxes and we don’t get any long term relief from our legislature. 
This sale to the BLM will be for all the Public, Thank you for your comment. yes 1 No

66 MEA-1-500338034

This is the best outcome of a large private owned lands becoming public land!  Wish it could become more wide spread.  
If there are wild horses occupying these lands; they must not be hunted, or rounded up for sale!  They must be left alone 
and protected!
The BLM should make purchases like this in California!!
Jeanne France
Whitmore, CA 96096 Thank you for your comment. yes 1 No

120 MEA-1-500338064

I applaud this proposed acquisition.  It is clearly in the public interest to protect these lands.

I don’t understand why some Wyoming officials may oppose this acquisition.  Providing more public access and 
recreational opportunities should improve the local economy and jobs.  And protecting wildlife habitats should help 
safeguard biodiversity. Thank you for your comment. No

142 MEA-1-500338083
Great project that increased public access to a wonderful resource.  For conservation this was a great acquisition.  Yhe 
counties will receive more in PILT than was being paid by the previous landowner so that is a non issue. Thank you for your comment. yes 1 No

34 MEA-1-500338092
I am in favor of this land swap. I appreciate that it will allow more access to all people and believe the minimal tax loss is 
well worth the added value of the land that we can now all share. Thank you for your comment. yes 1 No

121 MEA-1-500338095
I think BLM buying this ranch is a great idea. This would open up more locked up land for public use and add more 
opportunities for general use by all Americans. Thank you for your comment. No

12 MEA-1-500338103

Dear BLM,

I strongly support BLM's purchase of the Marton Ranch. As an avid Wyoming trout fisherman, I have been fishing this 
segment of the North Platte River for over 30 years. Public land and water are some of Wyoming's greatest assets. Having 
more public land and water to fish will be a great benefit to all Wyomingites. 

Ben Parkhurst, Centennial, WY. Thank you for your comment. yes 1 No

156 MEA-1-500338127
Writing in support of the purchase and the opening of a significant amount of public land.  Great purchase that will 
benefit our outdoor economy.  Thank you! Thank you for your comment. yes 1 No

44 MEA-1-500338134

I whole-heartedly approve of this acquisition. When I heard last year that Governor Gordon had moved to block the deal 
on flimsy and ridiculous grounds, I feared it might be dead in the water. I'm glad to see that the project is still alive and 
well. I don't currently live in Wyoming, but once this deal is completed, it will just be one more reason among many to go 
there. Thank you for the great work that the BLM does. Thank you for your comment. yes 1 No
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99 MEA-1-500338164

I wish to express my total support for the negotiation for and purchase of the Marton Ranch properties by the BLM.  I 
have lived in Wyoming for 70 of my 73 years primarily so that I can access, hunt, fish, explore and enjoy the abundant 
public lands available to us here.  The new acquisition  of the marvelous property, together with the gaining of access to 
the large BLM inholdings within its boundaries is a remarkable accomplishment and a win-win for the parties to the 
transfer, the State of Wyoming and the public who can now explore and enjoy a classic Wyoming landscape with its 
wildlife and natural wonders. I look forward to my visits to the 8 plus additional miles of fishing access on my beloved 
North Platte River and a chance to hike the surrounding area with my wife and friends.

I was puzzled by those who suggest that the private seller in this instance would need to submit the proposed sale to the 
BLM for public comment and approval.  I do not understand how this could be consistent with the free transfer of private 
property by its owner.  I am likewise concerned by suggestions that the BLM might somehow become obligated to sell 
comparable property into private ownership as a condition to the purchase.  Both constitute unreasonable burdens upon 
what should otherwise be a negotiation in a free market transfer of anyone's private land.  Neither should become an 
impediment to finalization and approval of this transfer or any similar future sale and purchase of private property.

Congratulations to all who were involved in facilitating this remarkable addition for all present and future users of our 
public lands.  I look forward to hearing of the final use and management plan for the area. Thank you for your comment. yes 1 No

150 MEA-1-500338181

I am from Casper and fully support this purchase!! More public lands on the Platte River will be a benefit to the state of 
Wyoming and offer additional hunting and fishing opportunities and provide much needed habitat and water protections. 

I want to thank the Martons for selling their ranch and the BLM and all it’s staff for putting this together. Thank you for your comment. yes 1 No

122 MEA-1-500338252

I am totally on board with this land purchase. I grew up fishing this stretch of river and after the Wyoming Game and 
Fish, from pressure of fishing outfitters made this stretch flies only fishing and the outfitters contracted with the land 
owners, the majority of us fishermen and women were blocked from accessing one of the best fishing waters in the state. 
This will give us access again. Thank you for your comment. No

85 MEA-1-500338262 I'm against the sale of the Marton ranch to the BLM. The government doesn't need to own more land in Wyoming! Thank you for your comment. yes 1 No

98 MEA-1-500338264
I fully support the proposed land acquisition. This acquisition would greatly expand public access to valuable recreational 
lands in central Wyoming. Thank you for your comment. yes 1 No

21 MEA-1-500338269

I fully support the acquisition of this property by the BLM. The surface and aquatic biological habitats in this parcel 
would not be impacted by this acquisition. However, the archaeological and paleontological resources located within this 
parcel would receive protection under Federal ownership that is not afforded under the current private ownership. In 
addition, there would be greater access for hunting and fishing opportunities close to Casper.

This would be a win for all concerned. Thank you for your comment. yes 1 No

123 MEA-1-500338324

As a resident of Natrona County for over 30 years I was excited when the BLM acquired the Martin Ranch.  I switched 
my antelope license to that area in 2022 because of the BLM acquisition.  Really enjoyed exploring the area while I was 
hunting.  I also look forward to walk in fishing access.  I believe Wyoming will benefit more in user taxes than from 
property taxes. Thank you for your comment. No

133 MEA-1-500338381 This has so much positive for the public, open spaces, quality of life, recreation, with tax revenue off set with land users. Thank you for your comment. yes 1 No

25 MEA-1-500338382 I am in support of the acquisition. I would like it to be used for minimally developed recreation, with non motorized trails.

Same comment 
and commenter 
as 26. Thank you for your comment. yes 1 No

26 MEA-1-500338383
I am in support of this acquisition. I would like it to be used for minimally developed recreation, with non motorized 
trails.

Same comment 
and commenter 
as 25

31 MEA-1-500338384 I approve of the Marton Ranch land transfers. Thank you for your comment. yes 1 No

124 MEA-1-500338397
The Marten Ranch is a perfect example of private landowners controlling public land. Forty thousand acres of previously 
inaccessible federal land will now be open to its owners. That is priceless. Thank you for your comment. No

32 MEA-1-500338398

The blm purchasing large ranches and properties removing them from the private market makes it nearly impossible for 
small farmers and minorities to be able to afford to start their own operation. We cannot compete with the purchasing 
power of our own tax dollars the next generation of farmers are doomed to share cropping like the ex slaves were 
following abolition this time the federal government , the like bill gates are destroying the American dream to young 
farmers and ranchers nation wide. The constitution has dictated what properties the federal government can constutionally 
own and that has been ignored for far too long any private land should forever remain private and all public lands that are 
not mentioned in the constitution should be managed by the state they are in.

Constitutional 
comment

Please see response to 310b on Ide 
tab. no 1 1 No

153 MEA-1-500338402

Kudos to BLM.  The EA is well done.  The proposed ranch acquisition is well justified.

I believe this acquisition should help BLM manage this ranch to increase wildlife conservation and compatible public 
recreational uses.

I hope this acquisition is successful.  Thanks. Thank you for your comment. No

78 MEA-1-500338404

I support the BLM purchase of the Marton Ranch. The increase in recreational opportunities for the public will benefit 
Natrona and Carbon counties with increased traffic and sales tax from those traveling through the area. This purchase will 
give the public access to more of the North Platte River which a lot of it is off limits due to private ownership of most of 
the river access downstream of the Grey Reef. This land will also provide more opportunities for camping and hunting 
due to this potential BLM land being one continuous plot unlike the checkerboard public/private land that is common in 
the surrounding area that is legally impossible to access most of that public land due to the public access being corner 
adjacent. I wholeheartedly support this purchase. Thank you for your comment. yes 1 No

10 MEA-1-500338409
I strongly approve of this purchase and look forward to being able to access this land.  Thank you for being a steward of 
our public land. Thank you for your comment. yes 1 No
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40 MEA-1-500338410

I rise in support of the BLM's acquisition of the EA Marton Ranch.

As a Casper, Wyoming resident, I've become increasingly disappointed in the public's access to our public lands. 
Especially for recreational activities like hunting, fishing, and hiking. There is so much public land in this state that has 
been locked off. The lawsuit regarding the corner crossing has also brought to light how landowners are actively locking 
off access to our public lands. (The $9 Million dollar figure being asked for in "damages" come from the differences in 
how much the landowner thinks his property value decreases when he cant lock off the public lands bordered by his 
property from the public.)

Because of the relatively high population density (by Wyoming standards) of the nearby city of Casper, residents 
increasingly need access to public lands nearby for their own hiking, hunting, and fishing activities.

I was extremely disappointed in the state governor's opposition to the BLM's acquisition. I feel this doesn't represent the 
needs of the people here in Casper. I believe that the value gained by the public's open access to that property more than 
offsets the loss of state revenue for the property, even without the benefit of increased tourist activities in the area. Thank you for your comment. yes 1 No

86 MEA-1-500338416

I am very strongly for the purchase Marton Ranch.  It is a big step towards multi use. Access benefits all amercican not 
the special interest of a few Governor Gordon has choose to protect.  As a wyoming resident, I am disappointed out state 
would try to block an acquisition that would benefit so many of its citizens. Thank you for your comment. yes 1 No

77 MEA-1-500338417

I would like to advocate for the purchase of the Marton Ranch property.  This acquisition will only enhance the economic 
tourism potential for Natrona County and the State of Wyoming.  Tourism is the low hanging fruit for economic growth in 
our state, as energy development and agriculture have largely peaked, and this acquistion fundamentally changes the 
attractiveness of the North Platte River corridor for tourism/sport dollars coming to us.  Lastly, the conversation about 
making Wyoming more attractive so our youth will want to remain in state after their education is complete, should 
include vibrant and diverse outdoor recreational opportunities as the "bait" to encourage them to seek careers in-state.  
This is a wonderful opportunity to accomplish all the above for generations come.  Also, the annual cost after purchase is 
a loss of property tax revenues of $10,000/year.  The cost/benefit skews heavily toward the purchase in my mind. Thank you for your comment. yes 1 No

100 MEA-1-500338461
I would like to express my support for the acquisition of the Marton Ranch. It's a win for conservation and for sportsman 
and women of average means. Thank you for your comment. yes 1 No

83 MEA-1-500338462

I’m glad to see parcels like this put in the public ownership when the opportunity arises. It’s a big issue where we have 
public land that is landlocked by private individuals who refuse to allow access, so actually what is happening is the 
access of the on the public land is for their own enjoyment and not the publics. I also don’t believe we should divest any 
public land unless it’s in the public’s best interest to do a land swap to consolidate holdings, so the public can use it. Thank you for your comment. yes 1 No

101 MEA-1-500338464

I am in full support of the acquisition of this property by the BLM. As a flyfisherman fron NJ, I purposely made a trip to 
visit this area in April 2023 upon hearing about this acquisition last Fall. I had never visited this area before. I spent 
money on airfare, a car rental, hotel, fuel, food and other miscellaneous supplies. I'm sure my visit added sales and 
lodging taxes to the County coffers which when combined with taxes paid by other fisherman will more than make up for 
lost property taxes. I encourage the BLM to work with WY Game & Fish and Trout Unlimited to ensure that there are no 
detrimental impacts from potential increases in fishing visits and to improve the fishery now that feeder creek projects can 
be implemented on what was previously private property. Thank you for your comment. yes 1 No

84 MEA-1-500338465
I support the BLM's acquisition of the Marton Ranch private property to expand public access to valuable recreation 
lands in central Wyoming. Thank you for your comment. yes 1 No

164 MEA-1-500338471 See attached.

230502 
WMA_BLM RE 
Marton Ranch 
Land 
Aquisition.pdf Thank you for your comment. No 1 No

47 MEA-1-500338475

I totally agree that the BLM should be able to buy this property WITHOUT  having to sell the same about of BLM 
ground. There is so much checker board land in Wyoming that is "De facto private land", which is controlled by private 
land owners, that far exceeds this purchase amount. The claim that the People of the United States need to sell land to 
compensate Wyoming for this loss of land is a political ploy by the Governor. Great move by the BLM to give this 
property to the public. There is not one good reason for the Wyoming Governor to object to this purchase by the BLM. Thank you for your comment. yes 1 No

1 MEA-1-500338476

I support this acquisition on the condition that BLM won't allow harmful commercial livestock grazing or other extractive 
human uses on this land.  The use of LWCF funds should mean that BLM manages this land for bona fide conservation 
purposes and compatible recreational uses.  BLM sadly does not always respect these conservation purposes when it uses 
LWCF funds.  Please review the open letter at the web link below and attached, especially the section relating to past 
problems with BLM use of LWCF funds for conservation land purchases.  I hope that BLM will learn from these 
mistakes and not repeat them.  Thanks for your consideration.

https://www.counterpunch.org/2021/08/20/the-blm-is-broken-heres-how-to-fix-it/

BLM Necessary 
Reforms Spotts 
August 2021.pdf ??? No
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102 MEA-1-500338479

Marton Ranch LWCF Land Acquisition
NEPA Number: DOI-BLM-WY-P060-2022-0057-EA
I, Michael C. Walsh of Twin Bridges, MT, do oppose the Marton Ranch LWCF Land Acquisition for the following 
reasons:
The scope of the Environmental Assessment being limited to solely the land acquisition does not truly analysis the full 
effect of the acquisition. No land acquisition is made without further thought of development or management. In my 
opinion, limiting the scope to merely the acquisition is limiting the Environmental Assessment to the short term where in 
this same Assessment, the long-term benefits of continuous acreage management and increased public recreation are 
stated many times. The limited scope of the Assessment allows for the many resources to not be analyzed that will be 
affected by the acquisition.
To continue with the management of the land, it is stated in the Environmental Assessment, Section 2.3, that under 
Decision 6008 of Casper RMP, “Lands … will be managed in the same manner as the adjoining public lands.” But in the 
next line under Decision 6034 of Casper RMP, “North Platte Special Recreation Management Area Prescriptions: 
Development, livestock grazing, and ROW will be limited. Emphasis will be placed on enhancing recreational benefits 
and wildlife/fisheries habitats within the selected boundary.” These two statements contradict each other. Will the land be 
managed in the same manner as the adjoining land, or will it fall under the North Platte Special Recreation Management 
Area Prescription? With this being unclear, it does not allow the public to make an accurate comment in their 
endorsement or opposition of the acquisition. 
As for the resources that the assessment deemed present and impacted, it is to my opinion that they are one-sided and do 
not look at the entirety or long-term effects on the resources. When addressing Recreation and Recreational Setting, 
Section 4.2, the Assessment highlights all the positive benefits to the public from the acquisition, increased access to 
acres and riverbanks. But the assessment fails to acknowledge that what comes with increased access is increased 
disturbance. In a later section the assessment does briefly mentions that the 8-mile stretch of river does provide a form of 
“safe haven” for fish from what seems to be described as the ever-increasing fishing pressure they see. This is “mitigated” 
by managing the riparian and streambank standards. But it fails to address the current conditions of the streambank and 
riparian area. Is this an area that could benefit from different management, or will there be little, to any, change? As far as 

As the decisions state, acquired lands 
will be managed in accordance with 
those that are adjacent.  In those areas 
that are within the boundaries of the 
NPR SRMA, then those decisions 
will apply, outside of that boundary, 
the other RMP decisions will apply as 
mapped by the Casper RMP. no 1 1 No

107 MEA-1-500338480

I fully support the acquisition of the Marton Ranch by the BLM due to the increased access to the North Platte River and 
the significant reduction of landlocked public lands within Wyoming. The nominal amount of lost tax revenue would be 
made up by increased tourism provided by the increased access to our public lands. Thank you for your comment. yes 1 No

97 MEA-1-500338494

I am opposed to any additional federal acquisition of land in Wyoming, including the Marton Ranch. The federal 
government violated Article 1.8.17 of our Constitution by not transferring title to all lands to Wyoming when it was 
granted statehood. The only land permitted by the Constitution to be in federal ownership are the 10 mile square area for 
Washington DC and those properties approved by the state legislature under the condition "Such lands SHALL be used 
for the erection of forts, magazines, arsenals, dock yards, and other needful buildings." That clause does not permit the 
federal government to use the property for any other purpose. The federal government already maintains possession of 
nearly half of our state in violation of the Constitution which is supposed to be the supreme law of the land. I ask that you 
drop this acquisition.

Constitutional 
comment

Please see response to 310b on Ide 
tab. no 1 1 No

160 MEA-1-500338500

I am very much in favor of the acquisition. This is very good for the local community in that it will provide a large, 
uninterrupted area of public land for recreation. Much of the BLM and state land in the area is spotty and broken up. This 
would benefit the communities with additional tourism dollars. The huge stretch of North Platte river access is incredible. 
The value of this access for fishing and hunting is almost priceless. This is an incredible opportunity for the American 
public and the Wyoming citizens. I believe that recreation is a primary value of this land, but I am sure plenty of income 
could be generated from minerals and grazing as well. I would think that alone would offset the minimal tax loss. 

I personally have already accessed this land last winter for recreating. I think it adds a value to the area for a person to 
choose to live or visit here.

I believe that the area should remain undeveloped and primitive as it is currently. (no fancy campgrounds or walkways 
etc.) Leave that to the Gray Reefs area. Thank you for your comment. yes 1 No

106 MEA-1-500338510

I am strongly in favor of the BLM taking ownership of this property. I can see only a great benefit to the citizens of this 
great country. This property could become an amazing haven for wildlife, an amazing place to recreate, a place to study 
flora and fauna, to educate, to appreciate. It is a perfect chance to preserve more open space. Wyoming has such strict 
access laws to rivers, leaving very few places where people who love rivers can enjoy such waters. This is an opportunity 
that we should not pass up. Places like this could easily be funded by a day access pass, if needed. I am in favor of the 
BLM acquiring this property for everyone. Thank you for the opportunity to comment. I am a resident of the state of 
Wyoming, having lived here for 48 years.  Mitchell Black Thank you for your comment. yes 1 No

75 MEA-1-500338513

Governor Martin,
  If you value your political career you will not interfere with the Marton Ranch acquisition by BLM. There are many 
more sportsman in Wyoming than wealthy landowners. Your nonsensical objection claiming government overreach is 
pure baloney. Open access to the Marton Ranch quickly as possible!
John Rogers 
Sheridan, Wyoming Thank you for your comment. yes 1 No

39 MEA-1-500338515

I am not in favor of this transaction, mainly because it is unconstitutional.  Article 1, Section 8, Clause 17 clearly spells 
out what the federal government can own and how to acquire it. This transaction meets none of those requirements under 
the US Constitution. It saddens me that agencies like the BLM can operate without impunity outside the bounds of the US 
Constitution.  The only recourse is to continue to educate the voters of these egregious actions.  Our group Liberty's Place 
for You WY will continue to do just that through our Townhalls and Mailers.  It takes time, but one day the voters will 
realize how much liberty's they have given up to unconstitutional agency's like the BLM and vote for legislators and a 
governor with a spine to through the BLM out of our state based on the Rights given to us under the 10th Amendment.

Constitutional 
comment

Please see response to 310b on Ide 
tab. no 1 1 No
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71 MEA-1-500338517

Thanks for the opportunity to comment. I was very pleased to hear of the proposed acquisition of the Marton Ranch by 
the BLM. As a longtime Wyoming angler and hunter, I support the acquisition wholeheartedly.
This significant parcel will provide much-needed access to 8 miles of the North Platte River, and allow for more 
recreational opportunities for the public.
Thank you to the BLM and The Conservation Fund for putting together this forward-looking investment in Wyoming's 
public lands.
I've lived in northwest Wyoming for nearly 31 years, and my family roots in the state go back to the 1890s in Johnson 
County. Thank you for your comment. yes 1 No

41 MEA-1-500338518

I wholeheartedly approve and endorse the purchase agreement between BLM and the Marton Ranch owners to complete 
the purchase of said property by the BLM.
This transfer of ownership will place these 35,000 acres in public ownership and open access for recreationists from both 
Wyoming and surrounding states. Those recreationists include hunters, anglers, river floaters, hikers and many others. It 
also opens access to some 40,000 additional acres of currently locked federal lands.
This sale is from a willing seller and a willing buyer. The State of Wyoming has no business interfering in this transfer of 
ownership. Any loss of tax revenue will be more than compensated by PILT payments and increased revenue to the State 
by increased recreation and tourist traffic expenditures.
I do not personally recreate on the North Platte River through this stretch but greatly value the resource for our citizens 
that it will open. Thank you for your comment. yes 1 No

163 MEA-1-500338519

As a long time Natrona county resident, I cannot  for the life of me , see anything negative about the marton ranch 
purchase.  With checkerboard access becoming an issue. This purchase would alow a large continuous  section of land 
that the public could enjoy.  One of the main reasons so many of us stay in WY.  I have yet talked to anyone that would be 
opposed to the purchase Thank you for your comment. yes 1 No

111 MEA-1-500338526
I am in full support of the acquisition of the Marton Ranch. I encourage the BLM to work on more projects to increase 
public access. Thanks for all your efforts to make this great project a reality! Thank you for your comment. yes 1 No

51 MEA-1-500338527

I’m writing on behalf of the Grey Reef Chapter of Trout Unlimited (GRTU) in support of the Marton Ranch acquisition.

According to a recent report by the BLM, the sale's benefits far outweigh any negative impacts that may occur through the 
acquisition of the property. There will be Increased opportunities for outdoor recreation including, but not limited to 
Hiking, camping, big game and waterfowl hunting, and geocaching just to name a few. It will also open up fishing access 
along 11 miles of the North Platte Blue Ribbon trout waters.

Impacts to the fishery can be minimized through signage, angler education, ethics, and appropriate acquisition 
management.

Again, I strongly support the public acquisition of the Marton Ranch.

Sincerely,

G. Scott Novotny
President of the Grey Reef Chapter of Trout Unlimited

Added signage and education 
mitigation to the Wildlife-Fisheries 
Mitigations section. yes 1 1 Yes

17 MEA-1-500338532

I am writing in support of the BLM's acquisition of the Marton ranch.  
The positive benefits of this acquisition far outweigh  the potential loss of state revenues.  
This acquisition opens a large access areas to big game hunting, waterfowl hunting, and fishing to the public.   
The North Platte brings in people from all over the country.  This brings  a substantial amount of revenue into te local 
economy.  Allowing for more access will help ease the pressure in small areas and will likely improve the overall 
experience of hunters and anglers.
Thank you,
Brady Okes Thank you for your comment. yes 1 No

49 MEA-1-500338533

Mr. Robinson,

I'm writing today in support of the Marton Ranch LWCF Land Acquisition.  I believe the benefits to the public far 
outweigh any negative impacts that can occur through the acquisition of the property.  I expect that this acquisition will 
result in more tourism and opportunities for outdoor recreation for Wyoming residents and non-residents.  I expect there 
will be more biking, hiking, camping, big game and waterfowl hunting, and of course blue ribbon fishing opportunities in 
abundance.

Impacts to the fishery can be minimized by educating fishermen, providing appropriate signage on catch and release, and 
other appropriate methods to mitigate negative impacts.

I'm excited for the acquisition to move forward and strongly support the public acquisition of the Marton Ranch.

Thank you,
Erin Hamm

Added signage and education 
mitigation to the Wildlife-Fisheries 
Mitigations section. yes 1 1 Yes
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134 MEA-1-500338534

I am writing on behalf of the Platte Valley Trout Unlimited Chapter #495. Platte Valley Trout Unlimited represents 69 
members and the Carbon County, Wyoming area. PVTU is in support of the sale of the Marton Ranch to the Bureau of 
Land Management (BLM).

According to a recent report by the BLM, and the benefits of the sale far outweigh any negative impacts. Increased 
opportunities for outdoor recreation including hiking, camping, big game and waterfowl hunting, as well as fishing along 
11 miles of the Blue Ribbon trout stream. Impacts to the fishery can be minimized through signage, angler education and 
ethics and appropriate management.

George Phillips / PVTU President 
Platte Valley Trout Unlimited
Chapter #495
PO Box 1248
Saratoga, Wyoming 82331
Cell: 307.349.7268
Email: pvtroutunlimited@gmail.com

Added signage and education 
mitigation to the Wildlife-Fisheries 
Mitigations section. yes 1 1 Yes

18 MEA-1-500338535

As a 20 year resident of Natrona County I am fully in support of the acquisition of the Marton Ranch by the BLM. This 
will benefit so many local residents and honestly non-residents alike. This opens up so much access for recreation and so 
much public land that used to be land locked. Of course the property will need to be managed and the BLM has proven to 
be much better at managing lands for public use than the state of Wyoming who often limit access to state owned public 
lands at the request of private landowners. 

Thank you BLM for having the vision to acquire this property before a wealthy person from out of the state or out of the 
country buys it. Our Governor can take a hike, literally on the newly acquired land! Thank you for your comment. yes 1 No

170 MEA-1-500338537
I feel that the sale of this ranch to the BLM is a great idea.  This will leave the ranch open to all of the public to enjoy,  If 
the ranch is sold to anyone else, it ultimately will be closed off and subdivided. Thank you for your comment. yes 1 No

125 MEA-1-500338540 I think the BLM buying the Marton Ranch was a great thing for the public!! Thank you for your comment. No

73 MEA-1-500338545

The Marton Ranch acquisition by the Bureau of Land Management (BLM) in Wyoming offers several potential 
advantages:

1. Conservation of natural resources: The Marton Ranch is home to a diverse array of plant and animal species. By 
acquiring the ranch, the BLM can protect these resources and ensure that they are managed in a sustainable way.

2.. Increased public access: The Marton Ranch is located in a popular recreational area, and by acquiring the ranch, the 
BLM can expand public access to hiking, hunting, fishing, and other outdoor activities. The property includes roughly 11 
miles of the blue-ribbon North Platte River and the entirety of the famed Grey Reef section of the river, which is 
considered a premier rainbow trout fly-fishing destination. In fact, American Angler Magazine has named it the #1 spot in 
the lower 48 states to catch trophy rainbow and brown trout. Prior to BLM’s ownership, fishing access had been limited. 
This alone will bring in more tourist/fisherman dollars than the loss os a paltry $10k in tax revenue.

3. Protection of wildlife habitat: The Marton Ranch is located in an important wildlife corridor, and acquiring the 
property will help to protect critical habitat for migratory animals like elk, deer, and pronghorn.

Overall, the acquisition of the Marton Ranch by the BLM offers a unique opportunity to protect and preserve natural, 
cultural, and historical resources, while also providing increased public access and potential revenue generation.

The Marton Ranch property is a huge boost to the citizens of Wyoming who enjoy public lands.

Thank you the opportunity to comment. Thank you for your comment. yes 1 No

64 MEA-1-500338547

I strongly support the acquisition of the Marton Ranch.

This purchase will open up opportunities for hunters, fisherman, and outdoor enthusiasts. I don't believe that this 
purchase will have any impacts on the North Platte River.  There will still be the same amount of people using the river. 
People that truly value our public lands and appreciate the opportunities, take care of these special places. Thank you for your comment. yes 1 No

166 MEA-1-500338549

I would like to strongly support the Marton Ranch purchase by the BLM. This property had been on the market for some 
time without being sold, so the BLM purchase did not prevent any other buyer from being able to buy the ranch. The 
BLM purchase opened thousands of acres to public use for camping, fishing, hunting, wildlife watching and other outdoor 
activities.
Opposition to the sale by certain political factions philosophically opposed to the federal government increasing the area 
owned inside the borders of Wyoming do not reflect the views and wishes o the majority of Wyoming citizens and should 
be disregarded. Thank you for your comment. yes 1 No

33 MEA-1-500338550
I oppose the BLM purchasing any land.  This is not what the BLM was designed for to do.  The BLM is supposed to 
manage public lands. Thank you for your comment. no 1 No
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165 MEA-1-500338551

Upon reading the information supplied it looks like you are trying to eliminate cattle grazing.  As per the Taylor Grazing 
Act these are lands chiefly valued for grazing and you keep saying it will be managed as the surrounding BLM lands but 
offer no further information.  Does this mean that the new lands would be regulated like the present BLM lands?  Who 
would get the lease as there is no base property.  It raised a lot of questions in my mind.  If you are going to eliminate 
grazing that will cause a lot more problems.  You say in your results that there would be no change to the impacts but the 
fact that if grazing is gone and no one is grazing it there is a lot of lost revenue to the area.  Also you report no impact on 
fuels and fire.  Well if grazing is gone there sure will be a greater risk of greater fires and that is one of the greatest threats 
to the Sage Grouse.  I think this about grazing needs to be answered before this goes forward.  I support Alt. A because I 
do not think taking his much land out of production is what the intent was when the BLM was established.  Grazing is a 
management tool and should be used and land should not be taken out of production.  Between the loss in property taxes 
and Cattle taxes it would effect the area.
Please do the No Action Alt.

Relating to grazing and fire, the EA 
states, "Decision 6008. “Lands that 
are reconveyed or acquired will be 
managed in the same manner as the 
adjoining public lands.”" page 4, 
Section 2.3, Marton Ranch LWCF 
Land Acquisition EA.
The Interdisciplinary Team Checklist 
has been updated to clarify that 
grazing will continue on the ground 
as dictated in the RMP. no 2 2 Yes

20 MEA-1-500338552

As a public land owner, avid outdoorsmen, and frequent fisherman I write to you concerning the BLM acquisition of the Marton Ranch and the BLM’s ability to appropriately 
protect this resource of the State of Wyoming. I fully support the selection of “Alternative A” option. This was a gross over reach of governmental authority and will have 
detrimental impacts on what once was a Blue-Ribbon trout fishery and major migratory rangeland for antelope and deer. 
In the EA released by the BLM in April 2023, it is noted that in biennial sampling of this section of the North Platte River conducted by the Wyoming Game and Fish in 2020, the 
fish estimates are well below the management objective for both abundance and biomass per mile. This same sample also attributed an aging fish population related to poor 
recruitment. Further into the EA, it is stated this newly acquired land would now allow for legal access for the public to bank fish and anchor their boats, thus increasing fishing 
pressure and prolong fishing activities. The roughly 8 miles of riverfront, not continual by the way, of what once was private land served as a “fish safe haven” (Marton Ranch 
LWCF Land Acquisition EA, April2023), limiting anchoring and human interference thus protecting vital spawning beds to sustain the status of a Blue Ribbon trout fishery. The 
acquisition of this land will now allow for negative impact of direct human activity including but not limited to, boat anchoring, wade fishing, and walking on spawning beds thus 
expediting the destruction of this vital waterway and furthering the already evident poor recruitment. 
According to multiple mapping and GPS services, this land is already in control of the BLM. The impact on soil disturbance from an increase of off-highway vehicle (OHV) use on 
this land has already began thus initiating the cascade of “indirect adverse impact to water quality”, a concern highlighted in the April 2023 EA. Similar off highway vehicle use can 
be found on Trappers Route in close proximity to this land. Where people will frequently utilize BLM administered land for off road motored activities such as dirt bikes, side by 
sides, and four wheelers, visually evident by the remnants of their wheeled destruction and lasting disturbance to the soil. This serves as a stark reminder of what may become of the 
land in question. This similar off road destruction has already been inflicted upon the Marton Ranch land. 
One particular statement that may be celebrated in the April 2023 EA, is “No infrastructure development is planned for the acquisition area with this project”. With an already 
evident highly residential presence established on the opposite bank, including boat ramps, residential dwellings, lodging services, etc. Paired with the close proximity to previously 
established camp grounds and river access points, such as those found along Trappers Route Road and Gray Reef Road, the camping and public areas are already established and 
there is no need for further development of the Marton Ranch Land for these amenities. The camp grounds found along Trappers Route Road and Gray Reed Road are in close 
proximity to this land proposition, thus no need for further human influence and development is necessary. In doing so, may further release adverse impacts on the major migratory 
ranges found within this land for antelope and deer. 
Furthermore, with the task of protecting this world-class fishery, comes the relentless battle of a the “Most significant known threat to Wyoming is from zebra and quagga mussels” 
or Aquatic Invasive Species (AIS). With 78.6% of fisherman in the 2020 study by the Wyoming Game and Fish, were non-resident, their boats and gear are not native to the North 
Platte River. With the limitation of boat ramps to what has already been established, and never developing more, this allows for the Wyoming Game and Fish to appropriately and 
effectively conduct AIS check stations for all anglers entering the waterway, promoting the protection of this world-renowned fishery against the fight of Aquatic Invasive Species. 
In conclusion, I fully support to decision for “Alternative A” option of no change and in the event of the selection of “Alternative B” proposed action, only with precise stipulations 
implemented and abided by. These stipulations include, the closing of wade fishing/bank access during spring months. Regularly patrol and enforce a “zero tolerance off road 
policy” to protect the soil and land from wheeled disturbances and limit the harassment of the native and migratory wildlife and “indirect adverse impact to water quality”. Finally, 
the importance of adhering to the protection of this vast piece of land from further developments or infrastructure. With the close proximity of many services and camp grounds, 
there is absolutely no need to disrupt this landscape further nor allow for the potential introduction of AIS with the creation of additional boat ramps.

BLM Comment 
copy.pdf

Attachment 
copied into 
Comment cell to 
the left.  See 
Comments 36 
and 137.

Relating to OHV and roads, the 
ongoing efforts for the BHTMP will 
now include the Marton Property.
Relating to further development, the 
EA states, "Decision 6008. “Lands 
that are reconveyed or acquired will 
be managed in the same manner as 
the adjoining public lands.”" page 4, 
Section 2.3, Marton Ranch LWCF 
Land Acquisition EA. no 3 2 No

137 MEA-1-500338553

Dear Mike Robinson and the BLM,
As a public land owner, avid outdoorsmen, and frequent fisherman I write to you concerning the BLM acquisition of the Marton Ranch and the BLM’s ability to appropriately 
protect this resource of the State of Wyoming. I fully support the selection of “Alternative A” option. This was a gross over reach of governmental authority and will have 
detrimental impacts on what once was a Blue-Ribbon trout fishery and major migratory rangeland for antelope and deer. 
  In the EA released by the BLM in April 2023, it is noted that in biennial sampling of this section of the North Platte River conducted by the Wyoming Game and Fish in 2020, the 
fish estimates are well below the management objective for both abundance and biomass per mile. This same sample also attributed an aging fish population related to poor 
recruitment. Further into the EA, it is stated this newly acquired land would now allow for legal access for the public to bank fish and anchor their boats, thus increasing fishing 
pressure and prolong fishing activities. The roughly 8 miles of riverfront, not continual by the way, of what once was private land served as a “fish safe haven” (Marton Ranch 
LWCF Land Acquisition EA, April2023), limiting anchoring and human interference thus protecting vital spawning beds to sustain the status of a Blue Ribbon trout fishery. The 
acquisition of this land will now allow for negative impact of direct human activity including but not limited to, boat anchoring, wade fishing, and walking on spawning beds thus 
expediting the destruction of this vital waterway and furthering the already evident poor recruitment. 
 According to multiple mapping and GPS services, this land is already in control of the BLM. The impact on soil disturbance from an increase of off-highway vehicle (OHV) use on 
this land has already began thus initiating the cascade of “indirect adverse impact to water quality”, a concern highlighted in the April 2023 EA. Similar off highway vehicle use can 
be found on Trappers Route in close proximity to this land. Where people will frequently utilize BLM administered land for off road motored activities such as dirt bikes, side by 
sides, and four wheelers, visually evident by the remnants of their wheeled destruction and lasting disturbance to the soil. This serves as a stark reminder of what may become of the 
land in question. This similar off road destruction has already been inflicted upon the Marton Ranch land. 
 One particular statement that may be celebrated in the April 2023 EA, is “No infrastructure development is planned for the acquisition area with this project”. With an already 
evident highly residential presence established on the opposite bank, including boat ramps, residential dwellings, lodging services, etc. Paired with the close proximity to previously 
established camp grounds and river access points, such as those found along Trappers Route Road and Gray Reef Road, the camping and public areas are already established and 
there is no need for further development of the Marton Ranch Land for these amenities. The camp grounds found along Trappers Route Road and Gray Reed Road are in close 
proximity to this land proposition, thus no need for further human influence and development is necessary. In doing so, may further release adverse impacts on the major migratory 
ranges found within this land for antelope and deer. 
Furthermore, with the task of protecting this world-class fishery, comes the relentless battle of a the “Most significant known threat to Wyoming is from zebra and quagga mussels” 
or Aquatic Invasive Species (AIS). With 78.6% of fisherman in the 2020 study by the Wyoming Game and Fish, were non-resident, their boats and gear are not native to the North 
Platte River. With the limitation of boat ramps to what has already been established, and never developing more, this allows for the Wyoming Game and Fish to appropriately and 
effectively conduct AIS check stations for all anglers entering the waterway, promoting the protection of this world-renowned fishery against the fight of Aquatic Invasive Species. 
In conclusion, I fully support the decision for “Alternative A” option of no change and in the event of the selection of “Alternative B” proposed action, only with precise 
stipulations implemented and abided by. These stipulations include, the closing of wade fishing/bank access during spring months. Regularly patrol and enforce a “zero tolerance off 
road policy” to protect the soil and land from wheeled disturbances and limit the harassment of the native and migratory wildlife. Finally, the importance of adhering to the 
protection of this vast piece of land from further developments or infrastructure. With the close proximity of many services and camp grounds, there is absolutely no need to disrupt 
this landscape further nor allow for the potential introduction of AIS with the creation of additional boat ramps.

See Comments 
20 and 36. See Comment 20 Response no
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36 MEA-1-500338554

Dear Mike Robinson and the BLM,
As a public land owner, avid outdoorsmen, and frequent fisherman I write to you concerning the BLM acquisition of the Marton Ranch and the BLM’s ability to appropriately 
protect this resource of the State of Wyoming. I fully support the selection of “Alternative A” option. This was a gross over reach of governmental authority and will have 
detrimental impacts on what once was a Blue-Ribbon trout fishery and major migratory rangeland for antelope and deer.
In the EA released by the BLM in April 2023, it is noted that in biennial sampling of this section of the North Platte River conducted by the Wyoming Game and Fish in 2020, the 
fish estimates are well below the management objective for both abundance and biomass per mile. This same sample also attributed an aging fish population related to poor 
recruitment. Further into the EA, it is stated this newly acquired land would now allow for legal access for the public to bank fish and anchor their boats, thus increasing fishing 
pressure and prolong fishing activities. The roughly 8 miles of riverfront, not continual by the way, of what once was private land served as a “fish safe haven” (Marton Ranch 
LWCF Land Acquisition EA, April2023), limiting anchoring and human interference thus protecting vital spawning beds to sustain the status of a Blue Ribbon trout fishery. The 
acquisition of this land will now allow for negative impact of direct human activity including but not limited to, boat anchoring, wade fishing, and walking on spawning beds thus 
expediting the destruction of this vital waterway and furthering the already evident poor recruitment.
According to multiple mapping and GPS services, this land is already in control of the BLM. The impact on soil disturbance from an increase of off-highway vehicle (OHV) use on 
this land has already began thus initiating the cascade of “indirect adverse impact to water quality”, a concern highlighted in the April 2023 EA. Similar off highway vehicle use can 
be found on Trappers Route in close proximity to this land. Where people will frequently utilize BLM administered land for off road motored activities such as dirt bikes, side by 
sides, and four wheelers, visually evident by the remnants of their wheeled destruction and lasting disturbance to the soil. This serves as a stark reminder of what may become of the 
land in question. This similar off road destruction has already been inflicted upon the Marton Ranch land.
One particular statement that may be celebrated in the April 2023 EA, is “No infrastructure development is planned for the acquisition area with this project”. With an already 
evident highly residential presence established on the opposite bank, including boat ramps, residential dwellings, lodging services, etc. Paired with the close proximity to previously 
established camp grounds and river access points, such as those found along Trappers Route Road and Gray Reef Road, the camping and public areas are already established and 
there is no need for further development of the Marton Ranch Land for these amenities. The camp grounds found along Trappers Route Road and Gray Reed Road are in close 
proximity to this land proposition, thus no need for further human influence and development is necessary. In doing so, may further release adverse impacts on the major migratory 
ranges found within this land for antelope and deer.
Furthermore, with the task of protecting this world-class fishery, comes the relentless battle of a the “Most significant known threat to Wyoming is from zebra and quagga mussels” 
or Aquatic Invasive Species (AIS). With 78.6% of fisherman in the 2020 study by the Wyoming Game and Fish, were non-resident, their boats and gear are not native to the North 
Platte River. With the limitation of boat ramps to what has already been established, and never developing more, this allows for the Wyoming Game and Fish to appropriately and 
effectively conduct AIS check stations for all anglers entering the waterway, promoting the protection of this world-renowned fishery against the fight of Aquatic Invasive Species.
In conclusion, I fully support to decision for “Alternative A” option of no change and in the event of the selection of “Alternative B” proposed action, only with precise stipulations 
implemented and abided by. These stipulations include, the closing of wade fishing/bank access during spring months. Regularly patrol and enforce a “zero tolerance off road 
policy” to protect the soil and land from wheeled disturbances and limit the harassment of the native and migratory wildlife. Finally, the importance of adhering to the protection of 
this vast piece of land from further developments or infrastructure. With the close proximity of many services and camp grounds, there is absolutely no need to disrupt this 
landscape further nor allow for the potential introduction of AIS with the creation of additional boat ramps.

See Comments 
20 and 137. See Comment 20 Response no

167 MEA-1-500338555

I support the acquisition of the Marton properties by the BLM.  Throughout Wyoming access to fishing has been 
restricted through statute and judicial interpretation to fishable streams and rivers.
William McDowell Thank you for your comment. yes 1 No

3 MEA-1-500338556

Opening 8 miles of spawning beds to wade fisherman and the public, will drastically increase fishing pressure and further 
impact fish populations. Hundreds of thousands of people already flock this waterway every year, and that was prior to it 
becoming public. This increase in public access will encourage hundreds of thousands more to fish it, increasing fishing 
pressure. People will walk across spawn beds, destroy the river banks, decorated with their litter and feces, and harass the 
wildlife. I urge you to follow Governor Gordon's recommendation on the proper channels of how the federal government 
acquires and controls land, and to divest an equal amount following this purchase. The federal government should not be 
the largest land owner in Natrona County. Hand the regulatory authority of this land over to the State of Wyoming.

Similar to 
Comment 43 Thank you for your comment. No 1 No

43 MEA-1-500338557

Opening 8 miles of spawning beds to wade fisherman and the public, will drastically increase fishing pressure and further 
impact fish populations. Hundreds of thousands of people already flock this waterway every year, and that was prior to it 
becoming public. This increase in public access will encourage hundreds of thousands more to fish it, increasing fishing 
pressure. People will walk across spawn beds, destroy the river banks, decorated with their litter and feces, and harass the 
wildlife. While, you limit commercial fisherman already, limit the public fishing access too, issue select number of 
permits/lottery systems of day use of public fisherman, do more to protect the fish and water. 78% of fisherman are non 
resident. I urge you to follow Governor Gordon's recommendation on the proper channels of how the federal government 
acquires and controls land, and to divest an equal amount following this purchase. The federal government should not be 
the largest land owner in Natrona County. Hand the regulatory authority of this land over to the State of Wyoming. I urge 
the BLM to explore unmentioned options of control of this land, since proper channels were not properly followed, hand 
over this land to the State. Let the state burden the responsibility of regulating this resource from its greatest threat, the 
outdoorsman.

Similar to 
Comment 3 Thank you for your comment. No 1 No

88 MEA-1-500338559

We have a Constitutional Republic system of government.  We understand and abide by the Rule of Law in America for 
our system of government to work well.  Following these principles has made America successful and prosperous.  
There are those in the Federal government that have cast aside these principles for greed and are following after a one 
world order agenda. 
I do not understand bureaucracy well.  However I know that this transactions has bypassed Wyoming governance. 
I asked the Natrona County Commissioners long ago about this transaction.   Their response was that they were 
UNAWARE.
The Wyoming Governor said that it bypassed his office. 
The Wyoming Legislature did not debate to approve or disapprove of this transaction.
Information was difficult to obtain for the Wyoming public throughout the process while elected officials were unaware 
until the process was done.  This is NOT how our system of government works in Natrona County or in the State of 
Wyoming. 
Furthermore the documentation would affirm the suspicion that the people and vehicles are discouraged and perhaps will 
be excluded from the land while the taxpayer foots the bill.

State legislature 
response

Please see response to 310b on Ide 
tab. no 1 1 No

131 MEA-1-500338560 Please see my attached letter and incorporate it into the comments considered in this EA. Thank you, Peter Nicolaysen

BLM Marton 
Ranch 
Comment_pcn.p
df Thank you for your comment. yes 3 3 No

48 MEA-1-500338562
I wholeheartedly endorse the acquisition of the Marton Ranch property in order to provide public access and wildlife 
habitat. I feel that this acquisition would provide a valuable resource for the public. Thank you for your comment. yes 1 No

52 MEA-1-500338565

Continue with the purchase as originally agreed with the landowner. A few political nut jobs who hate public land are 
leading a band of dipshits to block this acquisition. This acquisition will benefit generations of public land users. If the 
blm doesn't acquire the land then it will just end up in the hands of another rich asshole. Thank you for your comment. yes 1 No
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62 MEA-1-500338566

After review of the document, I wanted to state my support for Alternative B, proposed action;  that the BLM in 
partnership with The Conservation Fund (TCF) acquire the approximate 36,000 acre Marton Ranch parcel in Natrona 
and Carbon Counties, Wyoming. Thank you for your comment. yes 1 No

139 MEA-1-500338568

The property must remain in production agriculture, as it is managed today. A change in use to wild horses or non-
production agriculture will not be sustainable.
Non-grazing will result in catastrophic wildfires. Wild horses will over graze the property.
The public needs to be limited in access or there will be dire environmental consequences from excessive off road travel. 
The purchase should have been more publicly advertised. Taking public comment at this time is to little to late. 
My sincere hope is the BLM will be a responsible owner of the land.

Representative Tom Walters (HD 38)
14700 HWY 220
Casper, WY 82604 Thank you for your comment. yes 1 No

82 MEA-1-500338571

Dear Mr. Robinson,
This letter is in response to the Scoping Notice for the Marton Ranch LWCF Land Acquisition Environmental 
Assessment (EA; April 2023) conducted by the Bureau of Land Management (BLM) Casper Field Office. The Wyoming 
Wild Sheep Foundation (WY-WSF) feels that the federal acquisition of the Marton Ranch is one that has long-term 
benefits for wildlife, recreationists, and sportspeople.
The WY-WSF recognizes the unique challenges of managing natural resources in this part of Wyoming given the 
checkerboard pattern of land ownership in the area. Acquisition of the Marton Ranch creates a large contiguous federal 
parcel that conforms with the BLM Land-Use Plan, under the multiple-use mandate, while providing greater recreation, 
hunting, and angling opportunities for both Wyoming citizens and visitors to our state. The potential tourism that comes 
along with this new access will undoubtedly positively affect the economies of the surrounding communities and counties. 
The EA does an excellent job of analyzing the positive effects that this land acquisition could have on big game species 
that currently use the habitat within the boundaries of the property. In addition to pronghorn, mule deer, and elk, the WY-
WSF suggests that federally acquiring these parcels will also benefit Wyoming’s bighorn sheep. The Marton Ranch is 
located directly between the Laramie Peak and Ferris-Seminoe bighorn sheep herd units, with the northwest corner of the 
property positioned within a bighorn sheep Cooperative Review Area. Federal ownership of this parcel of land provides 
for future management that could increase bighorn sheep habitat connectivity and sportsperson opportunity.
Please consider the lasting impacts and opportunities that this land exchange will have on wildlife (including bighorn 
sheep), recreation, and public access in a truly unique area of Wyoming. On behalf of the Wyoming Wild Sheep 
Foundation, we formally support the Marton Ranch LWCF Land Acquisition.
Sincerely,
Katie Cheesbrough
Executive Director
Wyoming Wild Sheep Foundation

WYWSF_BLM
_MartonRanch_
Comments_5-11-
2023.pdf

Copied letter 
over to 
comment cell to 
the left. Thank you for your comment. yes 1 No

87 MEA-1-500338572

As a former Sheridan County Wyoming County Commissioner and lifelong Wyoming resident, I am fully supportive of 
the BLM purchase of the Marton Ranch.
  Any willing sales and purchase transaction should be supported by all in our free market system.  The Governors 
challenge is nothing but pure politics at it's worst.
  Making these lands and waterway accessible to the general public will help alleviate pressure ion other recreations lands 
in Wyoming.  It opens many opportunities for the recreating public in our state.
  The BLM should not even consider a reduction of land holdings to facilitate this purchase.  We need all the recreational 
opportunities available for those of us that are not well heeled enough to afford the exorbitant trespass fees that many 
private landowners charge, even when simply walking through a small strip of private lands to access thousands of acres 
of our 'Public' BLM lands.
  It is simply hogwash to be concerned about the loss of tax revenues if these lands are in BLM hands.. Recreation income 
for the State of Wyoming is solidly the number 2 income generator for Wyoming State and local governments.  In some 
past quarters it was even in first place.  
  Ranching is a hard life, but this segment of Wyoming's economy is dwarfed by Recreational income generated by 
residents and non-residents alike.  
  Stick to your guns - you have done an excellent job in acquiring this property for us and future generations of the 
recreating public.  Lawrence A Durante Thank you for your comment. yes 1 No

154 MEA-1-500338576 You should open this land for public use and not have to sell any other BLM to do so. Thank you for your comment. yes 1 No
126 MEA-1-500338580 Don't do it, choose Alternative A, No Action Alternative. Feds don't need more unmanaged land! Thank you for your comment. No

61 MEA-1-500338585

I am strongly opposed to the federal government’s purchase of the Marton Ranch!  Wyoming has approximately 50% 
government owned land. To further add to this is to decrease the availability of land for beginning ranchers at a time when 
the agricultural population is becoming aged. The consolidated land exchange was designed to accomplish acquisition of 
parcels that the federal government deems exceptionally valuable for public use. The consolidated land exchange should 
be what is used to acquire the Marton Ranch. The United States was founded with private property rights being a very 
important guiding principal. Furthermore, it appears that the consent of the state legislature must be obtained before the 
federal government completes the acquisition. 

Sincerely,
James W Kruse

State legislature 
response

Please see response to 310b on Ide 
tab. no 1 1 No
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172 4/21/2023

Bernie Bornong
16 Widgeon Drive
Sheridan, WY 82801
307-672-5463
bornongbernard@gm
ail.com

I favor the BLM purchase of the Marton Ranch parcel for the following reasons:
1. The hunting, fishing, hiking, river and other outdoor recreation opportunities that will be provided.
2. Most of the BLM managed land within the parcel is isolated, and would be made more accessible with the acquisition. 
We need fewer Fred Eshelman public land-locking situations.
3. Any private property tax loss can be made up by PILT or similar programs, and from the increased recreational 
spending.
Public land is only going to become more valuable in the future. The argument about too much public land is only made 
by the privileged few, as opposed to the majority of Wyoming residents who benefit from public land opportunities.
Thank you for your work on this. Thank you for your comment. Yes 1 No

173 4/23/2023

Eric Stevens
242 Farrall Rd, 
Sundance, WY 82729
ebstevens186@gmail.
com

I would like to express my full support for the BLM project to acquire the Martin Ranch in
Natrona County, WY and manage it as public land. Thank you for your comment. Yes 1 No

174 4/24/2023

Ken Patterson
Star Valley Ranch, 
WY
mailto:kpgvid@gmail.
com

I fully support the public agency acquisition of the Marton Ranch. I am an angler, drift boat fisherman and
dedicated public lands user. The acquisition will add an important public use area. I have no concerns about the loss
Iivestock or other ag production the acquisition may cause. I am a bit astonished that the initial acquisition process
has been called into question. Adding the Marton Ranch to Wyoming’s public lands recreation opportunities
portfolio will likely produce significant economic benefit. Thank you for your comment. Yes 1 No

175 4/24/2023

Ernest Trujillo
3861 Cynthia Drive
Casper, WY 82609
mailto:rtruj@juno.co
m

I wanted to voice my support of the Marton Ranch Acquisition. Please make this happen as
soon as possible. And you can go tell Mark Gordon and the rest of his rancher buddies to go
fuck themselves for trying to stop this acquisition. Thank you for your comment. Yes 1 No

176 4/26/2023

Rich Hepner
571 Thelma Dr.
Casper, WY 82609
3072599792
mailto:r.hepner@yaho
o.com

My name is Rich Hepner and I reside in Casper Wyoming. I am a Wyoming native for 64 years.
I am in 100% favor of the Marton ranch acquisition! Please push it through. In addition the tax dollars
being wasted to stop this acquisition needs to be put to an end! Thank you for your comment. Yes 1 No

177 4/26/2023

Harrie Dennison
445 Mission Blvd 
Santa Rosa, CA 
95409-5346
pwdrski@sbcglobal.n
et

Dear Project Manager Mike Robinson,
Thank you for the opportunity to comment in response to the Marton Ranch LWCF Land Acquisition. As a public
land supporter, I want to thank the BLM for their work to improve and expand public land access in Wyoming.
Acquisitions such as the Marton Ranch are a critical tool to addressing the over four million acres of landlocked
state and federal public land in Wyoming.
The voluntary sale and acquisition of the Marton Ranch by the BLM respects private property rights while adding
70,000 acres of public land access, and eight miles of access to the North Platte River. This acquisition will have
lasting benefits for generations to come. I have full confidence in the BLM, WGFD, and other cooperating agencies
to effectively manage this landscape for the public benefit, including hunting and fishing. Please continue working
with willing landowners on similar projects across the state to expand public access. Thank you for your comment. Yes 1 No

178 4/27/2023

Robinson Brooks
1166 Del Rio Rd 
Powell, WY 82435-
8541
brooksrobinson335@
yahoo.com

Dear Project Manager Mike Robinson,
Thank you for the opportunity to comment in response to the Marton Ranch LWCF Land Acquisition. As a public
land supporter, I want to thank the BLM for their work to improve and expand public land access in Wyoming.
Acquisitions such as the Marton Ranch are a critical tool to addressing the over four million acres of landlocked
state and federal public land in Wyoming.
The voluntary sale and acquisition of the Marton Ranch by the BLM respects private property rights while adding
70,000 acres of public land access, and eight miles of access to the North Platte River. This acquisition will have
lasting benefits for generations to come. I have full confidence in the BLM, WGFD, and other cooperating agencies
to effectively manage this landscape for the public benefit, including hunting and fishing. Please continue working
with willing landowners on similar projects across the state to expand public access. Thank you for your comment. Yes 1 No

179 4/27/2023

Todd Helms
151 Delaney Ct 
Powell, WY 82435-
4543
thelms307@yahoo.co
m

Dear Project Manager Mike Robinson,
Thank you for the opportunity to comment in response to the Marton Ranch LWCF Land Acquisition. As a public
land supporter, I want to thank the BLM for their work to improve and expand public land access in Wyoming.
Acquisitions such as the Marton Ranch are a critical tool to addressing the over four million acres of landlocked
state and federal public land in Wyoming.
The voluntary sale and acquisition of the Marton Ranch by the BLM respects private property rights while adding
70,000 acres of public land access, and eight miles of access to the North Platte River. This acquisition will have
lasting benefits for generations to come. I have full confidence in the BLM, WGFD, and other cooperating agencies
to effectively manage this landscape for the public benefit, including hunting and fishing. Please continue working
with willing landowners on similar projects across the state to expand public access. Thank you for your comment. Yes 1 No

180 4/27/2023

Craig Okraska
205 Washington St 
Lander, WY 82520-
2249
cokraska@gmail.com

Dear Project Manager Mike Robinson,
Thank you for the opportunity to comment in response to the Marton Ranch LWCF Land Acquisition. As a public
land supporter, I want to thank the BLM for their work to improve and expand public land access in Wyoming.
Acquisitions such as the Marton Ranch are a critical tool to addressing the over four million acres of landlocked
state and federal public land in Wyoming.
The voluntary sale and acquisition of the Marton Ranch by the BLM respects private property rights while adding
70,000 acres of public land access, and eight miles of access to the North Platte River. This acquisition will have
lasting benefits for generations to come. I have full confidence in the BLM, WGFD, and other cooperating agencies
to effectively manage this landscape for the public benefit, including hunting and fishing. Please continue working
with willing landowners on similar projects across the state to expand public access. Thank you for your comment. Yes 1 No
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181 4/27/2023

Gary Keimig
PO Box 945 
Dubois, WY 82513-
0945
keimigg@gmail.com

Dear Project Manager Mike Robinson,
Thank you for the opportunity to comment in response to the Marton Ranch LWCF Land Acquisition. As a public
land supporter, I want to thank the BLM for their work to improve and expand public land access in Wyoming.
Acquisitions such as the Marton Ranch are a critical tool to addressing the over four million acres of landlocked
state and federal public land in Wyoming.
The voluntary sale and acquisition of the Marton Ranch by the BLM respects private property rights while adding
70,000 acres of public land access, and eight miles of access to the North Platte River. This acquisition will have
lasting benefits for generations to come. I have full confidence in the BLM, WGFD, and other cooperating agencies
to effectively manage this landscape for the public benefit, including hunting and fishing. Please continue working
with willing landowners on similar projects across the state to expand public access. Thank you for your comment. Yes 1 No

182 4/27/2023

Brandon Mason
661 Wyoming Ave 
Ste 5 
Powell, WY 82435-
2537
brandon@eastmans.c
om

Dear Project Manager Mike Robinson,
Thank you for the opportunity to comment in response to the Marton Ranch LWCF Land Acquisition. As a public
land supporter, I want to thank the BLM for their work to improve and expand public land access in Wyoming.
Acquisitions such as the Marton Ranch are a critical tool to addressing the over four million acres of landlocked
state and federal public land in Wyoming.
The voluntary sale and acquisition of the Marton Ranch by the BLM respects private property rights while adding
70,000 acres of public land access, and eight miles of access to the North Platte River. This acquisition will have
lasting benefits for generations to come. I have full confidence in the BLM, WGFD, and other cooperating agencies
to effectively manage this landscape for the public benefit, including hunting and fishing. Please continue working
with willing landowners on similar projects across the state to expand public access. Thank you for your comment. Yes 1 No

183 4/27/2023

Luke Weddle
2404 Knadler St 
Laramie, WY 82072-
1955
libertyluke@live.com

Dear Project Manager Mike Robinson,
Thank you for the opportunity to comment in response to the Marton Ranch LWCF Land Acquisition. As a public
land supporter, I want to thank the BLM for their work to improve and expand public land access in Wyoming.
Acquisitions such as the Marton Ranch are a critical tool to addressing the over four million acres of landlocked
state and federal public land in Wyoming.
The voluntary sale and acquisition of the Marton Ranch by the BLM respects private property rights while adding
70,000 acres of public land access, and eight miles of access to the North Platte River. This acquisition will have
lasting benefits for generations to come. I have full confidence in the BLM, WGFD, and other cooperating agencies
to effectively manage this landscape for the public benefit, including hunting and fishing. Please continue working
with willing landowners on similar projects across the state to expand public access. Thank you for your comment. Yes 1 No

184 4/27/2023

Trinity Powers
mailto:go4thebighorn
@yahoo.com

Mr. Robinson,
I'm a tax paying native of Wyoming. I support the acquisition by the BLM of the Marton Ranch. I see no
economic downside of this to the state. I hope the agency will manage it appropriately and in the best
interest of keeping it pristine. Thank you for your comment. Yes 1 No

185 4/27/2023

William Laegreid
94 Antelope Ave 
Laramie, WY 82072-
9559
Wlaegreid@gmail.co
m

Dear Project Manager Mike Robinson,
Thank you for the opportunity to comment in response to the Marton Ranch LWCF Land Acquisition. As a public
land supporter, I want to thank the BLM for their work to improve and expand public land access in Wyoming.
Acquisitions such as the Marton Ranch are a critical tool to addressing the over four million acres of landlocked
state and federal public land in Wyoming.
The voluntary sale and acquisition of the Marton Ranch by the BLM respects private property rights while adding
70,000 acres of public land access, and eight miles of access to the North Platte River. This acquisition will have
lasting benefits for generations to come. I have full confidence in the BLM, WGFD, and other cooperating agencies
to effectively manage this landscape for the public benefit, including hunting and fis Thank you for your comment. Yes 1 No

186 4/27/2023

Ryan Athey
1653 N 22nd St 
Laramie, WY 82072-
2380
rathui@msn.com

Dear Project Manager Mike Robinson,
Thank you for the opportunity to comment in response to the Marton Ranch LWCF Land Acquisition. As a public
land supporter, I want to thank the BLM for their work to improve and expand public land access in Wyoming.
Acquisitions such as the Marton Ranch are a critical tool to addressing the over four million acres of landlocked
state and federal public land in Wyoming.
The voluntary sale and acquisition of the Marton Ranch by the BLM respects private property rights while adding
70,000 acres of public land access, and eight miles of access to the North Platte River. This acquisition will have
lasting benefits for generations to come. I have full confidence in the BLM, WGFD, and other cooperating agencies
to effectively manage this landscape for the public benefit, including hunting and fishing. Please continue working
with willing landowners on similar projects across the state to expand public access. Thank you for your comment. Yes 1 No

187 4/27/2023

Karlee Provenza
260 N Cedar St 
Laramie, WY 82072-
3504
provenza.karlee@gma
il.com

Dear Project Manager Mike Robinson,
Thank you for the opportunity to comment in response to the Marton Ranch LWCF Land Acquisition. As a public
land supporter, I want to thank the BLM for their work to improve and expand public land access in Wyoming.
Acquisitions such as the Marton Ranch are a critical tool to addressing the over four million acres of landlocked
state and federal public land in Wyoming.
The voluntary sale and acquisition of the Marton Ranch by the BLM respects private property rights while adding
70,000 acres of public land access, and eight miles of access to the North Platte River. This acquisition will have
lasting benefits for generations to come. I have full confidence in the BLM, WGFD, and other cooperating agencies
to effectively manage this landscape for the public benefit, including hunting and fishing. Please continue working
with willing landowners on similar projects across the state to expand public access. Thank you for your comment. Yes 1 No

188 4/27/2023

Jerry Long
1028 Elm Way 
Rock Springs, WY 
82901-4102
jerrnnng5@netscape.
net

Dear Project Manager Mike Robinson,
Thank you for the opportunity to comment in response to the Marton Ranch LWCF Land Acquisition. As a public
land supporter, I want to thank the BLM for their work to improve and expand public land access in Wyoming.
Acquisitions such as the Marton Ranch are a critical tool to addressing the over four million acres of landlocked
state and federal public land in Wyoming.
The voluntary sale and acquisition of the Marton Ranch by the BLM respects private property rights while adding
70,000 acres of public land access, and eight miles of access to the North Platte River. This acquisition will have
lasting benefits for generations to come. I have full confidence in the BLM, WGFD, and other cooperating agencies
to effectively manage this landscape for the public benefit, including hunting and fishing. Please continue working
with willing landowners on similar projects across the state to expand public access. Thank you for your comment. Yes 1 No
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189 4/27/2023

DANIEL PICKAR
550 Beartooth Dr 
Powell, WY 82435-
1608
dpickar@gmail.com

Dear Project Manager Mike Robinson,
Thank you for the opportunity to comment in response to the Marton Ranch LWCF Land Acquisition. As a public
land supporter, I want to thank the BLM for their work to improve and expand public land access in Wyoming.
Acquisitions such as the Marton Ranch are a critical tool to addressing the over four million acres of landlocked
state and federal public land in Wyoming.
The voluntary sale and acquisition of the Marton Ranch by the BLM respects private property rights while adding
70,000 acres of public land access, and eight miles of access to the North Platte River. This acquisition will have
lasting benefits for generations to come. I have full confidence in the BLM, WGFD, and other cooperating agencies
to effectively manage this landscape for the public benefit, including hunting and fishing. Please continue working
with willing landowners on similar projects across the state to expand public access. Thank you for your comment. Yes 1 No

190 4/27/2023

Todd Schoborg
2702 Dover Dr 
Laramie, WY 82072-
2978
t_schoborg@yahoo.co
m

Dear Project Manager Mike Robinson,
Thank you for the opportunity to comment in response to the Marton Ranch LWCF Land Acquisition. As a public
land supporter, I want to thank the BLM for their work to improve and expand public land access in Wyoming.
Acquisitions such as the Marton Ranch are a critical tool to addressing the over four million acres of landlocked
state and federal public land in Wyoming.
The voluntary sale and acquisition of the Marton Ranch by the BLM respects private property rights while adding
70,000 acres of public land access, and eight miles of access to the North Platte River. This acquisition will have
lasting benefits for generations to come. I have full confidence in the BLM, WGFD, and other cooperating agencies
to effectively manage this landscape for the public benefit, including hunting and fishing. Please continue working
with willing landowners on similar projects across the state to expand public access. Thank you for your comment. Yes 1 No

191 4/27/2023

lisa balmain
601 E Gibbon St 
Laramie, WY 82072-
2636
lb_poenation@live.co
m

Dear Project Manager Mike Robinson,
Thank you for the opportunity to comment in response to the Marton Ranch LWCF Land Acquisition. As a public
land supporter, I want to thank the BLM for their work to improve and expand public land access in Wyoming.
Acquisitions such as the Marton Ranch are a critical tool to addressing the over four million acres of landlocked
state and federal public land in Wyoming.
The voluntary sale and acquisition of the Marton Ranch by the BLM respects private property rights while adding
70,000 acres of public land access, and eight miles of access to the North Platte River. This acquisition will have
lasting benefits for generations to come. I have full confidence in the BLM, WGFD, and other cooperating agencies
to effectively manage this landscape for the public benefit, including hunting and fishing. Please continue working
with willing landowners on similar projects across the state to expand public access. Thank you for your comment. Yes 1 No

192 4/27/2023

Jay Durtsche
751 N 8TH St 
Basin, WY 82410
jaydurtsche@gmail.co
m

Dear Project Manager Mike Robinson,
Thank you for the opportunity to comment in response to the Marton Ranch LWCF Land Acquisition. As a public
land supporter, I want to thank the BLM for their work to improve and expand public land access in Wyoming.
Acquisitions such as the Marton Ranch are a critical tool to addressing the over four million acres of landlocked
state and federal public land in Wyoming.
The voluntary sale and acquisition of the Marton Ranch by the BLM respects private property rights while adding
70,000 acres of public land access, and eight miles of access to the North Platte River. This acquisition will have
lasting benefits for generations to come. I have full confidence in the BLM, WGFD, and other cooperating agencies
to effectively manage this landscape for the public benefit, including hunting and fishing. Please continue working
with willing landowners on similar projects across the state to expand public access. Thank you for your comment. Yes 1 No

193 4/27/2023

Alex Bowler
3915 Sunflower 
Ranch Rd 
Hillsdale, WY 82060-
5057
nabowler@aol.com

Dear Project Manager Mike Robinson,
Thank you for the opportunity to comment in response to the Marton Ranch LWCF Land Acquisition. As a public
land supporter, I want to thank the BLM for their work to improve and expand public land access in Wyoming.
Acquisitions such as the Marton Ranch are a critical tool to addressing the over four million acres of landlocked
state and federal public land in Wyoming.
The voluntary sale and acquisition of the Marton Ranch by the BLM respects private property rights while adding
70,000 acres of public land access, and eight miles of access to the North Platte River. This acquisition will have
lasting benefits for generations to come. I have full confidence in the BLM, WGFD, and other cooperating agencies
to effectively manage this landscape for the public benefit, including hunting and fishing. Please continue working
with willing landowners on similar projects across the state to expand public access. Thank you for your comment. Yes 1 No

194 4/27/2023

Mark Hinschberger
1431 Stock Trl 
Dubois, WY 82513
mg.hinschberger@dte
world.com

Dear Project Manager Mike Robinson,
Thank you for the opportunity to comment in response to the Marton Ranch LWCF Land Acquisition. As a public
land supporter, I want to thank the BLM for their work to improve and expand public land access in Wyoming.
Acquisitions such as the Marton Ranch are a critical tool to addressing the over four million acres of landlocked
state and federal public land in Wyoming.
The voluntary sale and acquisition of the Marton Ranch by the BLM respects private property rights while adding
70,000 acres of public land access, and eight miles of access to the North Platte River. This acquisition will have
lasting benefits for generations to come. I have full confidence in the BLM, WGFD, and other cooperating agencies
to effectively manage this landscape for the public benefit, including hunting and fishing. Please continue working
with willing landowners on similar projects across the state to expand public access. Thank you for your comment. Yes 1 No

195 4/27/2023

Mark Eiserman
200 S Eight Mile Rd 
Casper, WY 82604-
9511
fme@tribcsp.com

Dear Project Manager Mike Robinson,
Thank you for the opportunity to comment in response to the Marton Ranch LWCF Land Acquisition. As a public
land supporter, I want to thank the BLM for their work to improve and expand public land access in Wyoming.
Acquisitions such as the Marton Ranch are a critical tool to addressing the over four million acres of landlocked
state and federal public land in Wyoming.
The voluntary sale and acquisition of the Marton Ranch by the BLM respects private property rights while adding
70,000 acres of public land access, and eight miles of access to the North Platte River. This acquisition will have
lasting benefits for generations to come. I have full confidence in the BLM, WGFD, and other cooperating agencies
to effectively manage this landscape for the public benefit, including hunting and fishing. Please continue working
with willing landowners on similar projects across the state to expand public access. Thank you for your comment. Yes 1 No
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196 4/27/2023

MIKE BROGAN
2133 Buffalo St 
Casper, WY 82604-
3775
pmb2133@gmail.com

Dear Project Manager Mike Robinson,
Thank you for the opportunity to comment in response to the Marton Ranch LWCF Land Acquisition. As a public
land supporter, I want to thank the BLM for their work to improve and expand public land access in Wyoming.
Acquisitions such as the Marton Ranch are a critical tool to addressing the over four million acres of landlocked
state and federal public land in Wyoming.
The voluntary sale and acquisition of the Marton Ranch by the BLM respects private property rights while adding
70,000 acres of public land access, and eight miles of access to the North Platte River. This acquisition will have
lasting benefits for generations to come. I have full confidence in the BLM, WGFD, and other cooperating agencies
to effectively manage this landscape for the public benefit, including hunting and fishing. Please continue working
with willing landowners on similar projects across the state to expand public access. Thank you for your comment. Yes 1 No

197 4/27/2023

Joe Gilbert
10 Maxine Pl 
Sheridan, WY 82801-
9752
wyowarden@gmail.co
m

Dear Project Manager Mike Robinson,
Thank you for the opportunity to comment in response to the Marton Ranch LWCF Land Acquisition. As a public
land supporter, I want to thank the BLM for their work to improve and expand public land access in Wyoming.
Acquisitions such as the Marton Ranch are a critical tool to addressing the over four million acres of landlocked
state and federal public land in Wyoming.
The voluntary sale and acquisition of the Marton Ranch by the BLM respects private property rights while adding
70,000 acres of public land access, and eight miles of access to the North Platte River. This acquisition will have
lasting benefits for generations to come. I have full confidence in the BLM, WGFD, and other cooperating agencies
to effectively manage this landscape for the public benefit, including hunting and fishing. Please continue working
with willing landowners on similar projects across the state to expand public access. Thank you for your comment. Yes 1 No

198 4/27/2023

Bill Haeck
176 Folsom Dr 
Rock Springs, WY 
82901-3416
bhaeck230@gmail.co
m

Dear Project Manager Mike Robinson,
Thank you for the opportunity to comment in response to the Marton Ranch LWCF Land Acquisition. As a public
land supporter, I want to thank the BLM for their work to improve and expand public land access in Wyoming.
Acquisitions such as the Marton Ranch are a critical tool to addressing the over four million acres of landlocked
state and federal public land in Wyoming.
The voluntary sale and acquisition of the Marton Ranch by the BLM respects private property rights while adding
70,000 acres of public land access, and eight miles of access to the North Platte River. This acquisition will have
lasting benefits for generations to come. I have full confidence in the BLM, WGFD, and other cooperating agencies
to effectively manage this landscape for the public benefit, including hunting and fishing. Please continue working
with willing landowners on similar projects across the state to expand public access. Thank you for your comment. Yes 1 No

199 4/28/2023

Jessica Jern
3660 Cheney Ln 
Wilson, WY 83014-
9174
jessica.jern@gmail.co
m

Dear Project Manager Mike Robinson,
Thank you for the opportunity to comment in response to the Marton Ranch LWCF Land Acquisition. As a public
land supporter, I want to thank the BLM for their work to improve and expand public land access in Wyoming.
Acquisitions such as the Marton Ranch are a critical tool to addressing the over four million acres of landlocked
state and federal public land in Wyoming.
The voluntary sale and acquisition of the Marton Ranch by the BLM respects private property rights while adding
70,000 acres of public land access, and eight miles of access to the North Platte River. This acquisition will have
lasting benefits for generations to come. I have full confidence in the BLM, WGFD, and other cooperating agencies
to effectively manage this landscape for the public benefit, including hunting and fishing. Please continue working
with willing landowners on similar projects across the state to expand public access. Thank you for your comment. Yes 1 No

200 4/28/2023

Patrick Lawien
mailto:patrick@caspe
rwindowanddoor.net

I was happy to see the article asking for public input on this issue. I was very annoyed to see our
governor over stepping his bounds thinking he could have a say in who someone can sell there land to
in the state of Wyoming.
In short the Martins should be able to sell there land to any one they choose as long as it is an
American entity.
Wyoming outdoor enthusiast I’m sure are all happy the land has been obtained by BLM because it is
the most usable public land in the state for hunting fishing and recreating.
Something being said about they are concerned with the environmental impacts is just them reaching
for any reason to make an argument.
It all comes down to one thing and its lost tax revenue. I’m sure our government can work around it.
There are plenty of billionaires they can tax in Teton county to make up the difference if they need to.
Thank you for asking for my opinion. Thank you for your comment. Yes 1 No

201 4/28/2023

Damian Garcia
1805 S 122nd Ln
Avondale, AZ 85323-
8115
mailto:damian.zuazo4
2@yahoo.com

Dear Mr. Michael D Robinson:
I am writing to join Wyoming Backcountry Hunters & Anglers in expressing my strong support for the BLM's
recent acquisition of the 35,000-acre Marton ranch.
Large, intact tracts of public lands like this are the bedrock of our rich Western sporting traditions. Investments in
the public land access on which outdoor families have relied for generations will help boost our growing outdoor
recreation economy and ensure that all Americans, regardless of their net worth or who they know, have quality
places to hunt, fish and recreate in Wyoming.
Polls consistently show that a lack of public access is the No. 1 reason why hunters and anglers give up their outdoor
pastimes. I greatly appreciate the BLM's proactive approach to help address this barrier and urge you to carry
forward with the land acquisition as planned.
Thank you for proactively helping create new public access and opportunity for all! Thank you for your comment. Yes 1 No

202 4/28/2023

Armond Acri
5626 State Highway 
154 
Veteran, WY 82243-
8727
anacri_wwf@hotmail.
com

Dear Project Manager Mike Robinson,
Thank you for the opportunity to comment in response to the Marton Ranch LWCF Land Acquisition. As a public
land supporter, I want to thank the BLM for their work to improve and expand public land access in Wyoming.
Acquisitions such as the Marton Ranch are a critical tool to addressing the over four million acres of landlocked
state and federal public land in Wyoming.
The voluntary sale and acquisition of the Marton Ranch by the BLM respects private property rights while adding
70,000 acres of public land access, and eight miles of access to the North Platte River. This acquisition will have
lasting benefits for generations to come. I have full confidence in the BLM, WGFD, and other cooperating agencies
to effectively manage this landscape for the public benefit, including hunting and fishing. Please continue working
with willing landowners on similar projects across the state to expand public access. Thank you for your comment. Yes 1 No
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203 4/28/2023

metaylor
mailto:metaylor@wyo
ming.com

I support the BLM acquisition of the Marton Ranch in hopes that it is managed for Wyoming
wildlife and not oil and gas development.

The EA states, "Decision 6008. 
“Lands that are reconveyed or 
acquired will be managed in the same 
manner as the adjoining public 
lands.”" page 4, Section 2.3, Marton 
Ranch LWCF Land Acquisition EA. Yes 1 No

204 4/28/2023 mailto:sethfranke83@yIn favor. A wonderful legacy act for future generations. Thank you for your comment. Yes 1 No

205 4/28/2023

Spencer Peterson
240 B St 
Bedford, WY 83112
petersonspencer@ym
ail.com

Dear Project Manager Mike Robinson,
Thank you for the opportunity to comment in response to the Marton Ranch LWCF Land Acquisition. As a public
land supporter, I want to thank the BLM for their work to improve and expand public land access in Wyoming.
Acquisitions such as the Marton Ranch are a critical tool to addressing the over four million acres of landlocked
state and federal public land in Wyoming.
The voluntary sale and acquisition of the Marton Ranch by the BLM respects private property rights while adding
70,000 acres of public land access, and eight miles of access to the North Platte River. This acquisition will have
lasting benefits for generations to come. I have full confidence in the BLM, WGFD, and other cooperating agencies
to effectively manage this landscape for the public benefit, including hunting and fishing. Please continue working
with willing landowners on similar projects across the state to expand public access. Same as 274 Thank you for your comment. Yes 1 No

206 4/29/2023

Linda Maglione
sunsetlinda@gmail.co
m

I am in favor of the BLM acquiring the Marton ranch. However, an equal amount of BLM/federal
property needs to be transferred to private ownership. As a 40+ year resident of the state of
Wyoming I DO OBJECT to the federal government owning increasing amounts of land in our state.
Good choices for the transition would be the multiple parcels of federal land scattered throughout
our state that are land locked by private land. Thank you. Thank you for your comment. Yes 1 No

207 4/29/2023

Jon Bailey,
Laramie, WY
mailto:jbbaileywy@ya
hoo.com

Good Afternoon,
The purchase of the Marton Ranch by the BLM is a great move for Wyoming in terms of public land access and
recreation. With the purchase of the ranch, sportsmen and women can hunt, fish, camp, and recreate upon land
previously off limits.
I support the purchase. Thank you for your comment. Yes 1 No

208 4/30/2023

Aidan McCormick
29595 elk view drive
Steamboat Springs, 
CO 80487-9471

Dear Mr. Michael D Robinson:
I am writing to join Wyoming Backcountry Hunters & Anglers in expressing my strong support for the BLM's
recent acquisition of the 35,000-acre Marton ranch.
Large, intact tracts of public lands like this are the bedrock of our rich Western sporting traditions. Investments in
the public land access on which outdoor families have relied for generations will help boost our growing outdoor
recreation economy and ensure that all Americans, regardless of their net worth or who they know, have quality
places to hunt, fish and recreate in Wyoming.
Polls consistently show that a lack of public access is the No. 1 reason why hunters and anglers give up their outdoor
pastimes. I greatly appreciate the BLM's proactive approach to help address this barrier and urge you to carry
forward with the land acquisition as planned.
Thank you for proactively helping create new public access and opportunity for all! Thank you for your comment. Yes 1 No

209 4/30/2023

Theodore Evans
31 Castle Rd.
Mt. Crested Butte, CO 
81224

Dear Mr. Michael D Robinson:
I am writing to join Wyoming Backcountry Hunters & Anglers in expressing my strong support for the BLM's
recent acquisition of the 35,000-acre Marton ranch.
Large, intact tracts of public lands like this are the bedrock of our rich Western sporting traditions. Investments in
the public land access on which outdoor families have relied for generations will help boost our growing outdoor
recreation economy and ensure that all Americans, regardless of their net worth or who they know, have quality
places to hunt, fish and recreate in Wyoming.
Polls consistently show that a lack of public access is the No. 1 reason why hunters and anglers give up their outdoor
pastimes. I greatly appreciate the BLM's proactive approach to help address this barrier and urge you to carry
forward with the land acquisition as planned.
Thank you for proactively helping create new public access and opportunity for all! Thank you for your comment. Yes 1 No

210 5/1/2023

Steven Thorburn
2325 21st Road
Geneseo, KS 67444-
9107

I am writing to join Wyoming Backcountry Hunters & Anglers in expressing my strong support for the BLM's
recent acquisition of the 35,000-acre Marton ranch.
Large, intact tracts of public lands like this are the bedrock of our rich Western sporting traditions. Investments in
the public land access on which outdoor families have relied for generations will help boost our growing outdoor
recreation economy and ensure that all Americans, regardless of their net worth or who they know, have quality
places to hunt, fish and recreate in Wyoming.
Polls consistently show that a lack of public access is the No. 1 reason why hunters and anglers give up their outdoor
pastimes. I greatly appreciate the BLM's proactive approach to help address this barrier and urge you to carry
forward with the land acquisition as planned.
Thank you for proactively helping create new public access and opportunity for all! Thank you for your comment. Yes 1 No

211 4/29/2023

Marla Patterson
<kpgvid@gmail.com
>

I entirely support the BLM acquiring the Marton Ranch and providing public access to the North
Platte River and surrounding rangeland. This is an outstanding opportunity to create a legacy access
for generations of sportsmen and recreational users. This is a perfect example of balancing public
use with the other the other multiple uses of grazing, mining and petroleum extraction.
Congratulations. Job Well Done. And “Thank You” to the Marton Family.

Routed from 
David Roehl Thank you for your comment. Yes 1 No

212 5/1/2023

Shanon E. Stockwell
mailto:stockwell.ncwp
@gmail.com

I believe that the BLM's purchase of the Marton Ranch and opening the river stretch open to
the public is not so much a matter of environmental impact but rather an issue of fishing
guides in the Casper area losing private access to a stretch of river that they have exclusively
had access to. The opening of this area to public use would be a great addition for fishers and
hikers to explore and enjoy the beautiful North Platte River that locals and travelers alike seek
out during peak times of the year. Thank you for your comment. Yes 1 No
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213 5/1/2023

Ben Kandiko
301 Thelma Drive, 
273
Casper, WY 82609
BEN@MJIMAGING.
COM

Dear Mr. Michael D Robinson:
I am writing to join Wyoming Backcountry Hunters & Anglers in expressing my strong support for the BLM's
recent acquisition of the 35,000-acre Marton ranch.
Large, intact tracts of public lands like this are the bedrock of our rich Western sporting traditions. Investments in
the public land access on which outdoor families have relied for generations will help boost our growing outdoor
recreation economy and ensure that all Americans, regardless of their net worth or who they know, have quality
places to hunt, fish and recreate in Wyoming.
Polls consistently show that a lack of public access is the No. 1 reason why hunters and anglers give up their outdoor
pastimes. I greatly appreciate the BLM's proactive approach to help address this barrier and urge you to carry
forward with the land acquisition as planned.
Thank you for proactively helping create new public access and opportunity for all! Thank you for your comment. Yes 1 No

214 5/1/2023

Ron Quinn
39 Primrose Ct
Alpine, WY 83128
mailto:Quinn9986@y
ahoo.com

Dear Mr. Michael D Robinson:
I am writing to join Wyoming Backcountry Hunters & Anglers in expressing my strong support for the BLM's
recent acquisition of the 35,000-acre Marton ranch.
Large, intact tracts of public lands like this are the bedrock of our rich Western sporting traditions. Investments in
the public land access on which outdoor families have relied for generations will help boost our growing outdoor
recreation economy and ensure that all Americans, regardless of their net worth or who they know, have quality
places to hunt, fish and recreate in Wyoming.
Polls consistently show that a lack of public access is the No. 1 reason why hunters and anglers give up their outdoor
pastimes. I greatly appreciate the BLM's proactive approach to help address this barrier and urge you to carry
forward with the land acquisition as planned.
Thank you for proactively helping create new public access and opportunity for all! Thank you for your comment. Yes 1 No

215 5/1/2023

Cory Abrams
145 blair drive, 
jackson, wy
Jackson, WY 83001-
9595
mailto:coryabrams4@
gmail.com

Dear Mr. Michael D Robinson:
I am writing to join Wyoming Backcountry Hunters & Anglers in expressing my strong support for the BLM's
recent acquisition of the 35,000-acre Marton ranch.
Large, intact tracts of public lands like this are the bedrock of our rich Western sporting traditions. Investments in
the public land access on which outdoor families have relied for generations will help boost our growing outdoor
recreation economy and ensure that all Americans, regardless of their net worth or who they know, have quality
places to hunt, fish and recreate in Wyoming.
Polls consistently show that a lack of public access is the No. 1 reason why hunters and anglers give up their outdoor
pastimes. I greatly appreciate the BLM's proactive approach to help address this barrier and urge you to carry
forward with the land acquisition as planned.
Thank you for proactively helping create new public access and opportunity for all! Thank you for your comment. Yes 1 No

216 5/1/2023

Brandon Schafer
3500 E 8th
Casper, WY 82609
mailto:egon1323@gm
ail.com

Dear Mr. Michael D Robinson:
I am writing to join Wyoming Backcountry Hunters & Anglers in expressing my strong support for the BLM's
recent acquisition of the 35,000-acre Marton ranch.
Large, intact tracts of public lands like this are the bedrock of our rich Western sporting traditions. Investments in
the public land access on which outdoor families have relied for generations will help boost our growing outdoor
recreation economy and ensure that all Americans, regardless of their net worth or who they know, have quality
places to hunt, fish and recreate in Wyoming.
Polls consistently show that a lack of public access is the No. 1 reason why hunters and anglers give up their outdoor
pastimes. I greatly appreciate the BLM's proactive approach to help address this barrier and urge you to carry
forward with the land acquisition as planned.
Thank you for proactively helping create new public access and opportunity for all! Thank you for your comment. Yes 1 No

217 5/1/2023

Russell Christiansen
734 W. 19th St.
Casper, WY 82601
mailto:rjccmedic1@g
mail.com

Dear Mr. Michael D Robinson:
I am writing to join Wyoming Backcountry Hunters & Anglers in expressing my strong support for the BLM's
recent acquisition of the 35,000-acre Marton ranch.
Large, intact tracts of public lands like this are the bedrock of our rich Western sporting traditions. Investments in
the public land access on which outdoor families have relied for generations will help boost our growing outdoor
recreation economy and ensure that all Americans, regardless of their net worth or who they know, have quality
places to hunt, fish and recreate in Wyoming.
Polls consistently show that a lack of public access is the No. 1 reason why hunters and anglers give up their outdoor
pastimes. I greatly appreciate the BLM's proactive approach to help address this barrier and urge you to carry
forward with the land acquisition as planned.
Thank you for proactively helping create new public access and opportunity for all! Thank you for your comment. Yes 1 No

218 5/1/2023

Kelcey Everson
947 N 2nd St
Lander, WY 82520
mailto:kelcey_everson
@yahoo.com

Dear Mr. Michael D Robinson:
I am writing to join Wyoming Backcountry Hunters & Anglers in expressing my strong support for the BLM's
recent acquisition of the 35,000-acre Marton ranch.
Large, intact tracts of public lands like this are the bedrock of our rich Western sporting traditions. Investments in
the public land access on which outdoor families have relied for generations will help boost our growing outdoor
recreation economy and ensure that all Americans, regardless of their net worth or who they know, have quality
places to hunt, fish and recreate in Wyoming.
Polls consistently show that a lack of public access is the No. 1 reason why hunters and anglers give up their outdoor
pastimes. I greatly appreciate the BLM's proactive approach to help address this barrier and urge you to carry
forward with the land acquisition as planned.
Thank you for proactively helping create new public access and opportunity for all! Thank you for your comment. Yes 1 No
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219 5/1/2023

Greg charles
P.O. Box 12882
Jackson , WY 83002
mailto:gcharles3@yah
oo.com

Dear Mr. Michael D Robinson:
I am writing to join Wyoming Backcountry Hunters & Anglers in expressing my strong support for the BLM's
recent acquisition of the 35,000-acre Marton ranch.
Large, intact tracts of public lands like this are the bedrock of our rich Western sporting traditions. Investments in
the public land access on which outdoor families have relied for generations will help boost our growing outdoor
recreation economy and ensure that all Americans, regardless of their net worth or who they know, have quality
places to hunt, fish and recreate in Wyoming.
Polls consistently show that a lack of public access is the No. 1 reason why hunters and anglers give up their outdoor
pastimes. I greatly appreciate the BLM's proactive approach to help address this barrier and urge you to carry
forward with the land acquisition as planned.
Thank you for proactively helping create new public access and opportunity for all! Thank you for your comment. Yes 1 No

220 5/1/2023

Roger Leonard
300 Wolcott
Albin, WY 82050-
5026
mailto:nightstarenergy
@gmail.com

Dear Mr. Michael D Robinson:
I am writing to join Wyoming Backcountry Hunters & Anglers in expressing my strong support for the BLM's
recent acquisition of the 35,000-acre Marton ranch.
Large, intact tracts of public lands like this are the bedrock of our rich Western sporting traditions. Investments in
the public land access on which outdoor families have relied for generations will help boost our growing outdoor
recreation economy and ensure that all Americans, regardless of their net worth or who they know, have quality
places to hunt, fish and recreate in Wyoming.
Polls consistently show that a lack of public access is the No. 1 reason why hunters and anglers give up their outdoor
pastimes. I greatly appreciate the BLM's proactive approach to help address this barrier and urge you to carry
forward with the land acquisition as planned.
Thank you for proactively helping create new public access and opportunity for all! Thank you for your comment. Yes 1 No

221 5/1/2023

Randy Byers
1610 Pioneer Avenue
Cheyenne, WY 82001
mailto:randy@tdsi.us

Dear Mr. Michael D Robinson:
I am writing to join Wyoming Backcountry Hunters & Anglers in expressing my strong support for the BLM's
recent acquisition of the 35,000-acre Marton ranch.
Large, intact tracts of public lands like this are the bedrock of our rich Western sporting traditions. Investments in
the public land access on which outdoor families have relied for generations will help boost our growing outdoor
recreation economy and ensure that all Americans, regardless of their net worth or who they know, have quality
places to hunt, fish and recreate in Wyoming.
Polls consistently show that a lack of public access is the No. 1 reason why hunters and anglers give up their outdoor
pastimes. I greatly appreciate the BLM's proactive approach to help address this barrier and urge you to carry
forward with the land acquisition as planned.
Thank you for proactively helping create new public access and opportunity for all! Thank you for your comment. Yes 1 No

222 5/1/2023

Kayla Nagle
39 Shiloh Road
Cody, WY 82414
mailto:KaylaNagle@y
ahoo.com

Dear Mr. Michael D Robinson:
I am writing to join Wyoming Backcountry Hunters & Anglers in expressing my strong support for the BLM's
recent acquisition of the 35,000-acre Marton ranch.
Large, intact tracts of public lands like this are the bedrock of our rich Western sporting traditions. Investments in
the public land access on which outdoor families have relied for generations will help boost our growing outdoor
recreation economy and ensure that all Americans, regardless of their net worth or who they know, have quality
places to hunt, fish and recreate in Wyoming.
Polls consistently show that a lack of public access is the No. 1 reason why hunters and anglers give up their outdoor
pastimes. I greatly appreciate the BLM's proactive approach to help address this barrier and urge you to carry
forward with the land acquisition as planned.
Thank you for proactively helping create new public access and opportunity for all! Thank you for your comment. Yes 1 No

223 5/1/2023

Evan O'Toole
505 S 10TH ST
Laramie, WY 82070
mailto:evano2l@gmai
l.com

Dear Mr. Michael D Robinson:
I am writing to join Wyoming Backcountry Hunters & Anglers in expressing my strong support for the BLM's
recent acquisition of the 35,000-acre Marton ranch.
Large, intact tracts of public lands like this are the bedrock of our rich Western sporting traditions. Investments in
the public land access on which outdoor families have relied for generations will help boost our growing outdoor
recreation economy and ensure that all Americans, regardless of their net worth or who they know, have quality
places to hunt, fish and recreate in Wyoming.
Polls consistently show that a lack of public access is the No. 1 reason why hunters and anglers give up their outdoor
pastimes. I greatly appreciate the BLM's proactive approach to help address this barrier and urge you to carry
forward with the land acquisition as planned.
Thank you for proactively helping create new public access and opportunity for all! Thank you for your comment. Yes 1 No

224 5/1/2023

jason truman
313 Pine St #314
TenSleep, WY 82442
mailto:Jbucktruman@
gmail.com

Dear Mr. Michael D Robinson:
I am writing to join Wyoming Backcountry Hunters & Anglers in expressing my strong support for the BLM's
recent acquisition of the 35,000-acre Marton ranch.
Large, intact tracts of public lands like this are the bedrock of our rich Western sporting traditions. Investments in
the public land access on which outdoor families have relied for generations will help boost our growing outdoor
recreation economy and ensure that all Americans, regardless of their net worth or who they know, have quality
places to hunt, fish and recreate in Wyoming.
Polls consistently show that a lack of public access is the No. 1 reason why hunters and anglers give up their outdoor
pastimes. I greatly appreciate the BLM's proactive approach to help address this barrier and urge you to carry
forward with the land acquisition as planned.
Thank you for proactively helping create new public access and opportunity for all! Thank you for your comment. Yes 1 No
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225 5/1/2023

Luke Weddle
2404 Knadler Street
Laramie, WY 82072-
1955
mailto:libertyluke@li
ve.com

Dear Mr. Michael D Robinson:
I am writing to join Wyoming Backcountry Hunters & Anglers in expressing my strong support for the BLM's
recent acquisition of the 35,000-acre Marton ranch.
Large, intact tracts of public lands like this are the bedrock of our rich Western sporting traditions. Investments in
the public land access on which outdoor families have relied for generations will help boost our growing outdoor
recreation economy and ensure that all Americans, regardless of their net worth or who they know, have quality
places to hunt, fish and recreate in Wyoming.
Polls consistently show that a lack of public access is the No. 1 reason why hunters and anglers give up their outdoor
pastimes. I greatly appreciate the BLM's proactive approach to help address this barrier and urge you to carry
forward with the land acquisition as planned.
Thank you for proactively helping create new public access and opportunity for all! Thank you for your comment. Yes 1 No

226 5/1/2023

Roger W Leonard
Albin, WY 82050
nightstarenergy@gma
il.com

As a long term Wyoming resident I strongly support the BLM acquisition of the Marton
Ranch in Natrona County. It will increase access for the public and ultimately be beneficial for
the local economy and the taxes in Natrona County.
Please proceed with this acquisition. Thank you for your comment. Yes 1 No

227 5/1/2023

Carl Myers
3027 Pheasant Dr.
Casper, WY 82604
mailto:cmyers1215@
gmail.com

Dear Mr. Michael D Robinson:
I am writing to join Wyoming Backcountry Hunters & Anglers in expressing my strong support for the BLM's
recent acquisition of the 35,000-acre Marton ranch.
Large, intact tracts of public lands like this are the bedrock of our rich Western sporting traditions. Investments in
the public land access on which outdoor families have relied for generations will help boost our growing outdoor
recreation economy and ensure that all Americans, regardless of their net worth or who they know, have quality
places to hunt, fish and recreate in Wyoming.
Polls consistently show that a lack of public access is the No. 1 reason why hunters and anglers give up their outdoor
pastimes. I greatly appreciate the BLM's proactive approach to help address this barrier and urge you to carry
forward with the land acquisition as planned.
Thank you for proactively helping create new public access and opportunity for all! Thank you for your comment. Yes 1 No

228 5/1/2023

Richard Pribyl
1108 E Curtis St
Laramie, WY 82072
mailto:pribylr@gmail.
com

Dear Mr. Michael D Robinson:
I am writing to join Wyoming Backcountry Hunters & Anglers in expressing my strong support for the BLM's
recent acquisition of the 35,000-acre Marton ranch.
Large, intact tracts of public lands like this are the bedrock of our rich Western sporting traditions. Investments in
the public land access on which outdoor families have relied for generations will help boost our growing outdoor
recreation economy and ensure that all Americans, regardless of their net worth or who they know, have quality
places to hunt, fish and recreate in Wyoming.
Polls consistently show that a lack of public access is the No. 1 reason why hunters and anglers give up their outdoor
pastimes. I greatly appreciate the BLM's proactive approach to help address this barrier and urge you to carry
forward with the land acquisition as planned.
Thank you for proactively helping create new public access and opportunity for all! Thank you for your comment. Yes 1 No

229 5/1/2023

Hunter Geer
19 scenic view
Cody, WY 82414
mailto:Huntergeer62
@gmail.com

Dear Mr. Michael D Robinson:
I am writing to join Wyoming Backcountry Hunters & Anglers in expressing my strong support for the BLM's
recent acquisition of the 35,000-acre Marton ranch.
Large, intact tracts of public lands like this are the bedrock of our rich Western sporting traditions. Investments in
the public land access on which outdoor families have relied for generations will help boost our growing outdoor
recreation economy and ensure that all Americans, regardless of their net worth or who they know, have quality
places to hunt, fish and recreate in Wyoming.
Polls consistently show that a lack of public access is the No. 1 reason why hunters and anglers give up their outdoor
pastimes. I greatly appreciate the BLM's proactive approach to help address this barrier and urge you to carry
forward with the land acquisition as planned.
Thank you for proactively helping create new public access and opportunity for all! Thank you for your comment. Yes 1 No

230 5/1/2023

Jeremy Kusmin
P.O. Box 9375
Jackson, WY 83002
mailto:mountainskd@
yahoo.com

Dear Mr. Michael D Robinson:
I am writing to join Wyoming Backcountry Hunters & Anglers in expressing my strong support for the BLM's
recent acquisition of the 35,000-acre Marton ranch.
Large, intact tracts of public lands like this are the bedrock of our rich Western sporting traditions. Investments in
the public land access on which outdoor families have relied for generations will help boost our growing outdoor
recreation economy and ensure that all Americans, regardless of their net worth or who they know, have quality
places to hunt, fish and recreate in Wyoming.
Polls consistently show that a lack of public access is the No. 1 reason why hunters and anglers give up their outdoor
pastimes. I greatly appreciate the BLM's proactive approach to help address this barrier and urge you to carry
forward with the land acquisition as planned.
Thank you for proactively helping create new public access and opportunity for all! Thank you for your comment. Yes 1 No

231 5/1/2023

THOMAS FUNKA
5236 WY Highway 
70, 
PO Box 183
Encampment, WY 
82325
mailto:tcfunka@gmail
.com

Dear Mr. Michael D Robinson:
I am writing to join Wyoming Backcountry Hunters & Anglers in expressing my strong support for the BLM's
recent acquisition of the 35,000-acre Marton ranch.
Large, intact tracts of public lands like this are the bedrock of our rich Western sporting traditions. Investments in
the public land access on which outdoor families have relied for generations will help boost our growing outdoor
recreation economy and ensure that all Americans, regardless of their net worth or who they know, have quality
places to hunt, fish and recreate in Wyoming.
Polls consistently show that a lack of public access is the No. 1 reason why hunters and anglers give up their outdoor
pastimes. I greatly appreciate the BLM's proactive approach to help address this barrier and urge you to carry
forward with the land acquisition as planned.
Thank you for proactively helping create new public access and opportunity for all! Thank you for your comment. Yes 1 No
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232 5/1/2023

Zade Cyr
2325, Inverness Blvd
Rawlins, WY 82301
mailto:cptzado3@yah
oo.com

Dear Mr. Michael D Robinson:
I am writing to join Wyoming Backcountry Hunters & Anglers in expressing my strong support for the BLM's
recent acquisition of the 35,000-acre Marton ranch.
Large, intact tracts of public lands like this are the bedrock of our rich Western sporting traditions. Investments in
the public land access on which outdoor families have relied for generations will help boost our growing outdoor
recreation economy and ensure that all Americans, regardless of their net worth or who they know, have quality
places to hunt, fish and recreate in Wyoming.
Polls consistently show that a lack of public access is the No. 1 reason why hunters and anglers give up their outdoor
pastimes. I greatly appreciate the BLM's proactive approach to help address this barrier and urge you to carry
forward with the land acquisition as planned.
Thank you for proactively helping create new public access and opportunity for all! Thank you for your comment. Yes 1 No

233 5/1/2023

Wade Epperson
281 W 10th St, , false
Sheridan, WY 82801
mailto:wadelepperson
@gmail.com

Dear Mr. Michael D Robinson:
I am writing to join Wyoming Backcountry Hunters & Anglers in expressing my strong support for the BLM's
recent acquisition of the 35,000-acre Marton ranch.
Large, intact tracts of public lands like this are the bedrock of our rich Western sporting traditions. Investments in
the public land access on which outdoor families have relied for generations will help boost our growing outdoor
recreation economy and ensure that all Americans, regardless of their net worth or who they know, have quality
places to hunt, fish and recreate in Wyoming.
Polls consistently show that a lack of public access is the No. 1 reason why hunters and anglers give up their outdoor
pastimes. I greatly appreciate the BLM's proactive approach to help address this barrier and urge you to carry
forward with the land acquisition as planned.
Thank you for proactively helping create new public access and opportunity for all! Thank you for your comment. Yes 1 No

234 5/1/2023

Thomas Whitaker
320 meadows dr 3291
Alpine, WY 83128
mailto:thomas.whitak
er.tw@gmail.com

Dear Mr. Michael D Robinson:
I am writing to join Wyoming Backcountry Hunters & Anglers in expressing my strong support for the BLM's
recent acquisition of the 35,000-acre Marton ranch.
Large, intact tracts of public lands like this are the bedrock of our rich Western sporting traditions. Investments in
the public land access on which outdoor families have relied for generations will help boost our growing outdoor
recreation economy and ensure that all Americans, regardless of their net worth or who they know, have quality
places to hunt, fish and recreate in Wyoming.
Polls consistently show that a lack of public access is the No. 1 reason why hunters and anglers give up their outdoor
pastimes. I greatly appreciate the BLM's proactive approach to help address this barrier and urge you to carry
forward with the land acquisition as planned.
Thank you for proactively helping create new public access and opportunity for all! Thank you for your comment. Yes 1 No

235 5/1/2023

Eric Johnson
9755 N Snake River 
Dr
Jackson, WY 83001
mailto:emjohnson_us
@yahoo.com

Dear Mr. Michael D Robinson:
I am writing to join Wyoming Backcountry Hunters & Anglers in expressing my strong support for the BLM's
recent acquisition of the 35,000-acre Marton ranch.
Large, intact tracts of public lands like this are the bedrock of our rich Western sporting traditions. Investments in
the public land access on which outdoor families have relied for generations will help boost our growing outdoor
recreation economy and ensure that all Americans, regardless of their net worth or who they know, have quality
places to hunt, fish and recreate in Wyoming.
Polls consistently show that a lack of public access is the No. 1 reason why hunters and anglers give up their outdoor
pastimes. I greatly appreciate the BLM's proactive approach to help address this barrier and urge you to carry
forward with the land acquisition as planned.
Thank you for proactively helping create new public access and opportunity for all! Thank you for your comment. Yes 1 No

236 5/1/2023

Eric Wodahl
1514 Hackney Drive
Laramie, WY 82070
mailto:wodahl@hotm
ail.com

Dear Mr. Michael D Robinson:
I am writing to join Wyoming Backcountry Hunters & Anglers in expressing my strong support for the BLM's
recent acquisition of the 35,000-acre Marton ranch.
Large, intact tracts of public lands like this are the bedrock of our rich Western sporting traditions. Investments in
the public land access on which outdoor families have relied for generations will help boost our growing outdoor
recreation economy and ensure that all Americans, regardless of their net worth or who they know, have quality
places to hunt, fish and recreate in Wyoming.
Polls consistently show that a lack of public access is the No. 1 reason why hunters and anglers give up their outdoor
pastimes. I greatly appreciate the BLM's proactive approach to help address this barrier and urge you to carry
forward with the land acquisition as planned.
Thank you for proactively helping create new public access and opportunity for all! Thank you for your comment. Yes 1 No

237 5/1/2023

Pete Kassab
529 Monument Road
Banner, WY 82832
mailto:ppkassab@gm
ail.com

Dear Mr. Michael D Robinson:
I am writing to join Wyoming Backcountry Hunters & Anglers in expressing my strong support for the BLM's
recent acquisition of the 35,000-acre Marton ranch.
Large, intact tracts of public lands like this are the bedrock of our rich Western sporting traditions. Investments in
the public land access on which outdoor families have relied for generations will help boost our growing outdoor
recreation economy and ensure that all Americans, regardless of their net worth or who they know, have quality
places to hunt, fish and recreate in Wyoming.
Polls consistently show that a lack of public access is the No. 1 reason why hunters and anglers give up their outdoor
pastimes. I greatly appreciate the BLM's proactive approach to help address this barrier and urge you to carry
forward with the land acquisition as planned.
Thank you for proactively helping create new public access and opportunity for all! Thank you for your comment. Yes 1 No
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238 5/1/2023

Nathan Martin
260 N Cedar St.
Laramie, WY 82072
mailto:nathancmartin
@gmail.com

Dear Mr. Michael D Robinson:
I am writing to join Wyoming Backcountry Hunters & Anglers in expressing my strong support for the BLM's
recent acquisition of the 35,000-acre Marton ranch.
Large, intact tracts of public lands like this are the bedrock of our rich Western sporting traditions. Investments in
the public land access on which outdoor families have relied for generations will help boost our growing outdoor
recreation economy and ensure that all Americans, regardless of their net worth or who they know, have quality
places to hunt, fish and recreate in Wyoming.
Polls consistently show that a lack of public access is the No. 1 reason why hunters and anglers give up their outdoor
pastimes. I greatly appreciate the BLM's proactive approach to help address this barrier and urge you to carry
forward with the land acquisition as planned.
Thank you for proactively helping create new public access and opportunity for all! Thank you for your comment. Yes 1 No

239 5/1/2023

Craig Bromley
PO Box 1194, 
935 Dabich Avenue
Lander, WY 82520
mailto:cbromley1955
@gmail.com

Dear Mr. Michael D Robinson:
I am writing to join Wyoming Backcountry Hunters & Anglers in expressing my strong support for the BLM's
recent acquisition of the 35,000-acre Marton ranch.
Large, intact tracts of public lands like this are the bedrock of our rich Western sporting traditions. Investments in
the public land access on which outdoor families have relied for generations will help boost our growing outdoor
recreation economy and ensure that all Americans, regardless of their net worth or who they know, have quality
places to hunt, fish and recreate in Wyoming.
Polls consistently show that a lack of public access is the No. 1 reason why hunters and anglers give up their outdoor
pastimes. I greatly appreciate the BLM's proactive approach to help address this barrier and urge you to carry
forward with the land acquisition as planned.
Thank you for proactively helping create new public access and opportunity for all! Thank you for your comment. Yes 1 No

240 5/1/2023

Kenneth R Keierleber
1005 Windriver Drive
Rock Springs, WY 
82901
mailto:keierkr@sweet
waterhsa.com

Dear Mr. Michael D Robinson:
I am writing to join Wyoming Backcountry Hunters & Anglers in expressing my strong support for the BLM's
recent acquisition of the 35,000-acre Marton ranch.
Large, intact tracts of public lands like this are the bedrock of our rich Western sporting traditions. Investments in
the public land access on which outdoor families have relied for generations will help boost our growing outdoor
recreation economy and ensure that all Americans, regardless of their net worth or who they know, have quality
places to hunt, fish and recreate in Wyoming.
Polls consistently show that a lack of public access is the No. 1 reason why hunters and anglers give up their outdoor
pastimes. I greatly appreciate the BLM's proactive approach to help address this barrier and urge you to carry
forward with the land acquisition as planned.
Thank you for proactively helping create new public access and opportunity for all! Thank you for your comment. Yes 1 No

241 5/1/2023

Troy Haan
3775 N 33rd St
Boise, ID 83703-
4701
mailto:troy.haan@gm
ail.com

Dear Mr. Michael D Robinson:
I am writing to join Wyoming Backcountry Hunters & Anglers in expressing my strong support for the BLM's
recent acquisition of the 35,000-acre Marton ranch.
Large, intact tracts of public lands like this are the bedrock of our rich Western sporting traditions. Investments in
the public land access on which outdoor families have relied for generations will help boost our growing outdoor
recreation economy and ensure that all Americans, regardless of their net worth or who they know, have quality
places to hunt, fish and recreate in Wyoming.
Polls consistently show that a lack of public access is the No. 1 reason why hunters and anglers give up their outdoor
pastimes. I greatly appreciate the BLM's proactive approach to help address this barrier and urge you to carry
forward with the land acquisition as planned.
Thank you for proactively helping create new public access and opportunity for all! Thank you for your comment. Yes 1 No

242 5/1/2023

GD Evans
417 Ash St
Rawlins, WY 82301
mailto:gamgetr@hotm
ail.com

Dear Mr. Michael D Robinson:
I am writing to join Wyoming Backcountry Hunters & Anglers in expressing my strong support for the BLM's
recent acquisition of the 35,000-acre Marton ranch.
Large, intact tracts of public lands like this are the bedrock of our rich Western sporting traditions. Investments in
the public land access on which outdoor families have relied for generations will help boost our growing outdoor
recreation economy and ensure that all Americans, regardless of their net worth or who they know, have quality
places to hunt, fish and recreate in Wyoming.
Polls consistently show that a lack of public access is the No. 1 reason why hunters and anglers give up their outdoor
pastimes. I greatly appreciate the BLM's proactive approach to help address this barrier and urge you to carry
forward with the land acquisition as planned.
Thank you for proactively helping create new public access and opportunity for all! Thank you for your comment. Yes 1 No

243 5/1/2023

William Eckerle
130 Targhee Towne 
Rd.
Alta, WY 83414
mailto:bill.eckerle@w
esterngeoarch.com

Dear Mr. Michael D Robinson:
I am writing to join Wyoming Backcountry Hunters & Anglers in expressing my strong support for the BLM's
recent acquisition of the 35,000-acre Marton ranch.
Large, intact tracts of public lands like this are the bedrock of our rich Western sporting traditions. Investments in
the public land access on which outdoor families have relied for generations will help boost our growing outdoor
recreation economy and ensure that all Americans, regardless of their net worth or who they know, have quality
places to hunt, fish and recreate in Wyoming.
Polls consistently show that a lack of public access is the No. 1 reason why hunters and anglers give up their outdoor
pastimes. I greatly appreciate the BLM's proactive approach to help address this barrier and urge you to carry
forward with the land acquisition as planned.
Thank you for proactively helping create new public access and opportunity for all! Thank you for your comment. Yes 1 No
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244 5/1/2023

Brady Lizotte
48 hayfield pl
Gillette , WY 82718
mailto:Bradylizotte@
hotmail.com

Dear Mr. Michael D Robinson:
I am writing to join Wyoming Backcountry Hunters & Anglers in expressing my strong support for the BLM's
recent acquisition of the 35,000-acre Marton ranch.
Large, intact tracts of public lands like this are the bedrock of our rich Western sporting traditions. Investments in
the public land access on which outdoor families have relied for generations will help boost our growing outdoor
recreation economy and ensure that all Americans, regardless of their net worth or who they know, have quality
places to hunt, fish and recreate in Wyoming.
Polls consistently show that a lack of public access is the No. 1 reason why hunters and anglers give up their outdoor
pastimes. I greatly appreciate the BLM's proactive approach to help address this barrier and urge you to carry
forward with the land acquisition as planned.
Thank you for proactively helping create new public access and opportunity for all! Thank you for your comment. Yes 1 No

245 5/1/2023

Nora Huxtable
560 E. 6th Street
Winona, MN 55987-
4241
mailto:nora.huxtable
@gmail.com

Dear Mr. Michael D Robinson:
I am writing to join Wyoming Backcountry Hunters & Anglers in expressing my strong support for the BLM's
recent acquisition of the 35,000-acre Marton ranch.
Large, intact tracts of public lands like this are the bedrock of our rich Western sporting traditions. Investments in
the public land access on which outdoor families have relied for generations will help boost our growing outdoor
recreation economy and ensure that all Americans, regardless of their net worth or who they know, have quality
places to hunt, fish and recreate in Wyoming.
Polls consistently show that a lack of public access is the No. 1 reason why hunters and anglers give up their outdoor
pastimes. I greatly appreciate the BLM's proactive approach to help address this barrier and urge you to carry
forward with the land acquisition as planned.
Thank you for proactively helping create new public access and opportunity for all! Thank you for your comment. Yes 1 No

246 5/1/2023

Jimmy Shaw
2127 E. Helena Dr.
Phoenix, AZ 85022
mailto:tigershaw90@
gmail.com

Dear Mr. Michael D Robinson:
I am writing to join Wyoming Backcountry Hunters & Anglers in expressing my strong support for the BLM's
recent acquisition of the 35,000-acre Marton ranch.
Large, intact tracts of public lands like this are the bedrock of our rich Western sporting traditions. Investments in
the public land access on which outdoor families have relied for generations will help boost our growing outdoor
recreation economy and ensure that all Americans, regardless of their net worth or who they know, have quality
places to hunt, fish and recreate in Wyoming.
Polls consistently show that a lack of public access is the No. 1 reason why hunters and anglers give up their outdoor
pastimes. I greatly appreciate the BLM's proactive approach to help address this barrier and urge you to carry
forward with the land acquisition as planned.
Thank you for proactively helping create new public access and opportunity for all! Thank you for your comment. Yes 1 No

247 5/1/2023

Mark Tonkin
424 Knollwood Drive
Buckhannon, WV 
26201-6625
mailto:tonkinwv@yah
oo.com

Dear Mr. Michael D Robinson:
I am writing to join Wyoming Backcountry Hunters & Anglers in expressing my strong support for the BLM's
recent acquisition of the 35,000-acre Marton ranch.
Large, intact tracts of public lands like this are the bedrock of our rich Western sporting traditions. Investments in
the public land access on which outdoor families have relied for generations will help boost our growing outdoor
recreation economy and ensure that all Americans, regardless of their net worth or who they know, have quality
places to hunt, fish and recreate in Wyoming.
Polls consistently show that a lack of public access is the No. 1 reason why hunters and anglers give up their outdoor
pastimes. I greatly appreciate the BLM's proactive approach to help address this barrier and urge you to carry
forward with the land acquisition as planned.
Thank you for proactively helping create new public access and opportunity for all! Thank you for your comment. Yes 1 No

248 5/1/2023

Josh Harrison
411 e. Gibbon st
Laramie, WY 82072
mailto:Joshua.grant.ha
rrison@gmail.com

Dear Mr. Michael D Robinson:
I am writing to join Wyoming Backcountry Hunters & Anglers in expressing my strong support for the BLM's
recent acquisition of the 35,000-acre Marton ranch.
Large, intact tracts of public lands like this are the bedrock of our rich Western sporting traditions. Investments in
the public land access on which outdoor families have relied for generations will help boost our growing outdoor
recreation economy and ensure that all Americans, regardless of their net worth or who they know, have quality
places to hunt, fish and recreate in Wyoming.
Polls consistently show that a lack of public access is the No. 1 reason why hunters and anglers give up their outdoor
pastimes. I greatly appreciate the BLM's proactive approach to help address this barrier and urge you to carry
forward with the land acquisition as planned.
Thank you for proactively helping create new public access and opportunity for all! Thank you for your comment. Yes 1 No

249 5/1/2023

David Provost
908 Maple Bend Dr
Duluth , MN 55811
mailto:David.provost1
080@gmail.com

Dear Mr. Michael D Robinson:
I am writing to join Wyoming Backcountry Hunters & Anglers in expressing my strong support for the BLM's
recent acquisition of the 35,000-acre Marton ranch.
Large, intact tracts of public lands like this are the bedrock of our rich Western sporting traditions. Investments in
the public land access on which outdoor families have relied for generations will help boost our growing outdoor
recreation economy and ensure that all Americans, regardless of their net worth or who they know, have quality
places to hunt, fish and recreate in Wyoming.
Polls consistently show that a lack of public access is the No. 1 reason why hunters and anglers give up their outdoor
pastimes. I greatly appreciate the BLM's proactive approach to help address this barrier and urge you to carry
forward with the land acquisition as planned.
Thank you for proactively helping create new public access and opportunity for all! Thank you for your comment. Yes 1 No
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250 5/1/2023

Nicholas Plenge
1728 Paula Dr.
Tallahassee , FL 
32303
mailto:Nplenge77@y
ahoo.com

Dear Mr. Michael D Robinson:
I am writing to join Wyoming Backcountry Hunters & Anglers in expressing my strong support for the BLM's
recent acquisition of the 35,000-acre Marton ranch.
Large, intact tracts of public lands like this are the bedrock of our rich Western sporting traditions. Investments in
the public land access on which outdoor families have relied for generations will help boost our growing outdoor
recreation economy and ensure that all Americans, regardless of their net worth or who they know, have quality
places to hunt, fish and recreate in Wyoming.
Polls consistently show that a lack of public access is the No. 1 reason why hunters and anglers give up their outdoor
pastimes. I greatly appreciate the BLM's proactive approach to help address this barrier and urge you to carry
forward with the land acquisition as planned.
Thank you for proactively helping create new public access and opportunity for all! Thank you for your comment. Yes 1 No

251 5/1/2023

Tyler Medford
2159 nc Hwy 96
Creedmoor, NC 
17522
mailto:Tylermedford
@yahoo.com

Dear Mr. Michael D Robinson:
I am writing to join Wyoming Backcountry Hunters & Anglers in expressing my strong support for the BLM's
recent acquisition of the 35,000-acre Marton ranch.
Large, intact tracts of public lands like this are the bedrock of our rich Western sporting traditions. Investments in
the public land access on which outdoor families have relied for generations will help boost our growing outdoor
recreation economy and ensure that all Americans, regardless of their net worth or who they know, have quality
places to hunt, fish and recreate in Wyoming.
Polls consistently show that a lack of public access is the No. 1 reason why hunters and anglers give up their outdoor
pastimes. I greatly appreciate the BLM's proactive approach to help address this barrier and urge you to carry
forward with the land acquisition as planned.
Thank you for proactively helping create new public access and opportunity for all! Thank you for your comment. Yes 1 No

252 5/1/2023

Gary Campbell
2218 pheasant Draw 
Road
Sheridan, WY 82801
mailto:Gwadec@aol.c
om

Dear Mr. Michael D Robinson:
I am writing to join Wyoming Backcountry Hunters & Anglers in expressing my strong support for the BLM's
recent acquisition of the 35,000-acre Marton ranch.
Large, intact tracts of public lands like this are the bedrock of our rich Western sporting traditions. Investments in
the public land access on which outdoor families have relied for generations will help boost our growing outdoor
recreation economy and ensure that all Americans, regardless of their net worth or who they know, have quality
places to hunt, fish and recreate in Wyoming.
Polls consistently show that a lack of public access is the No. 1 reason why hunters and anglers give up their outdoor
pastimes. I greatly appreciate the BLM's proactive approach to help address this barrier and urge you to carry
forward with the land acquisition as planned.
Thank you for proactively helping create new public access and opportunity for all! Thank you for your comment. Yes 1 No

253 5/1/2023

Michael Iasiello
421 Allister Drive, 
Unit 007
Raleigh, NC 27609
mailto:michael.iasiell
o.61@gmail.com

Dear Mr. Michael D Robinson:
I am writing to join Wyoming Backcountry Hunters & Anglers in expressing my strong support for the BLM's
recent acquisition of the 35,000-acre Marton ranch.
Large, intact tracts of public lands like this are the bedrock of our rich Western sporting traditions. Investments in
the public land access on which outdoor families have relied for generations will help boost our growing outdoor
recreation economy and ensure that all Americans, regardless of their net worth or who they know, have quality
places to hunt, fish and recreate in Wyoming.
Polls consistently show that a lack of public access is the No. 1 reason why hunters and anglers give up their outdoor
pastimes. I greatly appreciate the BLM's proactive approach to help address this barrier and urge you to carry
forward with the land acquisition as planned.
Thank you for proactively helping create new public access and opportunity for all! Thank you for your comment. Yes 1 No

254 5/1/2023

Anthony Green
547 Fairview rd
Gillette , WY 82718
mailto:Agreen9092@
hotmail.com

Dear Mr. Michael D Robinson:
I am writing to join Wyoming Backcountry Hunters & Anglers in expressing my strong support for the BLM's
recent acquisition of the 35,000-acre Marton ranch.
Large, intact tracts of public lands like this are the bedrock of our rich Western sporting traditions. Investments in
the public land access on which outdoor families have relied for generations will help boost our growing outdoor
recreation economy and ensure that all Americans, regardless of their net worth or who they know, have quality
places to hunt, fish and recreate in Wyoming.
Polls consistently show that a lack of public access is the No. 1 reason why hunters and anglers give up their outdoor
pastimes. I greatly appreciate the BLM's proactive approach to help address this barrier and urge you to carry
forward with the land acquisition as planned.
Thank you for proactively helping create new public access and opportunity for all! Thank you for your comment. Yes 1 No

255 5/1/2023

Peter Madsen
12150 W POISON 
SPIDER ROAD
CASPER, WY 82604
mailto:pdonmad@gm
ail.com

Dear Mr. Michael D Robinson:
I am writing to join Wyoming Backcountry Hunters & Anglers in expressing my strong support for the BLM's
recent acquisition of the 35,000-acre Marton ranch.
Large, intact tracts of public lands like this are the bedrock of our rich Western sporting traditions. Investments in
the public land access on which outdoor families have relied for generations will help boost our growing outdoor
recreation economy and ensure that all Americans, regardless of their net worth or who they know, have quality
places to hunt, fish and recreate in Wyoming.
Polls consistently show that a lack of public access is the No. 1 reason why hunters and anglers give up their outdoor
pastimes. I greatly appreciate the BLM's proactive approach to help address this barrier and urge you to carry
forward with the land acquisition as planned.
Thank you for proactively helping create new public access and opportunity for all! Thank you for your comment. Yes 1 No
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256 5/1/2023

Tim Halstead
293 55 ranch rd
Glenrock , WY 82637
mailto:Halstead1999
@yahoo.com

Dear Mr. Michael D Robinson:
I am writing to join Wyoming Backcountry Hunters & Anglers in expressing my strong support for the BLM's
recent acquisition of the 35,000-acre Marton ranch.
Large, intact tracts of public lands like this are the bedrock of our rich Western sporting traditions. Investments in
the public land access on which outdoor families have relied for generations will help boost our growing outdoor
recreation economy and ensure that all Americans, regardless of their net worth or who they know, have quality
places to hunt, fish and recreate in Wyoming.
Polls consistently show that a lack of public access is the No. 1 reason why hunters and anglers give up their outdoor
pastimes. I greatly appreciate the BLM's proactive approach to help address this barrier and urge you to carry
forward with the land acquisition as planned.
Thank you for proactively helping create new public access and opportunity for all! Thank you for your comment. Yes 1 No

257 5/1/2023

Kyle Koepp
N3600 Tipperary Rd
Portage, WI 53955
mailto:kykoepp@gma
il.com

Dear Mr. Michael D Robinson:
I am writing to join Wyoming Backcountry Hunters & Anglers in expressing my strong support for the BLM's
recent acquisition of the 35,000-acre Marton ranch.
Large, intact tracts of public lands like this are the bedrock of our rich Western sporting traditions. Investments in
the public land access on which outdoor families have relied for generations will help boost our growing outdoor
recreation economy and ensure that all Americans, regardless of their net worth or who they know, have quality
places to hunt, fish and recreate in Wyoming.
Polls consistently show that a lack of public access is the No. 1 reason why hunters and anglers give up their outdoor
pastimes. I greatly appreciate the BLM's proactive approach to help address this barrier and urge you to carry
forward with the land acquisition as planned.
Thank you for proactively helping create new public access and opportunity for all! Thank you for your comment. Yes 1 No

258 5/1/2023

Ray Martinez
415 Brawley Dr,
Goose Creek, SC 
29445
mailto:rmmarty@gma
il.com

Dear Mr. Michael D Robinson:
I am writing to join Wyoming Backcountry Hunters & Anglers in expressing my strong support for the BLM's
recent acquisition of the 35,000-acre Marton ranch.
Large, intact tracts of public lands like this are the bedrock of our rich Western sporting traditions. Investments in
the public land access on which outdoor families have relied for generations will help boost our growing outdoor
recreation economy and ensure that all Americans, regardless of their net worth or who they know, have quality
places to hunt, fish and recreate in Wyoming.
Polls consistently show that a lack of public access is the No. 1 reason why hunters and anglers give up their outdoor
pastimes. I greatly appreciate the BLM's proactive approach to help address this barrier and urge you to carry
forward with the land acquisition as planned.
Thank you for proactively helping create new public access and opportunity for all! Thank you for your comment. Yes 1 No

259 5/1/2023

William Pruitt
1259, Victoria St
Sheridan, WY 82801
mailto:riverrun56@ho
tmail.com

Dear Mr. Michael D Robinson:
I am writing to join Wyoming Backcountry Hunters & Anglers in expressing my strong support for the BLM's
recent acquisition of the 35,000-acre Marton ranch.
Large, intact tracts of public lands like this are the bedrock of our rich Western sporting traditions. Investments in
the public land access on which outdoor families have relied for generations will help boost our growing outdoor
recreation economy and ensure that all Americans, regardless of their net worth or who they know, have quality
places to hunt, fish and recreate in Wyoming.
Polls consistently show that a lack of public access is the No. 1 reason why hunters and anglers give up their outdoor
pastimes. I greatly appreciate the BLM's proactive approach to help address this barrier and urge you to carry
forward with the land acquisition as planned.
Thank you for proactively helping create new public access and opportunity for all! Thank you for your comment. Yes 1 No

260 5/1/2023

Len Fortunato
2717 Cowgill Road
Cody, WY 82414
mailto:fortunat@bres
nan.net

Dear Mr. Michael D Robinson:
I am writing to join Wyoming Backcountry Hunters & Anglers in expressing my strong support for the BLM's
recent acquisition of the 35,000-acre Marton ranch.
Large, intact tracts of public lands like this are the bedrock of our rich Western sporting traditions. Investments in
the public land access on which outdoor families have relied for generations will help boost our growing outdoor
recreation economy and ensure that all Americans, regardless of their net worth or who they know, have quality
places to hunt, fish and recreate in Wyoming.
Polls consistently show that a lack of public access is the No. 1 reason why hunters and anglers give up their outdoor
pastimes. I greatly appreciate the BLM's proactive approach to help address this barrier and urge you to carry
forward with the land acquisition as planned.
Thank you for proactively helping create new public access and opportunity for all! Thank you for your comment. Yes 1 No

261 5/1/2023

Brenda Sportsman
2717 Cowgill Rd
Cody, WY 82414
mailto:bsportsman@c
harter.net

Dear Mr. Michael D Robinson:
I am writing to join Wyoming Backcountry Hunters & Anglers in expressing my strong support for the BLM's
recent acquisition of the 35,000-acre Marton ranch.
Large, intact tracts of public lands like this are the bedrock of our rich Western sporting traditions. Investments in
the public land access on which outdoor families have relied for generations will help boost our growing outdoor
recreation economy and ensure that all Americans, regardless of their net worth or who they know, have quality
places to hunt, fish and recreate in Wyoming.
Polls consistently show that a lack of public access is the No. 1 reason why hunters and anglers give up their outdoor
pastimes. I greatly appreciate the BLM's proactive approach to help address this barrier and urge you to carry
forward with the land acquisition as planned.
Thank you for proactively helping create new public access and opportunity for all! Thank you for your comment. Yes 1 No
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262 5/1/2023

Ryan Van Roekel
1111 25th Place
Pleasantville , IA 
50225
mailto:Ryanvanroekel
@gmail.com

Dear Mr. Michael D Robinson:
I am writing to join Wyoming Backcountry Hunters & Anglers in expressing my strong support for the BLM's
recent acquisition of the 35,000-acre Marton ranch.
Large, intact tracts of public lands like this are the bedrock of our rich Western sporting traditions. Investments in
the public land access on which outdoor families have relied for generations will help boost our growing outdoor
recreation economy and ensure that all Americans, regardless of their net worth or who they know, have quality
places to hunt, fish and recreate in Wyoming.
Polls consistently show that a lack of public access is the No. 1 reason why hunters and anglers give up their outdoor
pastimes. I greatly appreciate the BLM's proactive approach to help address this barrier and urge you to carry
forward with the land acquisition as planned.
Thank you for proactively helping create new public access and opportunity for all! Thank you for your comment. Yes 1 No

263 5/1/2023

Brock Wahl
2445 Pointe Loop
Bismarck, ND 58503
mailto:Brockwahl@h
otmail.com

Dear Mr. Michael D Robinson:
I am writing to join Wyoming Backcountry Hunters & Anglers in expressing my strong support for the BLM's
recent acquisition of the 35,000-acre Marton ranch.
Large, intact tracts of public lands like this are the bedrock of our rich Western sporting traditions. Investments in
the public land access on which outdoor families have relied for generations will help boost our growing outdoor
recreation economy and ensure that all Americans, regardless of their net worth or who they know, have quality
places to hunt, fish and recreate in Wyoming.
Polls consistently show that a lack of public access is the No. 1 reason why hunters and anglers give up their outdoor
pastimes. I greatly appreciate the BLM's proactive approach to help address this barrier and urge you to carry
forward with the land acquisition as planned.
Thank you for proactively helping create new public access and opportunity for all! Thank you for your comment. Yes 1 No

264 5/1/2023

Jerry Long
1028 Elm Way
Rock springs , WY 
82901
mailto:Jerrnnng5@net
scape.net

Dear Mr. Michael D Robinson:
I am writing to join Wyoming Backcountry Hunters & Anglers in expressing my strong support for the BLM's
recent acquisition of the 35,000-acre Marton ranch.
Large, intact tracts of public lands like this are the bedrock of our rich Western sporting traditions. Investments in
the public land access on which outdoor families have relied for generations will help boost our growing outdoor
recreation economy and ensure that all Americans, regardless of their net worth or who they know, have quality
places to hunt, fish and recreate in Wyoming.
Polls consistently show that a lack of public access is the No. 1 reason why hunters and anglers give up their outdoor
pastimes. I greatly appreciate the BLM's proactive approach to help address this barrier and urge you to carry
forward with the land acquisition as planned.
Thank you for proactively helping create new public access and opportunity for all! Thank you for your comment. Yes 1 No

265 5/1/2023

Gabriel Weston
35 Decker Dr
Newark, DE 19711-
3810
mailto:gbwstn@gmail
.com

Dear Mr. Michael D Robinson:
I am writing to join Wyoming Backcountry Hunters & Anglers in expressing my strong support for the BLM's
recent acquisition of the 35,000-acre Marton ranch.
Large, intact tracts of public lands like this are the bedrock of our rich Western sporting traditions. Investments in
the public land access on which outdoor families have relied for generations will help boost our growing outdoor
recreation economy and ensure that all Americans, regardless of their net worth or who they know, have quality
places to hunt, fish and recreate in Wyoming.
Polls consistently show that a lack of public access is the No. 1 reason why hunters and anglers give up their outdoor
pastimes. I greatly appreciate the BLM's proactive approach to help address this barrier and urge you to carry
forward with the land acquisition as planned.
Thank you for proactively helping create new public access and opportunity for all! Thank you for your comment. Yes 1 No

266 5/1/2023

Maxwell Gustafson
2911 Belmont Rd
Casper, WY 82604
mailto:maxgustafson8
2@gmail.com

Dear Mr. Michael D Robinson:
I am writing to join Wyoming Backcountry Hunters & Anglers in expressing my strong support for the BLM's
recent acquisition of the 35,000-acre Marton ranch.
Large, intact tracts of public lands like this are the bedrock of our rich Western sporting traditions. Investments in
the public land access on which outdoor families have relied for generations will help boost our growing outdoor
recreation economy and ensure that all Americans, regardless of their net worth or who they know, have quality
places to hunt, fish and recreate in Wyoming.
Polls consistently show that a lack of public access is the No. 1 reason why hunters and anglers give up their outdoor
pastimes. I greatly appreciate the BLM's proactive approach to help address this barrier and urge you to carry
forward with the land acquisition as planned.
Thank you for proactively helping create new public access and opportunity for all! Thank you for your comment. Yes 1 No

267 5/1/2023

Phil Zaharas
2403 Waterford
Casper, WY 82609
mailto:philz@bresnan
.net

Dear Mr. Michael D Robinson:
I am writing to join Wyoming Backcountry Hunters & Anglers in expressing my strong support for the BLM's
recent acquisition of the 35,000-acre Marton ranch.
Large, intact tracts of public lands like this are the bedrock of our rich Western sporting traditions. Investments in
the public land access on which outdoor families have relied for generations will help boost our growing outdoor
recreation economy and ensure that all Americans, regardless of their net worth or who they know, have quality
places to hunt, fish and recreate in Wyoming.
Polls consistently show that a lack of public access is the No. 1 reason why hunters and anglers give up their outdoor
pastimes. I greatly appreciate the BLM's proactive approach to help address this barrier and urge you to carry
forward with the land acquisition as planned.
Thank you for proactively helping create new public access and opportunity for all! Thank you for your comment. Yes 1 No
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268 5/1/2023

Erik Westerman
113 INDIO DR
SOUTH SAN 
FRANCISCO, CA 
94080
mailto:erikw1966@o
utlook.com

Dear Mr. Michael D Robinson:
I am writing to join Wyoming Backcountry Hunters & Anglers in expressing my strong support for the BLM's
recent acquisition of the 35,000-acre Marton ranch.
Large, intact tracts of public lands like this are the bedrock of our rich Western sporting traditions. Investments in
the public land access on which outdoor families have relied for generations will help boost our growing outdoor
recreation economy and ensure that all Americans, regardless of their net worth or who they know, have quality
places to hunt, fish and recreate in Wyoming.
Polls consistently show that a lack of public access is the No. 1 reason why hunters and anglers give up their outdoor
pastimes. I greatly appreciate the BLM's proactive approach to help address this barrier and urge you to carry
forward with the land acquisition as planned.
Thank you for proactively helping create new public access and opportunity for all! Thank you for your comment. Yes 1 No

269 5/1/2023

Justin Cox
125 Ashbrooke Trails
Madison, MS 39110
mailto:jtcox3314@ya
hoo.com

Dear Mr. Michael D Robinson:
I am writing to join Wyoming Backcountry Hunters & Anglers in expressing my strong support for the BLM's
recent acquisition of the 35,000-acre Marton ranch.
Large, intact tracts of public lands like this are the bedrock of our rich Western sporting traditions. Investments in
the public land access on which outdoor families have relied for generations will help boost our growing outdoor
recreation economy and ensure that all Americans, regardless of their net worth or who they know, have quality
places to hunt, fish and recreate in Wyoming.
Polls consistently show that a lack of public access is the No. 1 reason why hunters and anglers give up their outdoor
pastimes. I greatly appreciate the BLM's proactive approach to help address this barrier and urge you to carry
forward with the land acquisition as planned.
Thank you for proactively helping create new public access and opportunity for all! Thank you for your comment. Yes 1 No

270 5/1/2023

Samuel Sommers
110 Hi Mile Rd
Sundance , WY 
82729
mailto:tiesiding287@
gmail.com

Dear Mr. Michael D Robinson:
I am writing to join Wyoming Backcountry Hunters & Anglers in expressing my strong support for the BLM's
recent acquisition of the 35,000-acre Marton ranch.
Large, intact tracts of public lands like this are the bedrock of our rich Western sporting traditions. Investments in
the public land access on which outdoor families have relied for generations will help boost our growing outdoor
recreation economy and ensure that all Americans, regardless of their net worth or who they know, have quality
places to hunt, fish and recreate in Wyoming.
Polls consistently show that a lack of public access is the No. 1 reason why hunters and anglers give up their outdoor
pastimes. I greatly appreciate the BLM's proactive approach to help address this barrier and urge you to carry
forward with the land acquisition as planned.
Thank you for proactively helping create new public access and opportunity for all! Thank you for your comment. Yes 1 No

271 5/1/2023

Jeff Gehring
2902 Sheridan Ave
Cody, WY 82414
mailto:j_gehring@liv
e.com

Dear Mr. Michael D Robinson:
I am writing to join Wyoming Backcountry Hunters & Anglers in expressing my strong support for the BLM's
recent acquisition of the 35,000-acre Marton ranch.
Large, intact tracts of public lands like this are the bedrock of our rich Western sporting traditions. Investments in
the public land access on which outdoor families have relied for generations will help boost our growing outdoor
recreation economy and ensure that all Americans, regardless of their net worth or who they know, have quality
places to hunt, fish and recreate in Wyoming.
Polls consistently show that a lack of public access is the No. 1 reason why hunters and anglers give up their outdoor
pastimes. I greatly appreciate the BLM's proactive approach to help address this barrier and urge you to carry
forward with the land acquisition as planned.
Thank you for proactively helping create new public access and opportunity for all! Thank you for your comment. Yes 1 No

272 5/1/2023

Jeff McMaster
11 Sentinel Trail
Jefferson City , MT 
59638
mailto:jrmcmaster@h
otmail.com

Dear Mr. Michael D Robinson:
I am writing to join Wyoming Backcountry Hunters & Anglers in expressing my strong support for the BLM's
recent acquisition of the 35,000-acre Marton ranch.
Large, intact tracts of public lands like this are the bedrock of our rich Western sporting traditions. Investments in
the public land access on which outdoor families have relied for generations will help boost our growing outdoor
recreation economy and ensure that all Americans, regardless of their net worth or who they know, have quality
places to hunt, fish and recreate in Wyoming.
Polls consistently show that a lack of public access is the No. 1 reason why hunters and anglers give up their outdoor
pastimes. I greatly appreciate the BLM's proactive approach to help address this barrier and urge you to carry
forward with the land acquisition as planned.
Thank you for proactively helping create new public access and opportunity for all! Thank you for your comment. Yes 1 No

273 5/1/2023

Craig Okraska
205 Washington St.
Lander, WY 82520
mailto:cokraska@gma
il.com

Dear Mr. Michael D Robinson:
I am writing to join Wyoming Backcountry Hunters & Anglers in expressing my strong support for the BLM's
recent acquisition of the 35,000-acre Marton ranch.
Large, intact tracts of public lands like this are the bedrock of our rich Western sporting traditions. Investments in
the public land access on which outdoor families have relied for generations will help boost our growing outdoor
recreation economy and ensure that all Americans, regardless of their net worth or who they know, have quality
places to hunt, fish and recreate in Wyoming.
Polls consistently show that a lack of public access is the No. 1 reason why hunters and anglers give up their outdoor
pastimes. I greatly appreciate the BLM's proactive approach to help address this barrier and urge you to carry
forward with the land acquisition as planned.
Thank you for proactively helping create new public access and opportunity for all! Thank you for your comment. Yes 1 No
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274 5/1/2023

Spencer Peterson
240 B Street
Bedford, WY 83112
mailto:Petersonspence
r@ymail.com

Dear Mr. Michael D Robinson:
I am writing to join Wyoming Backcountry Hunters & Anglers in expressing my strong support for the BLM's
recent acquisition of the 35,000-acre Marton ranch.
Large, intact tracts of public lands like this are the bedrock of our rich Western sporting traditions. Investments in
the public land access on which outdoor families have relied for generations will help boost our growing outdoor
recreation economy and ensure that all Americans, regardless of their net worth or who they know, have quality
places to hunt, fish and recreate in Wyoming.
Polls consistently show that a lack of public access is the No. 1 reason why hunters and anglers give up their outdoor
pastimes. I greatly appreciate the BLM's proactive approach to help address this barrier and urge you to carry
forward with the land acquisition as planned.
Thank you for proactively helping create new public access and opportunity for all! Same as 205 Thank you for your comment. Yes 1 No

275 5/1/2023

Benjamin Strand
4350 hyacinth
Eugene , OR 97404
mailto:Benjaminstran
d@hotmail.com

Dear Mr. Michael D Robinson:
I am writing to join Wyoming Backcountry Hunters & Anglers in expressing my strong support for the BLM's
recent acquisition of the 35,000-acre Marton ranch.
Large, intact tracts of public lands like this are the bedrock of our rich Western sporting traditions. Investments in
the public land access on which outdoor families have relied for generations will help boost our growing outdoor
recreation economy and ensure that all Americans, regardless of their net worth or who they know, have quality
places to hunt, fish and recreate in Wyoming.
Polls consistently show that a lack of public access is the No. 1 reason why hunters and anglers give up their outdoor
pastimes. I greatly appreciate the BLM's proactive approach to help address this barrier and urge you to carry
forward with the land acquisition as planned.
Thank you for proactively helping create new public access and opportunity for all! Thank you for your comment. Yes 1 No

276 5/1/2023

Zach Swope
1627 21st Street
Cody, WY 82414
mailto:zachswope@li
ve.com

Dear Mr. Michael D Robinson:
I am writing to join Wyoming Backcountry Hunters & Anglers in expressing my strong support for the BLM's
recent acquisition of the 35,000-acre Marton ranch.
Large, intact tracts of public lands like this are the bedrock of our rich Western sporting traditions. Investments in
the public land access on which outdoor families have relied for generations will help boost our growing outdoor
recreation economy and ensure that all Americans, regardless of their net worth or who they know, have quality
places to hunt, fish and recreate in Wyoming.
Polls consistently show that a lack of public access is the No. 1 reason why hunters and anglers give up their outdoor
pastimes. I greatly appreciate the BLM's proactive approach to help address this barrier and urge you to carry
forward with the land acquisition as planned.
Thank you for proactively helping create new public access and opportunity for all! Thank you for your comment. Yes 1 No

277 5/1/2023

Brittany Swope
1627 21st Street
Cody, WY 82414
mailto:bnordberg18@
gmail.com

Dear Mr. Michael D Robinson:
I am writing to join Wyoming Backcountry Hunters & Anglers in expressing my strong support for the BLM's
recent acquisition of the 35,000-acre Marton ranch.
Large, intact tracts of public lands like this are the bedrock of our rich Western sporting traditions. Investments in
the public land access on which outdoor families have relied for generations will help boost our growing outdoor
recreation economy and ensure that all Americans, regardless of their net worth or who they know, have quality
places to hunt, fish and recreate in Wyoming.
Polls consistently show that a lack of public access is the No. 1 reason why hunters and anglers give up their outdoor
pastimes. I greatly appreciate the BLM's proactive approach to help address this barrier and urge you to carry
forward with the land acquisition as planned.
Thank you for proactively helping create new public access and opportunity for all! Thank you for your comment. Yes 1 No

278 5/1/2023

Mike Soper
6609 Mt Shasta Drive
Bakersfield, CA 
93309
mailto:mike@soperho
mes.com

Dear Mr. Michael D Robinson:
I am writing to join Wyoming Backcountry Hunters & Anglers in expressing my strong support for the BLM's
recent acquisition of the 35,000-acre Marton ranch.
Large, intact tracts of public lands like this are the bedrock of our rich Western sporting traditions. Investments in
the public land access on which outdoor families have relied for generations will help boost our growing outdoor
recreation economy and ensure that all Americans, regardless of their net worth or who they know, have quality
places to hunt, fish and recreate in Wyoming.
Polls consistently show that a lack of public access is the No. 1 reason why hunters and anglers give up their outdoor
pastimes. I greatly appreciate the BLM's proactive approach to help address this barrier and urge you to carry
forward with the land acquisition as planned.
Thank you for proactively helping create new public access and opportunity for all! Thank you for your comment. Yes 1 No

279 5/2/2023

Matthew Walsh-
Sarnecki
2403 Delaware Blvd
Saginaw, MI 48602-
5247
mailto:antimattermatt
@gmail.com

Dear Mr. Michael D Robinson:
I am writing to join Wyoming Backcountry Hunters & Anglers in expressing my strong support for the BLM's
recent acquisition of the 35,000-acre Marton ranch.
Large, intact tracts of public lands like this are the bedrock of our rich Western sporting traditions. Investments in
the public land access on which outdoor families have relied for generations will help boost our growing outdoor
recreation economy and ensure that all Americans, regardless of their net worth or who they know, have quality
places to hunt, fish and recreate in Wyoming.
Polls consistently show that a lack of public access is the No. 1 reason why hunters and anglers give up their outdoor
pastimes. I greatly appreciate the BLM's proactive approach to help address this barrier and urge you to carry
forward with the land acquisition as planned.
Thank you for proactively helping create new public access and opportunity for all! Thank you for your comment. Yes 1 No
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280 5/2/2023

Michael Roell
219 Cooper Lane 
West
Cody, WY 82414
mailto:roellm34@gm
ail.com

Dear Mr. Michael D Robinson:
I am writing to join Wyoming Backcountry Hunters & Anglers in expressing my strong support for the BLM's
recent acquisition of the 35,000-acre Marton ranch.
Large, intact tracts of public lands like this are the bedrock of our rich Western sporting traditions. Investments in
the public land access on which outdoor families have relied for generations will help boost our growing outdoor
recreation economy and ensure that all Americans, regardless of their net worth or who they know, have quality
places to hunt, fish and recreate in Wyoming.
Polls consistently show that a lack of public access is the No. 1 reason why hunters and anglers give up their outdoor
pastimes. I greatly appreciate the BLM's proactive approach to help address this barrier and urge you to carry
forward with the land acquisition as planned.
Thank you for proactively helping create new public access and opportunity for all! Thank you for your comment. Yes 1 No

281 5/2/2023

Tyler Harnish
9 Knode rd
Sheridan, WY 82801
mailto:Tharnish1010
@gmail.com

Dear Mr. Michael D Robinson:
I am writing to join Wyoming Backcountry Hunters & Anglers in expressing my strong support for the BLM's
recent acquisition of the 35,000-acre Marton ranch.
Large, intact tracts of public lands like this are the bedrock of our rich Western sporting traditions. Investments in
the public land access on which outdoor families have relied for generations will help boost our growing outdoor
recreation economy and ensure that all Americans, regardless of their net worth or who they know, have quality
places to hunt, fish and recreate in Wyoming.
Polls consistently show that a lack of public access is the No. 1 reason why hunters and anglers give up their outdoor
pastimes. I greatly appreciate the BLM's proactive approach to help address this barrier and urge you to carry
forward with the land acquisition as planned.
Thank you for proactively helping create new public access and opportunity for all! Thank you for your comment. Yes 1 No

282 5/2/2023

Corey Nixon
302 Grant Street
Reinholds, PA 17569
mailto:coreynixon162
8@gmail.com

Dear Mr. Michael D Robinson:
I am writing to join Wyoming Backcountry Hunters & Anglers in expressing my strong support for the BLM's
recent acquisition of the 35,000-acre Marton ranch.
Large, intact tracts of public lands like this are the bedrock of our rich Western sporting traditions. Investments in
the public land access on which outdoor families have relied for generations will help boost our growing outdoor
recreation economy and ensure that all Americans, regardless of their net worth or who they know, have quality
places to hunt, fish and recreate in Wyoming.
Polls consistently show that a lack of public access is the No. 1 reason why hunters and anglers give up their outdoor
pastimes. I greatly appreciate the BLM's proactive approach to help address this barrier and urge you to carry
forward with the land acquisition as planned.
Thank you for proactively helping create new public access and opportunity for all! Thank you for your comment. Yes 1 No

283 5/2/2023

Roger Gibson
6731 W 8160 S
West Jordan, UT 
84081
mailto:roger_gibson
@yahoo.com

Dear Mr. Michael D Robinson:
I am writing to join Wyoming Backcountry Hunters & Anglers in expressing my strong support for the BLM's
recent acquisition of the 35,000-acre Marton ranch.
Large, intact tracts of public lands like this are the bedrock of our rich Western sporting traditions. Investments in
the public land access on which outdoor families have relied for generations will help boost our growing outdoor
recreation economy and ensure that all Americans, regardless of their net worth or who they know, have quality
places to hunt, fish and recreate in Wyoming.
Polls consistently show that a lack of public access is the No. 1 reason why hunters and anglers give up their outdoor
pastimes. I greatly appreciate the BLM's proactive approach to help address this barrier and urge you to carry
forward with the land acquisition as planned.
Thank you for proactively helping create new public access and opportunity for all! Thank you for your comment. Yes 1 No

284 5/2/2023

Harley McAllister
1424 S Woodlawn 
Road
Spokane , WA 99216
mailto:our4outdoors
@gmail.com

Dear Mr. Michael D Robinson:
I am writing to join Wyoming Backcountry Hunters & Anglers in expressing my strong support for the BLM's
recent acquisition of the 35,000-acre Marton ranch.
Large, intact tracts of public lands like this are the bedrock of our rich Western sporting traditions. Investments in
the public land access on which outdoor families have relied for generations will help boost our growing outdoor
recreation economy and ensure that all Americans, regardless of their net worth or who they know, have quality
places to hunt, fish and recreate in Wyoming.
Polls consistently show that a lack of public access is the No. 1 reason why hunters and anglers give up their outdoor
pastimes. I greatly appreciate the BLM's proactive approach to help address this barrier and urge you to carry
forward with the land acquisition as planned.
Thank you for proactively helping create new public access and opportunity for all! Thank you for your comment. Yes 1 No

285 5/2/2023

Chris Harris
291 S Nebraska St
Craig, NE 68019-
4530
mailto:Christopher.ha
rris5500@gmail.com

Dear Mr. Michael D Robinson:
I am writing to join Wyoming Backcountry Hunters & Anglers in expressing my strong support for the BLM's
recent acquisition of the 35,000-acre Marton ranch.
Large, intact tracts of public lands like this are the bedrock of our rich Western sporting traditions. Investments in
the public land access on which outdoor families have relied for generations will help boost our growing outdoor
recreation economy and ensure that all Americans, regardless of their net worth or who they know, have quality
places to hunt, fish and recreate in Wyoming.
Polls consistently show that a lack of public access is the No. 1 reason why hunters and anglers give up their outdoor
pastimes. I greatly appreciate the BLM's proactive approach to help address this barrier and urge you to carry
forward with the land acquisition as planned.
Thank you for proactively helping create new public access and opportunity for all! Thank you for your comment. Yes 1 No
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286 5/2/2023

Dan Merkel
625 Tanglewood Ave.
Richland, WA 99352
mailto:danr.merkel@g
mail.com

Dear Mr. Michael D Robinson:
I am writing to join Wyoming Backcountry Hunters & Anglers in expressing my strong support for the BLM's
recent acquisition of the 35,000-acre Marton ranch.
Large, intact tracts of public lands like this are the bedrock of our rich Western sporting traditions. Investments in
the public land access on which outdoor families have relied for generations will help boost our growing outdoor
recreation economy and ensure that all Americans, regardless of their net worth or who they know, have quality
places to hunt, fish and recreate in Wyoming.
Polls consistently show that a lack of public access is the No. 1 reason why hunters and anglers give up their outdoor
pastimes. I greatly appreciate the BLM's proactive approach to help address this barrier and urge you to carry
forward with the land acquisition as planned.
Thank you for proactively helping create new public access and opportunity for all! Thank you for your comment. Yes 1 No

287 5/2/2023

Aaron Alexander
1413 Stonehenge Dr
Fort Collins, CO 
80525
mailto:Aaron.xander7
8@gmail.com

Dear Mr. Michael D Robinson:
I am writing to join Wyoming Backcountry Hunters & Anglers in expressing my strong support for the BLM's
recent acquisition of the 35,000-acre Marton ranch.
Large, intact tracts of public lands like this are the bedrock of our rich Western sporting traditions. Investments in
the public land access on which outdoor families have relied for generations will help boost our growing outdoor
recreation economy and ensure that all Americans, regardless of their net worth or who they know, have quality
places to hunt, fish and recreate in Wyoming.
Polls consistently show that a lack of public access is the No. 1 reason why hunters and anglers give up their outdoor
pastimes. I greatly appreciate the BLM's proactive approach to help address this barrier and urge you to carry
forward with the land acquisition as planned.
Thank you for proactively helping create new public access and opportunity for all! Thank you for your comment. Yes 1 No

288 5/2/2023

Jake Hogan
850 Kristen Court
Lander , WY 82520
mailto:Jmhogan30@g
mail.com

Dear Mr. Michael D Robinson:
I am writing to join Wyoming Backcountry Hunters & Anglers in expressing my strong support for the BLM's
recent acquisition of the 35,000-acre Marton ranch.
Large, intact tracts of public lands like this are the bedrock of our rich Western sporting traditions. Investments in
the public land access on which outdoor families have relied for generations will help boost our growing outdoor
recreation economy and ensure that all Americans, regardless of their net worth or who they know, have quality
places to hunt, fish and recreate in Wyoming.
Polls consistently show that a lack of public access is the No. 1 reason why hunters and anglers give up their outdoor
pastimes. I greatly appreciate the BLM's proactive approach to help address this barrier and urge you to carry
forward with the land acquisition as planned.
Thank you for proactively helping create new public access and opportunity for all! Thank you for your comment. Yes 1 No

289 5/2/2023

Jack VanZile
P.O. Box 5188, 
328 Buckskin Way
Etna, WY 83118
mailto:vanzile120@g
mail.com

Dear Mr. Michael D Robinson:
I am writing to join Wyoming Backcountry Hunters & Anglers in expressing my strong support for the BLM's
recent acquisition of the 35,000-acre Marton ranch.
Large, intact tracts of public lands like this are the bedrock of our rich Western sporting traditions. Investments in
the public land access on which outdoor families have relied for generations will help boost our growing outdoor
recreation economy and ensure that all Americans, regardless of their net worth or who they know, have quality
places to hunt, fish and recreate in Wyoming.
Polls consistently show that a lack of public access is the No. 1 reason why hunters and anglers give up their outdoor
pastimes. I greatly appreciate the BLM's proactive approach to help address this barrier and urge you to carry
forward with the land acquisition as planned.
Thank you for proactively helping create new public access and opportunity for all! Thank you for your comment. Yes 1 No

290 5/2/2023

Sean Senske
209 19th St NE
Beulah, ND 58523
mailto:senske24@hot
mail.com

Dear Mr. Michael D Robinson:
I am writing to join Wyoming Backcountry Hunters & Anglers in expressing my strong support for the BLM's
recent acquisition of the 35,000-acre Marton ranch.
Large, intact tracts of public lands like this are the bedrock of our rich Western sporting traditions. Investments in
the public land access on which outdoor families have relied for generations will help boost our growing outdoor
recreation economy and ensure that all Americans, regardless of their net worth or who they know, have quality
places to hunt, fish and recreate in Wyoming.
Polls consistently show that a lack of public access is the No. 1 reason why hunters and anglers give up their outdoor
pastimes. I greatly appreciate the BLM's proactive approach to help address this barrier and urge you to carry
forward with the land acquisition as planned.
Thank you for proactively helping create new public access and opportunity for all! Thank you for your comment. Yes 1 No

291 5/2/2023

Jeff Knisley
6518 Cimarron Cir
Anchorage, AK 
99504-3943
mailto:Knslyj@sbcglo
bal.net

Dear Mr. Michael D Robinson:
I am writing to join Wyoming Backcountry Hunters & Anglers in expressing my strong support for the BLM's
recent acquisition of the 35,000-acre Marton ranch.
Large, intact tracts of public lands like this are the bedrock of our rich Western sporting traditions. Investments in
the public land access on which outdoor families have relied for generations will help boost our growing outdoor
recreation economy and ensure that all Americans, regardless of their net worth or who they know, have quality
places to hunt, fish and recreate in Wyoming.
Polls consistently show that a lack of public access is the No. 1 reason why hunters and anglers give up their outdoor
pastimes. I greatly appreciate the BLM's proactive approach to help address this barrier and urge you to carry
forward with the land acquisition as planned.
Thank you for proactively helping create new public access and opportunity for all! Thank you for your comment. Yes 1 No
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292 5/2/2023

ERIC JANZER
1008 Road 9 Powell, 
WY 82435-9225
eric.janzer@comcast.
net

Dear Project Manager Mike Robinson,
Thank you for the opportunity to comment in response to the Marton Ranch LWCF Land Acquisition. As a public
land supporter, I want to thank the BLM for their work to improve and expand public land access in Wyoming.
Acquisitions such as the Marton Ranch are a critical tool to addressing the over four million acres of landlocked
state and federal public land in Wyoming.
The voluntary sale and acquisition of the Marton Ranch by the BLM respects private property rights while adding
70,000 acres of public land access, and eight miles of access to the North Platte River. This acquisition will have
lasting benefits for generations to come. I have full confidence in the BLM, WGFD, and other cooperating agencies
to effectively manage this landscape for the public benefit, including hunting and fishing. Please continue working
with willing landowners on similar projects across the state to expand public access. Thank you for your comment. Yes 1 No

293 5/2/2023

Jim Magagna
Executive Vice 
President
Wyoming Stock 
Growers Association
Office 307-638-3942
Cell 307-630-6800
jim@wysga.org
www.wysga.org See WSGA tab. Letter See WSGA tab. No 8 6 No

294 5/2/2023
Larry Thoney 
Sheridan, WY

Dear Mr. Robinson and Mr. Roehl,
Attached are letters I'd sent earlier to WY's Congressional Delegation and Gov.
Gordon earlier regarding the Marton Ranch LWCF Land Aquisition. I strongly
support the purchase and commend the BLM for triggering such a worthwhile
acquisition.
Please consider this and the attached letters as my input and support for the
acquisition. Thank you for your work!
Happy healthy trails-Respectfully, Larry Thoney Sheridan, WY

Letters received 
and copied into 
the project file.

Attached letters 
were not 
available.  
Requested new 
ones and 
received hard 
copies on May 
22, 2023. Thank you for your comment. Yes 1 No

295 5/2/2023

Guy Litt
508 S 9th St
Laramie, WY 82070-
3926
mailto:litt.guy.f@gmai
l.com

Dear Mr. Michael D Robinson:
I am writing to join Wyoming Backcountry Hunters & Anglers in expressing my strong support for the BLM's
recent acquisition of the 35,000-acre Marton ranch.
Large, intact tracts of public lands like this are the bedrock of our rich Western sporting traditions. Investments in
the public land access on which outdoor families have relied for generations will help boost our growing outdoor
recreation economy and ensure that all Americans, regardless of their net worth or who they know, have quality
places to hunt, fish and recreate in Wyoming.
Polls consistently show that a lack of public access is the No. 1 reason why hunters and anglers give up their outdoor
pastimes. I greatly appreciate the BLM's proactive approach to help address this barrier and urge you to carry
forward with the land acquisition as planned.
Thank you for proactively helping create new public access and opportunity for all! Thank you for your comment. Yes 1 No

296 5/2/2023

Luke Stacy
7 shimmer
lander, WY 82520
mailto:lps1720@gmai
l.com

Dear Mr. Michael D Robinson:
I am writing to join Wyoming Backcountry Hunters & Anglers in expressing my strong support for the BLM's
recent acquisition of the 35,000-acre Marton ranch.
Large, intact tracts of public lands like this are the bedrock of our rich Western sporting traditions. Investments in
the public land access on which outdoor families have relied for generations will help boost our growing outdoor
recreation economy and ensure that all Americans, regardless of their net worth or who they know, have quality
places to hunt, fish and recreate in Wyoming.
Polls consistently show that a lack of public access is the No. 1 reason why hunters and anglers give up their outdoor
pastimes. I greatly appreciate the BLM's proactive approach to help address this barrier and urge you to carry
forward with the land acquisition as planned.
Thank you for proactively helping create new public access and opportunity for all! Thank you for your comment. Yes 1 No

297 5/2/2023

Mason Crawford
3465 state rte 164
Leetonia , OH 44431
mailto:rangefinder201
6@gmail.com

Dear Mr. Michael D Robinson:
I am writing to join Wyoming Backcountry Hunters & Anglers in expressing my strong support for the BLM's
recent acquisition of the 35,000-acre Marton ranch.
Large, intact tracts of public lands like this are the bedrock of our rich Western sporting traditions. Investments in
the public land access on which outdoor families have relied for generations will help boost our growing outdoor
recreation economy and ensure that all Americans, regardless of their net worth or who they know, have quality
places to hunt, fish and recreate in Wyoming.
Polls consistently show that a lack of public access is the No. 1 reason why hunters and anglers give up their outdoor
pastimes. I greatly appreciate the BLM's proactive approach to help address this barrier and urge you to carry
forward with the land acquisition as planned.
Thank you for proactively helping create new public access and opportunity for all! Thank you for your comment. Yes 1 No

298 5/2/2023

Michael Reed
6363 Garden Creek
Casper, WY 82601
mailto:michaelwyoree
d@gmail.com

Dear Mr. Michael D Robinson:
I am writing to join Wyoming Backcountry Hunters & Anglers in expressing my strong support for the BLM's
recent acquisition of the 35,000-acre Marton ranch.
Large, intact tracts of public lands like this are the bedrock of our rich Western sporting traditions. Investments in
the public land access on which outdoor families have relied for generations will help boost our growing outdoor
recreation economy and ensure that all Americans, regardless of their net worth or who they know, have quality
places to hunt, fish and recreate in Wyoming.
Polls consistently show that a lack of public access is the No. 1 reason why hunters and anglers give up their outdoor
pastimes. I greatly appreciate the BLM's proactive approach to help address this barrier and urge you to carry
forward with the land acquisition as planned.
Thank you for proactively helping create new public access and opportunity for all! Thank you for your comment. Yes 1 No
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299 5/2/2023

Josh Monk
556 Rocky Joe Drive
Collierville , TN 
38017
mailto:Jmonk1228@g
mail.com

Dear Mr. Michael D Robinson:
I am writing to join Wyoming Backcountry Hunters & Anglers in expressing my strong support for the BLM's
recent acquisition of the 35,000-acre Marton ranch.
Large, intact tracts of public lands like this are the bedrock of our rich Western sporting traditions. Investments in
the public land access on which outdoor families have relied for generations will help boost our growing outdoor
recreation economy and ensure that all Americans, regardless of their net worth or who they know, have quality
places to hunt, fish and recreate in Wyoming.
Polls consistently show that a lack of public access is the No. 1 reason why hunters and anglers give up their outdoor
pastimes. I greatly appreciate the BLM's proactive approach to help address this barrier and urge you to carry
forward with the land acquisition as planned.
Thank you for proactively helping create new public access and opportunity for all! Thank you for your comment. Yes 1 No

300 5/2/2023

Laura Smith
1422 E Kearney st
Laramie, WY 82070
mailto:lmsmit173@g
mail.com

Dear Mr. Michael D Robinson:
I am writing to join Wyoming Backcountry Hunters & Anglers in expressing my strong support for the BLM's
recent acquisition of the 35,000-acre Marton ranch.
Large, intact tracts of public lands like this are the bedrock of our rich Western sporting traditions. Investments in
the public land access on which outdoor families have relied for generations will help boost our growing outdoor
recreation economy and ensure that all Americans, regardless of their net worth or who they know, have quality
places to hunt, fish and recreate in Wyoming.
Polls consistently show that a lack of public access is the No. 1 reason why hunters and anglers give up their outdoor
pastimes. I greatly appreciate the BLM's proactive approach to help address this barrier and urge you to carry
forward with the land acquisition as planned.
Thank you for proactively helping create new public access and opportunity for all! Thank you for your comment. Yes 1 No

301 5/2/2023

Zack Stoll
316 e zuni dr
Flagstaff , AZ 86005
mailto:Stollzk09@gm
ail.com

Dear Mr. Michael D Robinson:
I am writing to join Wyoming Backcountry Hunters & Anglers in expressing my strong support for the BLM's
recent acquisition of the 35,000-acre Marton ranch.
Large, intact tracts of public lands like this are the bedrock of our rich Western sporting traditions. Investments in
the public land access on which outdoor families have relied for generations will help boost our growing outdoor
recreation economy and ensure that all Americans, regardless of their net worth or who they know, have quality
places to hunt, fish and recreate in Wyoming.
Polls consistently show that a lack of public access is the No. 1 reason why hunters and anglers give up their outdoor
pastimes. I greatly appreciate the BLM's proactive approach to help address this barrier and urge you to carry
forward with the land acquisition as planned.
Thank you for proactively helping create new public access and opportunity for all! Thank you for your comment. Yes 1 No

302 5/2/2023

Nick Hudson
640 N 5th, street
Lander, WY 82520
mailto:nhudsonfire8@
gmail.com

Dear Mr. Michael D Robinson:
I am writing to join Wyoming Backcountry Hunters & Anglers in expressing my strong support for the BLM's
recent acquisition of the 35,000-acre Marton ranch.
Large, intact tracts of public lands like this are the bedrock of our rich Western sporting traditions. Investments in
the public land access on which outdoor families have relied for generations will help boost our growing outdoor
recreation economy and ensure that all Americans, regardless of their net worth or who they know, have quality
places to hunt, fish and recreate in Wyoming.
Polls consistently show that a lack of public access is the No. 1 reason why hunters and anglers give up their outdoor
pastimes. I greatly appreciate the BLM's proactive approach to help address this barrier and urge you to carry
forward with the land acquisition as planned.
Thank you for proactively helping create new public access and opportunity for all! Thank you for your comment. Yes 1 No

303 5/2/2023

Joe Gilbert
10 Maxine Place
Sheridan , WY 82801
mailto:wyowarden@g
mail.com

Dear Mr. Michael D Robinson:
I am writing to join Wyoming Backcountry Hunters & Anglers in expressing my strong support for the BLM's
recent acquisition of the 35,000-acre Marton ranch.
Large, intact tracts of public lands like this are the bedrock of our rich Western sporting traditions. Investments in
the public land access on which outdoor families have relied for generations will help boost our growing outdoor
recreation economy and ensure that all Americans, regardless of their net worth or who they know, have quality
places to hunt, fish and recreate in Wyoming.
Polls consistently show that a lack of public access is the No. 1 reason why hunters and anglers give up their outdoor
pastimes. I greatly appreciate the BLM's proactive approach to help address this barrier and urge you to carry
forward with the land acquisition as planned.
Thank you for proactively helping create new public access and opportunity for all! Thank you for your comment. Yes 1 No

304 5/3/2023

Thomas Smith
6210 Stemen Rd
Pickerington, OH 
43147
mailto:tsmithjr13@g
mail.com

Dear Mr. Michael D Robinson:
I am writing to join Wyoming Backcountry Hunters & Anglers in expressing my strong support for the BLM's
recent acquisition of the 35,000-acre Marton ranch.
Large, intact tracts of public lands like this are the bedrock of our rich Western sporting traditions. Investments in
the public land access on which outdoor families have relied for generations will help boost our growing outdoor
recreation economy and ensure that all Americans, regardless of their net worth or who they know, have quality
places to hunt, fish and recreate in Wyoming.
Polls consistently show that a lack of public access is the No. 1 reason why hunters and anglers give up their outdoor
pastimes. I greatly appreciate the BLM's proactive approach to help address this barrier and urge you to carry
forward with the land acquisition as planned.
Thank you for proactively helping create new public access and opportunity for all! Thank you for your comment. Yes 1 No
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305 5/3/2023

Troy Trainer
2105 E FOUR MILE 
RD
CHEYENNE, WY 
82009
mailto:wyocoonhunter
@icloud.com

Dear Mr. Michael D Robinson:
I am writing to join Wyoming Backcountry Hunters & Anglers in expressing my strong support for the BLM's
recent acquisition of the 35,000-acre Marton ranch.
Large, intact tracts of public lands like this are the bedrock of our rich Western sporting traditions. Investments in
the public land access on which outdoor families have relied for generations will help boost our growing outdoor
recreation economy and ensure that all Americans, regardless of their net worth or who they know, have quality
places to hunt, fish and recreate in Wyoming.
Polls consistently show that a lack of public access is the No. 1 reason why hunters and anglers give up their outdoor
pastimes. I greatly appreciate the BLM's proactive approach to help address this barrier and urge you to carry
forward with the land acquisition as planned.
Thank you for proactively helping create new public access and opportunity for all! Thank you for your comment. Yes 1 No

306 5/3/2023

James Dunlap
3501 SE 36th Street
Topeka, KS 66605
mailto:jdafmac135@g
mail.com

Dear Mr. Michael D Robinson:
I am writing to join Wyoming Backcountry Hunters & Anglers in expressing my strong support for the BLM's
recent acquisition of the 35,000-acre Marton ranch.
Large, intact tracts of public lands like this are the bedrock of our rich Western sporting traditions. Investments in
the public land access on which outdoor families have relied for generations will help boost our growing outdoor
recreation economy and ensure that all Americans, regardless of their net worth or who they know, have quality
places to hunt, fish and recreate in Wyoming.
Polls consistently show that a lack of public access is the No. 1 reason why hunters and anglers give up their outdoor
pastimes. I greatly appreciate the BLM's proactive approach to help address this barrier and urge you to carry
forward with the land acquisition as planned.
Thank you for proactively helping create new public access and opportunity for all! Thank you for your comment. Yes 1 No

307 5/3/2023

Geoff Creswell
1950 N Camino Altar
Tucson , AZ 85743
mailto:Gcreswell@ho
tmail.com

Dear Mr. Michael D Robinson:
I am writing to join Wyoming Backcountry Hunters & Anglers in expressing my strong support for the BLM's
recent acquisition of the 35,000-acre Marton ranch.
Large, intact tracts of public lands like this are the bedrock of our rich Western sporting traditions. Investments in
the public land access on which outdoor families have relied for generations will help boost our growing outdoor
recreation economy and ensure that all Americans, regardless of their net worth or who they know, have quality
places to hunt, fish and recreate in Wyoming.
Polls consistently show that a lack of public access is the No. 1 reason why hunters and anglers give up their outdoor
pastimes. I greatly appreciate the BLM's proactive approach to help address this barrier and urge you to carry
forward with the land acquisition as planned.
Thank you for proactively helping create new public access and opportunity for all! Thank you for your comment. Yes 1 No

308 5/3/2023

Mary England
PO Box 746
Casper, WY 82602-
0746
mailto:mary.o.england
@gmail.com

Dear Mr. Michael D Robinson:
I am writing to join Wyoming Backcountry Hunters & Anglers in expressing my strong support for the BLM's
recent acquisition of the 35,000-acre Marton ranch.
Large, intact tracts of public lands like this are the bedrock of our rich Western sporting traditions. Investments in
the public land access on which outdoor families have relied for generations will help boost our growing outdoor
recreation economy and ensure that all Americans, regardless of their net worth or who they know, have quality
places to hunt, fish and recreate in Wyoming.
Polls consistently show that a lack of public access is the No. 1 reason why hunters and anglers give up their outdoor
pastimes. I greatly appreciate the BLM's proactive approach to help address this barrier and urge you to carry
forward with the land acquisition as planned.
Thank you for proactively helping create new public access and opportunity for all! Thank you for your comment. Yes 1 No

309 5/3/2023

Hunter Geer
19 scenic view
Cody, WY 82414
mailto:Huntergeer62
@gmail.com

Dear Mr. Michael D Robinson:
I am writing to join Wyoming Backcountry Hunters & Anglers in expressing my strong support for the BLM's
recent acquisition of the 35,000-acre Marton ranch.
Large, intact tracts of public lands like this are the bedrock of our rich Western sporting traditions. Investments in
the public land access on which outdoor families have relied for generations will help boost our growing outdoor
recreation economy and ensure that all Americans, regardless of their net worth or who they know, have quality
places to hunt, fish and recreate in Wyoming.
Polls consistently show that a lack of public access is the No. 1 reason why hunters and anglers give up their outdoor
pastimes. I greatly appreciate the BLM's proactive approach to help address this barrier and urge you to carry
forward with the land acquisition as planned.
Thank you for proactively helping create new public access and opportunity for all! Thank you for your comment. Yes 1 No

310 5/3/2023

Senator Bob Ide
State of Wyoming
Senate District 29
Casper, WY 82601
Bob.Ide@wyoleg.gov
307.472.0233 See Ide tab. Bob Ide Letter See Ide tab. No 5 4

311 5/3/2023

Patrick Carroll
10 Lakeside Ter. 
Amesbury, MA 
01913-2027
mailto:Patrick.carroll1
1@gmail.com

Dear Mr. Michael D Robinson:
I am writing to join Wyoming Backcountry Hunters & Anglers in expressing my strong support for the BLM's
recent acquisition of the 35,000-acre Marton ranch.
Large, intact tracts of public lands like this are the bedrock of our rich Western sporting traditions. Investments in
the public land access on which outdoor families have relied for generations will help boost our growing outdoor
recreation economy and ensure that all Americans, regardless of their net worth or who they know, have quality
places to hunt, fish and recreate in Wyoming.
Polls consistently show that a lack of public access is the No. 1 reason why hunters and anglers give up their outdoor
pastimes. I greatly appreciate the BLM's proactive approach to help address this barrier and urge you to carry
forward with the land acquisition as planned.
Thank you for proactively helping create new public access and opportunity for all! Thank you for your comment. Yes 1 No
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312 5/3/2023

Todd Schoborg
2702 Dover Dr
Laramie, WY 82072
mailto:t_schoborg@y
ahoo.com

Dear Mr. Michael D Robinson:
I am writing to join Wyoming Backcountry Hunters & Anglers in expressing my strong support for the BLM's
recent acquisition of the 35,000-acre Marton ranch.
Large, intact tracts of public lands like this are the bedrock of our rich Western sporting traditions. Investments in
the public land access on which outdoor families have relied for generations will help boost our growing outdoor
recreation economy and ensure that all Americans, regardless of their net worth or who they know, have quality
places to hunt, fish and recreate in Wyoming.
Polls consistently show that a lack of public access is the No. 1 reason why hunters and anglers give up their outdoor
pastimes. I greatly appreciate the BLM's proactive approach to help address this barrier and urge you to carry
forward with the land acquisition as planned.
Thank you for proactively helping create new public access and opportunity for all! Thank you for your comment. Yes 1 No

313 5/3/2023

Eric Dalton
909 Foyer Ave
Cheyenne, WY 82001
ekamdalton@earthlin
k.net

Dear BLM Casper staff,
I fully support the BLM’s Alternative B proposal to purchase the Marton Ranch. This is a great use of
LWCF funds. It’s a relatively small yet impactful acreage nowhere near an urban area and in an area
with plenty of private land already. I don’t see a need for an offsetting public domain sale or trade
of any sort. This will be great habitat for all sorts of species and provide good public access. Kudos
to you! I hope that Wyoming BLM will continue to use LWCF to improve ecosystem integrity across
the state. I’m not opposed to divesting some BLM land, but it needs to be only when informed by
sound science. The only divestments should be for lands with relatively low ecological benefit.
Thank you for your service and for the opportunity to comment. Thank you for your comment. Yes 1 No

314 5/3/2023

John Roylance
31 valley mead pl
Conroe, TX 77384-
3824
mailto:jp_roylance@h
otmail.com

Dear Mr. Michael D Robinson:
I am writing to join Wyoming Backcountry Hunters & Anglers in expressing my strong support for the BLM's
recent acquisition of the 35,000-acre Marton ranch.
Large, intact tracts of public lands like this are the bedrock of our rich Western sporting traditions. Investments in
the public land access on which outdoor families have relied for generations will help boost our growing outdoor
recreation economy and ensure that all Americans, regardless of their net worth or who they know, have quality
places to hunt, fish and recreate in Wyoming.
Polls consistently show that a lack of public access is the No. 1 reason why hunters and anglers give up their outdoor
pastimes. I greatly appreciate the BLM's proactive approach to help address this barrier and urge you to carry
forward with the land acquisition as planned.
Thank you for proactively helping create new public access and opportunity for all! Thank you for your comment. Yes 1 No

315 5/4/2023

Samantha Lutz
123 Pinkerton Lane
Wampum, PA 16157-
2327
mailto:sammsulli@g
mail.com

Dear Mr. Michael D Robinson:
I am writing to join Wyoming Backcountry Hunters & Anglers in expressing my strong support for the BLM's
recent acquisition of the 35,000-acre Marton ranch.
Large, intact tracts of public lands like this are the bedrock of our rich Western sporting traditions. Investments in
the public land access on which outdoor families have relied for generations will help boost our growing outdoor
recreation economy and ensure that all Americans, regardless of their net worth or who they know, have quality
places to hunt, fish and recreate in Wyoming.
Polls consistently show that a lack of public access is the No. 1 reason why hunters and anglers give up their outdoor
pastimes. I greatly appreciate the BLM's proactive approach to help address this barrier and urge you to carry
forward with the land acquisition as planned.
Thank you for proactively helping create new public access and opportunity for all! Thank you for your comment. Yes 1 No

316 5/4/2023

Howard Whiteman
222 Eagle Hill Lane
Paris, TN 38242
mailto:hwhiteman@m
urraystate.edu

Dear Mr. Michael D Robinson:
I am writing to join Wyoming Backcountry Hunters & Anglers in expressing my strong support for the BLM's
recent acquisition of the 35,000-acre Marton ranch.
Large, intact tracts of public lands like this are the bedrock of our rich Western sporting traditions. Investments in
the public land access on which outdoor families have relied for generations will help boost our growing outdoor
recreation economy and ensure that all Americans, regardless of their net worth or who they know, have quality
places to hunt, fish and recreate in Wyoming.
Polls consistently show that a lack of public access is the No. 1 reason why hunters and anglers give up their outdoor
pastimes. I greatly appreciate the BLM's proactive approach to help address this barrier and urge you to carry
forward with the land acquisition as planned.
Thank you for proactively helping create new public access and opportunity for all! Thank you for your comment. Yes 1 No

317 5/4/2023

Ryan Athey
1653 N 22nd St
Laramie, WY 82072
mailto:rathui@msn.co
m

Dear Mr. Michael D Robinson:
I am writing to join Wyoming Backcountry Hunters & Anglers in expressing my strong support for the BLM's
recent acquisition of the 35,000-acre Marton ranch.
Large, intact tracts of public lands like this are the bedrock of our rich Western sporting traditions. Investments in
the public land access on which outdoor families have relied for generations will help boost our growing outdoor
recreation economy and ensure that all Americans, regardless of their net worth or who they know, have quality
places to hunt, fish and recreate in Wyoming.
Polls consistently show that a lack of public access is the No. 1 reason why hunters and anglers give up their outdoor
pastimes. I greatly appreciate the BLM's proactive approach to help address this barrier and urge you to carry
forward with the land acquisition as planned.
Thank you for proactively helping create new public access and opportunity for all! Thank you for your comment. Yes 1 No

318 5/5/2023

Kyle White
106 E. 3rd Ave
Cheyenne , WY 
82001
mailto:kylesean5@gm
ail.com

Dear Mr. Michael D Robinson:
I am writing to join Wyoming Backcountry Hunters & Anglers in expressing my strong support for the BLM's
recent acquisition of the 35,000-acre Marton ranch.
Large, intact tracts of public lands like this are the bedrock of our rich Western sporting traditions. Investments in
the public land access on which outdoor families have relied for generations will help boost our growing outdoor
recreation economy and ensure that all Americans, regardless of their net worth or who they know, have quality
places to hunt, fish and recreate in Wyoming.
Polls consistently show that a lack of public access is the No. 1 reason why hunters and anglers give up their outdoor
pastimes. I greatly appreciate the BLM's proactive approach to help address this barrier and urge you to carry
forward with the land acquisition as planned.
Thank you for proactively helping create new public access and opportunity for all! Thank you for your comment. Yes 1 No
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319 5/5/2023

James Alexander
166 W Clark St 
Laramie, WY 82072-
2419
switchback721@yaho
o.com

Dear Project Manager Mike Robinson,
Thank you for the opportunity to comment in response to the Marton Ranch LWCF Land Acquisition. As a public
land supporter, I want to thank the BLM for their work to improve and expand public land access in Wyoming.
Acquisitions such as the Marton Ranch are a critical tool to addressing the over four million acres of landlocked
state and federal public land in Wyoming.
The voluntary sale and acquisition of the Marton Ranch by the BLM respects private property rights while adding
70,000 acres of public land access, and eight miles of access to the North Platte River. This acquisition will have
lasting benefits for generations to come. I have full confidence in the BLM, WGFD, and other cooperating agencies
to effectively manage this landscape for the public benefit, including hunting and fishing. Please continue working
with willing landowners on similar projects across the state to expand public access. Thank you for your comment. Yes 1 No

320 5/5/2023

Kirstin Twedt
144 Agate Dr
Lewistown, MT 
59457-3202
mailto:ket4ce@gmail.
com

Dear Mr. Michael D Robinson:
I am writing to join Wyoming Backcountry Hunters & Anglers in expressing my strong support for the BLM's
recent acquisition of the 35,000-acre Marton ranch.
Large, intact tracts of public lands like this are the bedrock of our rich Western sporting traditions. Investments in
the public land access on which outdoor families have relied for generations will help boost our growing outdoor
recreation economy and ensure that all Americans, regardless of their net worth or who they know, have quality
places to hunt, fish and recreate in Wyoming.
Polls consistently show that a lack of public access is the No. 1 reason why hunters and anglers give up their outdoor
pastimes. I greatly appreciate the BLM's proactive approach to help address this barrier and urge you to carry
forward with the land acquisition as planned.
Thank you for proactively helping create new public access and opportunity for all! Thank you for your comment. Yes 1 No

321 5/6/2023

Rush Hardin
3 Bull Trail
Ennis, MT 59729-
9198
mailto:g.hardin@hot
mail.com

Dear Mr. Michael D Robinson:
I am writing to join Wyoming Backcountry Hunters & Anglers in expressing my strong support for the BLM's
recent acquisition of the 35,000-acre Marton ranch.
Large, intact tracts of public lands like this are the bedrock of our rich Western sporting traditions. Investments in
the public land access on which outdoor families have relied for generations will help boost our growing outdoor
recreation economy and ensure that all Americans, regardless of their net worth or who they know, have quality
places to hunt, fish and recreate in Wyoming.
Polls consistently show that a lack of public access is the No. 1 reason why hunters and anglers give up their outdoor
pastimes. I greatly appreciate the BLM's proactive approach to help address this barrier and urge you to carry
forward with the land acquisition as planned.
Thank you for proactively helping create new public access and opportunity for all! Thank you for your comment. Yes 1 No

322 5/7/2023

LM Grube
American and 
Wyoming citizen
mailto:leon.g20@hot
mail.com

Greetings To The Responsible BLM Officials. I hope and pray all is well for you and yours.
My bottom line up front: Wouldn't Most People who are resonable and are fiscally responsible
agree that the purchase referenced in the subject line above, be considered misguided, illadvised,
and totally fiscally irresponsible? Would you not agree that the current fiscal state of
the Federal Government is an absolute disgrace and disaster, being over 30 Trillion dollars in
debt, which appears to endanger our economy and security? Why would anyone support any
federal agency making an elective purchase of land, short of an absolute emergency? I would
also ask the simple question: Doesn't the Federal Government own and contral too much land
already, especially in western states like Wyoming?
Would it not make more sense for the Federal Government to be selling land in order to pay
down what appears to be a completely irresponsible and unacceptable national debt? Some
might say, well this is only a small amount in the overall picture. But is not this the type of
attitude that has gotten us to where we are today?
So just ask yourself, Is this the kind of reasonable purchase being made by what appears to be
a fiscally out of control government should be executing? It appears to absolutely not be. Thank you for your comment. No 1 No

323 5/8/2023

Katherine Atkins
mailto:painthorse2@h
otmail.com

Hello,
I would like to comment on the BLM purchase of the Marton Ranch without the required steps.
I am a lifetime Wyoming resident, ranch raised, land owner working in agriculture currently with two bachelors and
a master’s degree.
I absolutely see this as government overstep. As such, the only correct decision at this point is to nullify the sale. It
is the most direct result of not following law.
I am against the Federal government purchasing land. Our state and local communities lose funding as well as
control of this land. We don’t need more Federal anything in our state. The public should have had access to
purchase this land. I also disagree that only a BLM or Federal purchase will give more public access or provide
quality management.
Thank you for your time.

The property was placed up for sale 
since 2010. No 1 1

324 5/8/2023

JOANNA 
RODRIGUEZ
1473 Mountain View 
Loop
Cheyenne, WY 82009-
7408
mailto:jorodtx@gmail
.com

Dear Mr. Michael D Robinson:
I am writing to join Wyoming Backcountry Hunters & Anglers in expressing my strong support for the BLM's
recent acquisition of the 35,000-acre Marton ranch.
Large, intact tracts of public lands like this are the bedrock of our rich Western sporting traditions. Investments in
the public land access on which outdoor families have relied for generations will help boost our growing outdoor
recreation economy and ensure that all Americans, regardless of their net worth or who they know, have quality
places to hunt, fish and recreate in Wyoming.
Polls consistently show that a lack of public access is the No. 1 reason why hunters and anglers give up their outdoor
pastimes. I greatly appreciate the BLM's proactive approach to help address this barrier and urge you to carry
forward with the land acquisition as planned.
Thank you for proactively helping create new public access and opportunity for all! Thank you for your comment. Yes 1 No
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325 5/8/2023

Brock Wahl
2445 Pointe Loop
Bismarck, ND 58503-
7425
mailto:Brockwahl@h
otmail.com

Dear Mr. Michael D Robinson:
I am writing to join Wyoming Backcountry Hunters & Anglers in expressing my strong support for the BLM's
recent acquisition of the 35,000-acre Marton ranch.
Large, intact tracts of public lands like this are the bedrock of our rich Western sporting traditions. Investments in
the public land access on which outdoor families have relied for generations will help boost our growing outdoor
recreation economy and ensure that all Americans, regardless of their net worth or who they know, have quality
places to hunt, fish and recreate in Wyoming.
Polls consistently show that a lack of public access is the No. 1 reason why hunters and anglers give up their outdoor
pastimes. I greatly appreciate the BLM's proactive approach to help address this barrier and urge you to carry
forward with the land acquisition as planned.
Thank you for proactively helping create new public access and opportunity for all! Thank you for your comment. Yes 1 No

326 5/9/2023

Andrew Basinger
165 flint mountain 
drive
Stuarts Draft, VA 
24477-2936
mailto:basingera.hsc2
010@gmail.com

Dear Mr. Michael D Robinson:
I am writing to join Wyoming Backcountry Hunters & Anglers in expressing my strong support for the BLM's
recent acquisition of the 35,000-acre Marton ranch.
Large, intact tracts of public lands like this are the bedrock of our rich Western sporting traditions. Investments in
the public land access on which outdoor families have relied for generations will help boost our growing outdoor
recreation economy and ensure that all Americans, regardless of their net worth or who they know, have quality
places to hunt, fish and recreate in Wyoming.
Polls consistently show that a lack of public access is the No. 1 reason why hunters and anglers give up their outdoor
pastimes. I greatly appreciate the BLM's proactive approach to help address this barrier and urge you to carry
forward with the land acquisition as planned.
Thank you for proactively helping create new public access and opportunity for all! Thank you for your comment. Yes 1 No

327 5/9/2023

Andrew Betances-
LeBlanc
2728 Natalie ln
Steilacoom, WA 
98388-4307
mailto:Piercedkoi121
@gmail.com

Dear Mr. Michael D Robinson:
I am writing to join Wyoming Backcountry Hunters & Anglers in expressing my strong support for the BLM's
recent acquisition of the 35,000-acre Marton ranch.
Large, intact tracts of public lands like this are the bedrock of our rich Western sporting traditions. Investments in
the public land access on which outdoor families have relied for generations will help boost our growing outdoor
recreation economy and ensure that all Americans, regardless of their net worth or who they know, have quality
places to hunt, fish and recreate in Wyoming.
Polls consistently show that a lack of public access is the No. 1 reason why hunters and anglers give up their outdoor
pastimes. I greatly appreciate the BLM's proactive approach to help address this barrier and urge you to carry
forward with the land acquisition as planned.
Thank you for proactively helping create new public access and opportunity for all! Thank you for your comment. Yes 1 No

328 5/9/2023

Kayla Knutson
104 Main St 
Epping, ND 58843-
4309
kknutson21@gmail.c
om

Dear Project Manager Mike Robinson,
Thank you for the opportunity to comment in response to the Marton Ranch LWCF Land Acquisition. As a public
land supporter, I want to thank the BLM for their work to improve and expand public land access in Wyoming.
Acquisitions such as the Marton Ranch are a critical tool to addressing the over four million acres of landlocked
state and federal public land in Wyoming.
The voluntary sale and acquisition of the Marton Ranch by the BLM respects private property rights while adding
70,000 acres of public land access, and eight miles of access to the North Platte River. This acquisition will have
lasting benefits for generations to come. I have full confidence in the BLM, WGFD, and other cooperating agencies
to effectively manage this landscape for the public benefit, including hunting and fishing. Please continue working
with willing landowners on similar projects across the state to expand public access. Thank you for your comment. Yes 1 No

329 5/10/2023

MICHAEL 
JENSEN/Wyoming 
Council Coordinator
Wyoming Trout 
Unlimited
PO Box 22182
Cheyenne, WY. 
82003
Cell: 307.421.3188
Email: 
mike.jensen@tu.org

[from letter submitted]
Dear Mr. Robinson:
I’m writing on behalf of the Wyoming Council of Trout Unlimited (WYTU), representing 12
Chapters and over 1,600 members across Wyoming in support of the sale of the Marton
Ranch to the Bureau of Land Management (BLM).
According to a recent report by the BLM, and the benefits of the sale far outweigh any
negative impacts. Increased opportunities for outdoor recreation including hiking,
camping, big game and waterfowl hunting, as well as fishing along 11 miles of the Blue
Ribbon trout stream.
Impacts to the fishery can be minimized through signage, angler education and ethics
and appropriate management.
Again, WYTU strongly supports public acquisition of the Marton Ranch.

Yes, letter 
copied into 
Comment cell in 
its entirety.

Same comment 
and submitter as 
331.

Added signage and education 
mitigation to the Wildlife-Fisheries 
Mitigations section. Yes 1 1 Yes

330 5/10/2023

Erin Hamm
mailto:ehamm13@co
mcast.net

Mr. Robinson and Mr. Roehl,
I'm writing today in support of the Marton Ranch LWCF Land Acquisition. I believe the
benefits to the public far outweigh any negative impacts that can occur through the acquisition
of the property. I expect that this acquisition will result in more tourism and opportunities for
outdoor recreation for Wyoming residents and non-residents. I expect there will be more
biking, hiking, camping, big game and waterfowl hunting, and of course blue ribbon fishing
opportunities in abundance.
Impacts to the fishery can be minimized by educating fishermen, providing appropriate
signage on catch and release, and other appropriate methods to mitigate negative impacts.
I'm excited for the acquisition to move forward and strongly support the public acquisition of
the Marton Ranch.

Added signage and education 
mitigation to the Wildlife-Fisheries 
Mitigations section. yes 1 1 Yes
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331 5/10/2023

MICHAEL 
JENSEN/Wyoming 
Council Coordinator
Wyoming Trout 
Unlimited
PO Box 22182
Cheyenne, WY. 
82003
Cell: 307.421.3188
Email: 
mike.jensen@tu.org

I’m writing on behalf of the Wyoming Council of Trout Unlimited (WYTU), representing
12 chapters and over 1,600 members across Wyoming in support of the sale of the
Marton Ranch to the Bureau of Land Management (BLM).
According to a recent report by the BLM, and the benefits of the sale far outweigh
any negative impacts. Increased opportunities for outdoor recreation including hiking,
camping, big game and waterfowl hunting, as well as fishing along 11 miles of the
Blue Ribbon trout stream.
Impacts to the fishery can be minimized through signage, angler education and
ethics and appropriate management.
Again, WYTU strongly supports public acquisition of the Marton Ranch.

Yes, letter 
copied into 
Comment cell in 
its entirety.

Same comment 
and submitter as 
329. Thank you for your comment.

332 5/10/2023

Earl DeGroot
711 Vandehei Ave.
Cheyenne, Wyoming 
82009
earldegroot@gmail.co
m

Dear Michael Robinson,
Recently, Governor Gordon requested a public comment period on the acquisition of the Marton Ranch near Casper, Wyoming. The following 
are my comments.
I offer my full support for BLM acquiring this ranch. It will provide much improved recreational access to the North Platte River and landlocked 
BLM acreage lying within the ranch boundaries. As a result, the acquisition will very likely prove to be an economic benefit to businesses in the 
Casper area. It is difficult to image why anyone would oppose an acquisition that benefits both recreationists and the economy.
Just as importantly, I OBJECT to the idea that BLM should have to seek public comment on the sale of private property.
The governor says he does not "oppose this project but opposed the process used". Unfortunately, he wants a process that requires public 
comments that could delay or kill an acquisition. Furthermore, there is a danger that requiring public input might allow political interests to 
interfere with private land acquisitions. This would be especially unfortunate now that the Land and Water Conservation Fund (LWCF) has been 
fully funded, which will likely lead to more acquisitions in the future. So yes, the “process” is a matter of great importance, but the process the 
Governor proposes is counterproductive to future acquisitions and contrary to the idea that a private landowner should be able to sell his/her 
property without government interference.
Because the LWCF is a key funding source, it is worth summarizing some of the history of this fund. LWCF was created by Congress in 1965 
primarily utilizing royalties from offshore oil and gas drilling. No tax dollars go into the fund. While royalty money has consistently flowed into 
the Fund over the years, Congress has often authorized expenditure of only a portion of that revenue. An estimated $22 billion has been diverted 
for other purposes. Outdoor recreationists have fought for years to get full funding authorized. Finally in August 2020, LWCF became fully 
funded at $900 million per year. At the request of Senator Cory Gardner, President Trump agreed to support full funding. Senator Gardner was 
facing a tough re-election battle in Colorado and hoped full funding would propel him to victory (it did not). Shortly after Gardner’s defeat, in a 
move undermining his previous support, the Trump administration issued Secretarial Order 3388. That order gave state and local governments 
authority to veto LWCF purchases. A coalition of 100 members of Congress (and many others), found the order contrary to the intent of Congress 
and called on newly elected President Biden to rescind it. The Biden administration subsequently did so (Secretarial Order 3396). Clearly, it was 
not the intent of Congress (or the Biden administration) that state and local governments should have authority to veto LWCF purchases. The 
Governor’s claim that LWCF purchases should be subject to public comment is in conflict with the intent of Congress. While the governor’s 
request for public comment does not directly provide veto power, requiring a public comment period results in a delay that could potentially kill a 
project if a private seller is unwilling to wait and/or is concerned about the tone of the comments. Requiring a public comment period throws up 
an unnecessary roadblock that Congress was trying to avoid. Thank you for your comment. Yes 1 No

333 5/10/2023

Josh Metten
Wyoming Field 
Manager
Theodore Roosevelt 
Conservation 
Partnership
307-699-1936 (cell)
mailto:jmetten@trcp.o
rg

Dear Mike Robinson,
The Theodore Roosevelt Conservation Partnership (TRCP) appreciates the opportunity to submit comments in response
to the Marton Ranch LWCF Land Acquisition.
The TRCP is a national non-profit conservation organization working to guarantee all Americans quality places to hunt
and fish. The TRCP works with 63 diverse partner organizations and represents over 120,000 individual members
nationally, including over 3,000 individuals throughout Wyoming.
Public land access is foundational to America’s hunting and fishing traditions, which is why the TRCP is an advocate for
improving access to the millions of acres of landlocked public land found across the west including over four million
acres in Wyoming alone. We were ardent advocates for the inclusion of full funding for LWCF in the bipartisan Great
American Outdoors Act and endorse its use for voluntary acquisitions including the Marton Ranch.
The Marton Ranch Acquisition respects private property rights while adding 70,000 acres of public land access and eight
miles of access to the North Platte River. This acquisition will have lasting benefits for generations to come.
We recognize the potential for impacts from the acquisition and transfer of private lands to public ownership managed
by the BLM. The loss of property tax revenues from this sale are minimal, just .001% of total property taxes levied in
Natrona County. Other potential impacts include increased recreation on newly accessible public land, impacts to the
fishery, and the potential for Aquatic Invasive Species spread. The BLM, WGFD and other participating agencies can, 
and
should, mitigate these impacts through appropriate land management and opportunities for public comment.
Thank you for the chance to comment regarding the Marton Ranch Acquisition. We have full confidence that the BLM,
WGFD, and other cooperating agencies will effectively manage this landscape for the public benefit, including hunting
and fishing. The TRCP supports using a broad spectrum of tools to improve and expand access to landlocked public 
lands
including:
• Voluntary land acquisitions using LWCF funding
• Voluntary access easements
• Land exchanges

Letter copied 
into Comment 
cell in its 
entirety. Thank you for your comment. Yes 1 No
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334 5/11/2023

Dain Liepa
mailto:dainliepa@gm
ail.com

I am writing in support of the proposed Marton Ranch LWCF Land Acquisition.
As an avid fly fisherman, bow hunter and upland game hunter, this is exactly the kind of thing
that I am looking for when I plan a vacation or a hunting trip.
This summer in particular, I had the option of driving through Montana or Wyoming en route
to a family gathering near Yellowstone. THE deciding factor for why I am taking my family to
WY instead of Montana was the increased opportunity to use public lands.
We want to make our road trip fun for the whole family, and we plan to book our float trips
with guide services, stay at hotels and camp/sites, and stop in the local restaurants and bars in
places where we can easily access our public lands.
Public access is the deciding factor for me choosing WY over Montana.
The same is true for where I have access to public lands for hunting. I am a DIY hunter, and I
will not frequent states who do not make it possible for me to access our public lands.
Thank you for your time. I hope you continue to work to increase access to our public lands
with efforts like this, and by any type of easment/acquisitioin from landowners to access
landlocked parcels of public land. Thank you for your comment. Yes 1 No

335 5/11/2023

Patricia Bocanegra
13535 Voelcker 
Ranch Dr 
San Antonio, TX 
78231-2246
trishasatx@icloud.co
m

Dear Project Manager Mike Robinson,
Thank you for the opportunity to comment in response to the Marton Ranch LWCF Land Acquisition. As a public
land supporter, I want to thank the BLM for their work to improve and expand public land access in Wyoming.
Acquisitions such as the Marton Ranch are a critical tool to addressing the over four million acres of landlocked
state and federal public land in Wyoming.
The voluntary sale and acquisition of the Marton Ranch by the BLM respects private property rights while adding
70,000 acres of public land access, and eight miles of access to the North Platte River. This acquisition will have
lasting benefits for generations to come. I have full confidence in the BLM, WGFD, and other cooperating agencies
to effectively manage this landscape for the public benefit, including hunting and fishing. Please continue working
with willing landowners on similar projects across the state to expand public access. Thank you for your comment. Yes 1 No

336 5/11/2023

Donna Griffin
711 Vandehei Ave.
Cheyenne, WY
mailto:donnagriffin@
gmail.com

Dear Michael Robinson,
I support BLM acquiring the Marton Ranch in Wyoming. This is a private sale, and BLM
should not have to seek public input in order to accept this land. I would not want the State
(or other government entity) standing in the way of my selling land that I own.
I object to Governor Gordon's position that there should be equivalent acreage divested for
every new acre BLM acquires. This is an attempt to make it difficult for landowners to sell
their land and would create many more problems. Thank you for your comment. Yes 1 No

337 5/11/2023

Habitat Protection 
Program
Wyoming Game and 
Fish Department
307-777-4506
https://wgfd.wyo.gov/
Habitat/Habitat-
Protection-Program
mailto:wgfd.hpp@wy
o.gov

Dear Mr. Robinson,
The staff of the Wyoming Game and Fish Department (Department) has reviewed the Environmental Assessment (EA) 
for the Marton Ranch LWCF Land Acquisition. The Department is statutorily charged with managing and protecting all 
Wyoming wildlife (W.S. 23-1-103).Pursuant to our mission, we offer the following comments for your consideration.
The Bureau of Land Management (BLM) is proposing to acquire a parcel of private land from the Marton Ranch in 
Natrona and Carbon County with the help of The Conservation Fund. The parcel contains approximately 35,669.52 acres 
(33,470.93 acres in Natrona County in the Casper Field Office and 2,198.59 acres in Carbon County in the Rawlins Field 
Office), and includes approximately 8 miles of North Platte River frontage. No infrastructure development is planned for 
the acquisition area with this project. The EA only covers the acquisition of the property. Any further planning or 
developments on the acquisition area will use the most recent Department of the Interior and BLM regulations, policy and 
guidance including compliance with the NationalEnvironmental Policy Act.
The Department previously provided comment to the BLM for the draft EA in our April 10, 2023 Wildlife Environmental 
Review letter (WER 15022.00). We appreciate the BLM incorporating several of our recommendations into this version 
of the EA. We continue to encourage the BLM to prioritize travel management planning for the proposed property to 
ensure terrestrial and aquatic habitat values are maintained and protected. Additionally, the Department continues to 
express concern for potential impacts to the fisheries and potential increased risk for aquatic invasive species 
introduction, resulting from the expected increase in recreational use by the public. The Department would welcome an 
opportunity to work collaboratively with the BLM to address our concerns for travel management and the anticipated 
increase in impacts to aquatic resources associated with the proposed Marton Ranch LWCF Land Acquisition.
Thank you for the opportunity to comment. If you have any questions or concerns please contact Will Schultz, Habitat 
Protection Supervisor, at 307-777-4587.

Letter copied 
into Comment 
cell in its 
entirety.

Relating to travel management 
planning, the ongoing efforts for the 
BHTMP will now include the Marton 
Property. ? 1 1 No

338 5/8/2023

Tim Kulhavy
307 267 5867
<timkulhavy@gmail.c
om>

Good evening.
I haven't been able to find any information on the purchase of the Marton ranch in Natrona
county. I am extremely disappointed that our governor decided to put up a roadblock for the
purchase of this ranch. It would allow a large continuous section to be enjoyed by the public.
I can only assume that the reason Gordon is against it, is pressure from the Wyoming stock
growers association, and or the outfitters of wyoming. I and a large majority of the public
would like to see this purchase go through. Any information on the sale would be
appreciated.
Thank You for your time. Thank you for your comment. yes 1 No

339 5/13/2023

Annie Kier
2940 Franklin Street
Denver, CO 80205-
4512
mailto:LAUGHINGV
IXEN@GMAIL.CO
M

Dear Mr. Michael D Robinson:
I am writing to join Wyoming Backcountry Hunters & Anglers in expressing my strong support for the BLM's
recent acquisition of the 35,000-acre Marton ranch.
Large, intact tracts of public lands like this are the bedrock of our rich Western sporting traditions. Investments in
the public land access on which outdoor families have relied for generations will help boost our growing outdoor
recreation economy and ensure that all Americans, regardless of their net worth or who they know, have quality
places to hunt, fish and recreate in Wyoming.
Polls consistently show that a lack of public access is the No. 1 reason why hunters and anglers give up their outdoor
pastimes. I greatly appreciate the BLM's proactive approach to help address this barrier and urge you to carry
forward with the land acquisition as planned.
Thank you for proactively helping create new public access and opportunity for all! Thank you for your comment. yes Out 1 No
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340 5/14/2023

Geri Doherty
806 W Elm Ave
Saratoga, WY. 82331
mailto:gdoherty777@
yahoo.com

Greetings,
Thank you for the opportunity to comment.
I am 100% in favor of this acquisition of 35,000 acres of land to be made public.
I was thrilled when I first saw this was happening and disappointed when Gov.
Gordon put a stop to it for reasons I am not sure I understand.
Glad it's back on track! Thank you for your comment. yes out 1 No

341 5/16/2023

Ryan Buege
4908 Morning star 
lane
Killeen, TX 76542-
7806

Dear Mr. Michael D Robinson:
I am writing to join Wyoming Backcountry Hunters & Anglers in expressing my strong support for theBLM's recent 
acquisition of the 35,000-acre Marton ranch.
Large, intact tracts of public lands like this are the bedrock of our rich Western sporting traditions.Investments in the 
public land access on which outdoor families have relied for generations will helpboost our growing outdoor recreation 
economy and ensure that all Americans, regardless of their networth or who they know, have quality places to hunt, fish 
and recreate in Wyoming.
Polls consistently show that a lack of public access is the No. 1 reason why hunters and anglers give uptheir outdoor 
pastimes. I greatly appreciate the BLM's proactive approach to help address this barrierand urge you to carry forward 
with the land acquisition as planned.
Thank you for proactively helping create new public access and opportunity for all! Thank you for your comment. yes out 1 No

342 5/16/2023

J Woolard
1801 Bryn Mawr 
Drive
Newark, OH 43055-
1542

Dear Mr. Michael D Robinson:
I am writing to join Wyoming Backcountry Hunters & Anglers in expressing my strong support for theBLM's recent 
acquisition of the 35,000-acre Marton ranch.
Large, intact tracts of public lands like this are the bedrock of our rich Western sporting traditions.Investments in the 
public land access on which outdoor families have relied for generations will helpboost our growing outdoor recreation 
economy and ensure that all Americans, regardless of their networth or who they know, have quality places to hunt, fish 
and recreate in Wyoming.
Polls consistently show that a lack of public access is the No. 1 reason why hunters and anglers give uptheir outdoor 
pastimes. I greatly appreciate the BLM's proactive approach to help address this barrierand urge you to carry forward 
with the land acquisition as planned.
Thank you for proactively helping create new public access and opportunity for all! Thank you for your comment. yes out 1 No

343 5/17/2023

TORY TAYLOR
6360 HWY 26
Dubois, WY 82513-
9516

Dear Mr. Michael D Robinson:
I am writing to join Wyoming Backcountry Hunters & Anglers in expressing my strong support for theBLM's recent 
acquisition of the 35,000-acre Marton ranch.
Large, intact tracts of public lands like this are the bedrock of our rich Western sporting traditions.Investments in the 
public land access on which outdoor families have relied for generations will helpboost our growing outdoor recreation 
economy and ensure that all Americans, regardless of their networth or who they know, have quality places to hunt, fish 
and recreate in Wyoming.
Polls consistently show that a lack of public access is the No. 1 reason why hunters and anglers give uptheir outdoor 
pastimes. I greatly appreciate the BLM's proactive approach to help address this barrierand urge you to carry forward 
with the land acquisition as planned.
Thank you for proactively helping create new public access and opportunity for all! Thank you for your comment. yes out 1 No

344 5/17/2023

David Williamson
3897 Heritage Oaks 
Dr
Amelia, OH 45102-
1027

Dear Mr. Michael D Robinson:
I am writing to join Wyoming Backcountry Hunters & Anglers in expressing my strong support for theBLM's recent 
acquisition of the 35,000-acre Marton ranch.
Large, intact tracts of public lands like this are the bedrock of our rich Western sporting traditions.Investments in the 
public land access on which outdoor families have relied for generations will helpboost our growing outdoor recreation 
economy and ensure that all Americans, regardless of their networth or who they know, have quality places to hunt, fish 
and recreate in Wyoming.
Polls consistently show that a lack of public access is the No. 1 reason why hunters and anglers give uptheir outdoor 
pastimes. I greatly appreciate the BLM's proactive approach to help address this barrierand urge you to carry forward 
with the land acquisition as planned.
Thank you for proactively helping create new public access and opportunity for all! Thank you for your comment. yes out 1 No

345 5/1/2023

Arthur Anderson
5110 Bowie Dr
Cheyenne, WY 82009
arthur.andersonwy@y
ahoo.com See Arthur Anderson tab Thank you for your comment. yes 1 No
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346 5/11/2023

Charles K. Scott
13900 State Highway 
487,
Casper, WY 82604
(307) 473-2512

                           
support of this transaction. 
I am familiar with the Marton ranch. Its Natrona County portion, which is a majority of the ranch, is in Senate District #30 which I represent in 
the Wyoming State Senate. The Marton ranch is south and west of the Bates Hole BLM stock driveway. My family's ranch, the Bates Creek 
Cattle Company, is north and east of the stock driveway. The two ranches do not share a common boundary, at least the stock driveway is always 
between us. However, some of the land portions of the ranches are similar. I have been involved in and helped organize the annual Bates Hole 
Christmas Bird Count which is one of the National Audubon Society's CBC's. A part of the Marton ranch is within the 15 mile diameter circle of 
this CBC. I have been on this part of the Marton ranch a number of times in connection with this CBC. In recent years the Martons prohibited this 
activity on their private land which restricted us to the public roads and the public lands involved.
My comments on the proposed acquisition are as follows:
1. I am strongly in support of the BLM acquiring the Marton ranch. The most important reason is to preserve and protect and to make available to 
the public the outdoor recreational opportunities that can be had on the ranch. These are most pronounced along the river, but the areas away from 
the river should not be ignored. As the population of Natrona County has grown, the need for areas protected and available to the public for 
outdoor recreation has grown with the population growth. I have long felt this way and acted on that feelingas a member of the Wyoming House 
of Representatives in 1981 I was the sponsor of the bill that created the Edness Kimball Wilkins State Park east of Casper.
2. A second reason to support the acquisition is economic. The quality of the fishery in the North Platte River as it passes the ranch is attracting 
many tourists and a number of local businesses are benefiting. I assume the BLM will keep the land along the river in its current natural state. I 
assume that absent public ownership this land is likely eventually to be developed into a rural residential area as the river bottoms downstream 
from Casper have been. Fishing on the river in someone's backyard is just not the same quality of experience that the present natural state 
provides.
3. A third benefit from the BLM acquiring the Marton ranch may be that the BLM could change the management of the land to reacquire the sage 
grouse population that the land previously had. In the ear1y CBC counts in the late 1970's and 1980's we regularly sawsage grouse on that ranch. 
In more recent years these sitings have disappeared. This occurred before we were excluded from looking on the private land involved, and from 
what we have seen on the public lands it is continuing. In recent years our sage grouse counts have come from our ranch and the adjoining Garrett 
ranch. I do not know why. One idea I have heard is that the Marton ranch sagebrush stand has become uniformly mature and lacks areas with 
younger plants. The Grouse live on sage brush for significant periods of the year. As with many plants, the younger sagebrush contains more 
nutrition. Burning sagebrush is a way to get a mixed stand-the burned areas come back with new plants that are not out competed by the older 
mature ones. Possibly a policy of not suppressing natural range fires is needed, possibly assisted by some controlled burns. The BLM could use 
the sagebrush portions of the ranch as a laboratory to do some interesting work on restoring sage grouse as we know that the land was once 
capable of supporting a sage grouse population.
4. I have no opposition to the idea that the BLM ought to keep the amount of land it is managing the same by selling amounts of land it currently 
has to offset the Marton ranch acquisition, but I do not believe as a formal mater the Marton ranch acquisition should be contingent on this; that 
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347 5/18/2023

Charles  Stewart
34 Cedar Dr
Lyons, CO 80540-
8861

Dear Mr. Michael D Robinson:
I am writing to join Wyoming Backcountry Hunters & Anglers in expressing my strong support for theBLM's recent 
acquisition of the 35,000-acre Marton ranch.
Large, intact tracts of public lands like this are the bedrock of our rich Western sporting traditions.Investments in the 
public land access on which outdoor families have relied for generations will helpboost our growing outdoor recreation 
economy and ensure that all Americans, regardless of their networth or who they know, have quality places to hunt, fish 
and recreate in Wyoming.
Polls consistently show that a lack of public access is the No. 1 reason why hunters and anglers give uptheir outdoor 
pastimes. I greatly appreciate the BLM's proactive approach to help address this barrierand urge you to carry forward 
with the land acquisition as planned.
Thank you for proactively helping create new public access and opportunity for all! Thank you for your comment. yes out 1 No

348 5/23/2023

Erik Bute
256 S 3rd Street
Pembina, ND 58271-
4133
erikbute@hotmail.co
m

Dear Mr. Michael D Robinson:

I am writing to join Wyoming Backcountry Hunters & Anglers in expressing my strong support for the BLM's recent 
acquisition of the 35,000-acre Marton ranch.

Large, intact tracts of public lands like this are the bedrock of our rich Western sporting traditions. Investments in the 
public land access on which outdoor families have relied for generations will help boost our growing outdoor recreation 
economy and ensure that all Americans, regardless of their net worth or who they know, have quality places to hunt, fish 
and recreate in Wyoming.

Polls consistently show that a lack of public access is the No. 1 reason why hunters and anglers give up their outdoor 
pastimes. I greatly appreciate the BLM's proactive approach to help address this barrier and urge you to carry forward 
with the land acquisition as planned.

Thank you for proactively helping create new public access and opportunity for all! Thank you for your comment. yes out 1 No

349 5/23/2023

Jordan Salomon
1275 Theo Way
Rock Island, WA 
98850-9003

Dear Mr. Michael D Robinson:

I am writing to join Wyoming Backcountry Hunters & Anglers in expressing my strong support for the BLM's recent 
acquisition of the 35,000-acre Marton ranch.

Large, intact tracts of public lands like this are the bedrock of our rich Western sporting traditions. Investments in the 
public land access on which outdoor families have relied for generations will help boost our growing outdoor recreation 
economy and ensure that all Americans, regardless of their net worth or who they know, have quality places to hunt, fish 
and recreate in Wyoming.

Polls consistently show that a lack of public access is the No. 1 reason why hunters and anglers give up their outdoor 
pastimes. I greatly appreciate the BLM's proactive approach to help address this barrier and urge you to carry forward 
with the land acquisition as planned.

Thank you for proactively helping create new public access and opportunity for all! Thank you for your comment. yes out 1 No
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350 5/25/2023

Jordan Goss
1743 Ura Ln
Northglenn, CO 
80234-3680

Dear Mr. Michael D Robinson:

I am writing to join Wyoming Backcountry Hunters & Anglers in expressing my strong support for the BLM's recent 
acquisition of the 35,000-acre Marton ranch.

Large, intact tracts of public lands like this are the bedrock of our rich Western sporting traditions. Investments in the 
public land access on which outdoor families have relied for generations will help boost our growing outdoor recreation 
economy and ensure that all Americans, regardless of their net worth or who they know, have quality places to hunt, fish 
and recreate in Wyoming.

Polls consistently show that a lack of public access is the No. 1 reason why hunters and anglers give up their outdoor 
pastimes. I greatly appreciate the BLM's proactive approach to help address this barrier and urge you to carry forward 
with the land acquisition as planned.

Thank you for proactively helping create new public access and opportunity for all! Thank you for your comment. yes out 1 No

351 5/31/2023

Brad Gardner
879 lattin Rd
Biggs, CA 95917-
9738

Dear Mr. Michael D Robinson:
I am writing to join Wyoming Backcountry Hunters & Anglers in expressing my strong support for theBLM's recent 
acquisition of the 35,000-acre Marton ranch.
Large, intact tracts of public lands like this are the bedrock of our rich Western sporting traditions.Investments in the 
public land access on which outdoor families have relied for generations will helpboost our growing outdoor recreation 
economy and ensure that all Americans, regardless of their networth or who they know, have quality places to hunt, fish 
and recreate in Wyoming.
Polls consistently show that a lack of public access is the No. 1 reason why hunters and anglers give uptheir outdoor 
pastimes. I greatly appreciate the BLM's proactive approach to help address this barrierand urge you to carry forward 
with the land acquisition as planned.
Thank you for proactively helping create new public access and opportunity for all! Thank you for your comment. yes out 1 No
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Submission ID Date Submitters Comments
MEA-1-500336218 April 20, 2023 Not Provided Undefined
MEA-1-500336219 April 20, 2023 Jeffrey Troxel Undefined
MEA-1-500336221 April 20, 2023 Sam Sommers Undefined
MEA-1-500336226 April 20, 2023 Austin Moon Undefined
MEA-1-500336230 April 20, 2023 Robert Barnosky Undefined
MEA-1-500336233 April 20, 2023 Bernardino Madsen Undefined
MEA-1-500336242 April 21, 2023 Ryan Sedgeley Undefined
MEA-1-500336247 April 21, 2023 Sy Gilliland Undefined
MEA-1-500336258 April 21, 2023 Peter Schultz Undefined
MEA-1-500336259 April 21, 2023 Merideth Sears Undefined
MEA-1-500336261 April 21, 2023 Concerned American Undefined
MEA-1-500336267 April 22, 2023 Dennis Luszcz Undefined
MEA-1-500336271 April 22, 2023 A public lands user Undefined
MEA-1-500336278 April 22, 2023 Randall Stern Undefined
MEA-1-500336350 April 22, 2023 Patrick Holscher Undefined
MEA-1-500336999 April 23, 2023 Nathan Kettner Undefined
MEA-1-500337028 April 23, 2023 Ed R Undefined
MEA-1-500337042 April 23, 2023 Adam Neff Undefined
MEA-1-500337059 April 23, 2023 Paul Portillo Undefined
MEA-1-500337067 April 23, 2023 Paul Portillo Undefined
MEA-1-500337072 April 23, 2023 Rhea Darren Undefined
MEA-1-500337241 April 24, 2023 Jeffrey Muratore Undefined
MEA-1-500337319 April 24, 2023 Nick Zaharas Undefined
MEA-1-500337337 April 24, 2023 Not Provided Undefined
MEA-1-500337341 April 24, 2023 John Hutchinson Undefined
MEA-1-500337377 April 24, 2023 Ed Koncel Undefined
MEA-1-500337483 April 25, 2023 Joey Swager Undefined
MEA-1-500337496 April 25, 2023 Spencer Larsen Undefined
MEA-1-500337524 April 25, 2023 MICHAEL WENKE Undefined
MEA-1-500337545 April 25, 2023 Pete Madsen Undefined
MEA-1-500337655 April 25, 2023 Megan Mclean Undefined
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MEA-1-500337768 April 26, 2023 Steve Lovelace Undefined
MEA-1-500337779 April 26, 2023 Hunter West Undefined
MEA-1-500337780 April 26, 2023 Jan Moraczewski Undefined
MEA-1-500337782 April 26, 2023 Jacob Kinkade Undefined
MEA-1-500337789 April 26, 2023 Susan Marsh Undefined
MEA-1-500337790 April 26, 2023 Luke Schultz Undefined
MEA-1-500337793 April 26, 2023 Amy Nagler Undefined
MEA-1-500337794 April 26, 2023 Mike Mershon Undefined
MEA-1-500337795 April 26, 2023 Josh Harrison Undefined
MEA-1-500337796 April 26, 2023 Bonnie Eldredge Undefined
MEA-1-500337798 April 26, 2023 Randall Newberg Undefined
MEA-1-500337799 April 26, 2023 Robert Crooks Undefined
MEA-1-500337802 April 26, 2023 Blake Smith Undefined
MEA-1-500337803 April 26, 2023 Luke Rein Undefined
MEA-1-500337806 April 26, 2023 Brian Robbins Undefined
MEA-1-500337808 April 26, 2023 Beau Hill Undefined
MEA-1-500337809 April 26, 2023 Steven Bailey Undefined
MEA-1-500337811 April 26, 2023 Stephen Gili Undefined
MEA-1-500337812 April 26, 2023 Neil Harber Undefined
MEA-1-500337814 April 26, 2023 Rhiannon Jakopak Undefined
MEA-1-500337816 April 26, 2023 Michelle Escudero Undefined
MEA-1-500337820 April 26, 2023 Steven Elmore Undefined
MEA-1-500337822 April 26, 2023 Jason Williams Undefined
MEA-1-500337823 April 26, 2023 Josh Lane Undefined
MEA-1-500337826 April 26, 2023 C Crowell Undefined
MEA-1-500337827 April 26, 2023 Not Provided Undefined
MEA-1-500337835 April 26, 2023 Jill Paul Undefined
MEA-1-500337836 April 26, 2023 Not Provided Undefined
MEA-1-500337837 April 26, 2023 Remi Letourneau Undefined
MEA-1-500337840 April 26, 2023 Shane Germann Undefined
MEA-1-500337841 April 26, 2023 Grant Petersen Undefined
MEA-1-500337845 April 26, 2023 Anthony Shumaker Undefined
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MEA-1-500337851 April 26, 2023 Jesse Deckert Undefined
MEA-1-500337852 April 26, 2023 Gordon Townsend Undefined
MEA-1-500337854 April 26, 2023 Joseph Nielson Undefined
MEA-1-500337854 April 26, 2023 Lori Nielson
MEA-1-500337858 April 26, 2023 Zach Undefined
MEA-1-500337861 April 26, 2023 Not Provided Undefined
MEA-1-500337863 April 26, 2023 Ricky Clark Undefined
MEA-1-500337866 April 26, 2023 Scott Wonser Undefined
MEA-1-500337871 April 26, 2023 Not Provided Undefined
MEA-1-500337882 April 26, 2023 Not Provided Undefined
MEA-1-500337884 April 26, 2023 Anne MacKinnon Undefined
MEA-1-500337887 April 26, 2023 Carl Smith Undefined
MEA-1-500337888 April 26, 2023 Charles Smith Undefined
MEA-1-500337890 April 26, 2023 Robert Meyer Undefined
MEA-1-500337893 April 26, 2023 Bob Mullen Undefined
MEA-1-500337894 April 26, 2023 Clay Miller Undefined
MEA-1-500337896 April 26, 2023 Andrew O'Neill Undefined
MEA-1-500337901 April 26, 2023 James Undefined
MEA-1-500337903 April 26, 2023 Jake Brown Undefined
MEA-1-500337908 April 26, 2023 MARK SCOFIELD Undefined
MEA-1-500337915 April 26, 2023 Cameron Walker Undefined
MEA-1-500337918 April 26, 2023 John Slater Undefined
MEA-1-500337931 April 26, 2023 Dan Fong Undefined
MEA-1-500337937 April 26, 2023 Mark Paulsen Undefined
MEA-1-500337953 April 26, 2023 Eva Crane Undefined
MEA-1-500337969 April 26, 2023 Christopher Harmon Undefined
MEA-1-500337969 April 26, 2023 Not Provided
MEA-1-500337970 April 26, 2023 Christopher Clifton Undefined
MEA-1-500337977 April 26, 2023 George Pfeiffer Undefined
MEA-1-500337985 April 26, 2023 Gregory McCue Undefined
MEA-1-500337988 April 26, 2023 Logan Scott Undefined
MEA-1-500338006 April 26, 2023 Nels Gerstner Undefined
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MEA-1-500338017 April 26, 2023 Logan Spence Undefined
MEA-1-500338018 April 26, 2023 William Thompson Undefined
MEA-1-500338019 April 26, 2023 William Thompson Undefined
MEA-1-500338021 April 26, 2023 Dale Jacobson Undefined
MEA-1-500338034 April 26, 2023 Jeanne France Undefined
MEA-1-500338064 April 27, 2023 Not Provided Undefined
MEA-1-500338083 April 27, 2023 Richard McMillan Undefined
MEA-1-500338092 April 27, 2023 Colleen Burridge Undefined
MEA-1-500338092 April 27, 2023 Gene Collins
MEA-1-500338095 April 27, 2023 Not Provided Undefined
MEA-1-500338103 April 27, 2023 Ben Parkhurst Undefined
MEA-1-500338127 April 27, 2023 Steve Harshman Undefined
MEA-1-500338127 April 27, 2023 Jarvis Bliss
MEA-1-500338134 April 27, 2023 Douglas Jackson Undefined
MEA-1-500338164 April 27, 2023 Michael Schilling Undefined
MEA-1-500338181 April 27, 2023 Scott Yost Undefined
MEA-1-500338252 April 27, 2023 Not Provided Undefined
MEA-1-500338262 April 27, 2023 Kristin Thompson Undefined
MEA-1-500338264 April 27, 2023 Michael Heck Undefined
MEA-1-500338269 April 27, 2023 Bryan Aivazian Undefined
MEA-1-500338324 April 27, 2023 Not Provided Undefined
MEA-1-500338381 April 28, 2023 Phil Gonzales Undefined
MEA-1-500338382 April 28, 2023 Cassandra Madsen Undefined
MEA-1-500338383 April 28, 2023 Cassandra Madsen Undefined
MEA-1-500338384 April 28, 2023 Clifford Brownell Undefined
MEA-1-500338384 April 28, 2023 Not Provided
MEA-1-500338397 April 29, 2023 Not Provided Undefined
MEA-1-500338398 April 29, 2023 Cody Marrott Undefined
MEA-1-500338402 April 29, 2023 Stakeholder Undefined
MEA-1-500338404 April 29, 2023 Jordan C Undefined
MEA-1-500338409 April 29, 2023 Bailey Russel Undefined
MEA-1-500338410 April 30, 2023 Daniel Mull Undefined
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MEA-1-500338416 April 30, 2023 Kristopher Anderson Undefined
MEA-1-500338417 April 30, 2023 John Yost Undefined
MEA-1-500338461 April 30, 2023 michael spenner Undefined
MEA-1-500338462 April 30, 2023 Ken Enneberg Undefined
MEA-1-500338464 May 01, 2023 Michael Suriano Undefined
MEA-1-500338465 May 01, 2023 Kerry Gold Undefined
MEA-1-500338471 May 01, 2023 Travis Deti Undefined
MEA-1-500338475 May 01, 2023 Edd Price Undefined
MEA-1-500338476 May 01, 2023 A LWCF supporter Undefined
MEA-1-500338479 May 02, 2023 Michael Walsh Undefined
MEA-1-500338480 May 02, 2023 Nate F Undefined
MEA-1-500338494 May 03, 2023 Michael Heath Undefined
MEA-1-500338500 May 04, 2023 steven gilbert Undefined
MEA-1-500338510 May 04, 2023 MITCHELL BLACK Undefined
MEA-1-500338513 May 06, 2023 John Rogers Undefined
MEA-1-500338515 May 07, 2023 Dan Sabrosky Undefined
MEA-1-500338517 May 08, 2023 Jim Stanford Undefined
MEA-1-500338518 May 08, 2023 David Sweet Undefined
MEA-1-500338519 May 08, 2023 Tim Kulhavy Undefined
MEA-1-500338526 May 09, 2023 Nick Dobric Undefined
MEA-1-500338527 May 09, 2023 G. Scott Novotny Undefined
MEA-1-500338532 May 09, 2023 Brady Okes Undefined
MEA-1-500338533 May 09, 2023 Erin Hamm Undefined
MEA-1-500338534 May 09, 2023 Platte Valley Trout Unlimited Chapter Undefined
MEA-1-500338535 May 09, 2023 Brian Costello Undefined
MEA-1-500338537 May 09, 2023 William Wenke Undefined
MEA-1-500338540 May 09, 2023 Not Provided Undefined
MEA-1-500338545 May 10, 2023 John Crouch Undefined
MEA-1-500338547 May 10, 2023 Jason Meyers Undefined
MEA-1-500338549 May 10, 2023 Werner Studer Undefined
MEA-1-500338550 May 10, 2023 Cody Oxarart Undefined
MEA-1-500338551 May 10, 2023 Vicki Olson Undefined
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MEA-1-500338552 May 10, 2023 Brook Jensen Undefined
MEA-1-500338553 May 10, 2023 Rebecca Boldt Undefined
MEA-1-500338554 May 10, 2023 Corey Redman Undefined
MEA-1-500338555 May 10, 2023 William McDowell Undefined
MEA-1-500338556 May 10, 2023 Abbi Boldt Undefined
MEA-1-500338557 May 10, 2023 Don Hadlock Undefined
MEA-1-500338559 May 10, 2023 Linda Bergeron Undefined
MEA-1-500338560 May 10, 2023 peter nicolaysen Undefined
MEA-1-500338562 May 10, 2023 Emil Gercke Undefined
MEA-1-500338565 May 11, 2023 Garrett Baker Undefined
MEA-1-500338566 May 11, 2023 James Magee Undefined
MEA-1-500338568 May 11, 2023 Representative Tom Walters Undefined
MEA-1-500338571 May 11, 2023 Katie Cheesbrough Undefined
MEA-1-500338572 May 11, 2023 Lawrence Durante Undefined
MEA-1-500338576 May 11, 2023 Stephen Feingold Undefined
MEA-1-500338580 May 11, 2023 Not Provided Undefined
MEA-1-500338585 May 11, 2023 James Kruse Undefined
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MEA-1-500336218 N Not Provided Not Provided Not Provided Not Provided Not Provided Not Provided Not Provided No
MEA-1-500336219 Y
MEA-1-500336221 N Sam Sommers Not Provided Not Provided Not Provided Not Provided Not Provided Not Provided No
MEA-1-500336226 N Austin Moon Not Provided Not Provided Not Provided Not Provided Not Provided Not Provided No
MEA-1-500336230 N Robert Barnosky Not Provided Not Provided Not Provided Not Provided Not Provided Not Provided No
MEA-1-500336233 Y
MEA-1-500336242 Y
MEA-1-500336247 N Sy Gilliland 3713 Alpine Drive Not Provided Casper Wyoming 82602 307-259-4168 sns@huntwyo.com Not Provided No
MEA-1-500336258 N Peter Schultz Not Provided Not Provided Not Provided Not Provided Not Provided Not Provided No
MEA-1-500336259 Y
MEA-1-500336261 N Concerned American Not Provided Not Provided Not Provided Not Provided Not Provided Not Provided No
MEA-1-500336267 Y
MEA-1-500336271 N A public lands user Not Provided Not Provided Not Provided Not Provided Not Provided Not Provided No
MEA-1-500336278 N Randall Stern Not Provided Not Provided Not Provided Not Provided Not Provided Not Provided No
MEA-1-500336350 N Patrick Holscher 5431 S CENTER ST Not Provided CASPER Not Provided 82601 3072623635 pat_holscher@msn.com Not Provided Yes
MEA-1-500336999 Y
MEA-1-500337028 N Ed R Not Provided Not Provided Not Provided Not Provided Not Provided Not Provided No
MEA-1-500337042 N Adam Neff Not Provided Not Provided Not Provided Not Provided Not Provided Not Provided No
MEA-1-500337059 Y
MEA-1-500337067 Y
MEA-1-500337072 Y
MEA-1-500337241 N Jeffrey Muratore 3211 S COFFMAN AVE Not Provided Casper Wyoming 82604 3072671032 muratorejeff@gmail.com Not Provided No
MEA-1-500337319 Y
MEA-1-500337337 N Not Provided Not Provided Not Provided Cheyenne Wyoming Not Provided Not Provided No
MEA-1-500337341 N John Hutchinson Not Provided Not Provided Not Provided Not Provided Not Provided Not Provided No
MEA-1-500337377 Y
MEA-1-500337483 Y
MEA-1-500337496 N Spencer Larsen 1616 Pacific st Not Provided RawlinsRawlins Wyoming 82301 spencer1084@gmail.com Not Provided Yes
MEA-1-500337524 Y
MEA-1-500337545 Y
MEA-1-500337655 Y
MEA-1-500337768 N Steve Lovelace Not Provided Not Provided Not Provided Not Provided Not Provided Not Provided No
MEA-1-500337779 N Hunter West Not Provided Not Provided Not Provided Not Provided Not Provided Not Provided No
MEA-1-500337780 N Jan Moraczewski Not Provided Not Provided Not Provided Not Provided Not Provided Not Provided No
MEA-1-500337782 N Jacob Kinkade Not Provided Not Provided Not Provided Not Provided Not Provided Not Provided No
MEA-1-500337789 N Susan Marsh Not Provided Not Provided Not Provided Not Provided Not Provided Not Provided No
MEA-1-500337790 N Luke Schultz Not Provided Not Provided Not Provided Not Provided Not Provided Not Provided No
MEA-1-500337793 N Amy Nagler Not Provided Not Provided Not Provided Not Provided Not Provided Not Provided No
MEA-1-500337794 N Mike Mershon Not Provided Not Provided Not Provided Not Provided Not Provided Not Provided No
MEA-1-500337795 N Josh Harrison Not Provided Not Provided Not Provided Not Provided Not Provided Not Provided No
MEA-1-500337796 N Bonnie Eldredge Not Provided Not Provided Not Provided Not Provided Not Provided Not Provided No
MEA-1-500337798 N Randall Newberg Not Provided Not Provided Not Provided Not Provided Not Provided Not Provided No
MEA-1-500337799 Y
MEA-1-500337802 N Blake Smith Not Provided Not Provided Not Provided Not Provided Not Provided Not Provided No
MEA-1-500337803 N Luke Rein Not Provided Not Provided Not Provided Not Provided Not Provided Not Provided No
MEA-1-500337806 N Brian Robbins Not Provided Not Provided Anaconda Montana Not Provided Not Provided No
MEA-1-500337808 N Beau Hill Not Provided Not Provided Gillette Wyoming 82718 Not Provided No
MEA-1-500337809 N Steven Bailey Not Provided Not Provided Not Provided Not Provided Not Provided Not Provided No
MEA-1-500337811 N Stephen Gili Not Provided Not Provided Not Provided Not Provided Not Provided Not Provided No
MEA-1-500337812 N Neil Harber Not Provided Not Provided Not Provided Not Provided Not Provided Not Provided No
MEA-1-500337814 N Rhiannon Jakopak Not Provided Not Provided Laramie Wyoming Not Provided Not Provided No
MEA-1-500337816 Y
MEA-1-500337820 N Steven Elmore Not Provided Not Provided Not Provided Not Provided Not Provided Not Provided No
MEA-1-500337822 Y
MEA-1-500337823 N Josh Lane Not Provided Not Provided Not Provided Not Provided Not Provided Not Provided No
MEA-1-500337826 N C Crowell Not Provided Not Provided Cody Wyoming Not Provided Not Provided No
MEA-1-500337827 Y
MEA-1-500337835 Y
MEA-1-500337836 N Not Provided Not Provided Not Provided Not Provided Not Provided Not Provided Not Provided No
MEA-1-500337837 N Remi Letourneau Not Provided Not Provided Not Provided Not Provided Not Provided Not Provided No
MEA-1-500337840 Y
MEA-1-500337841 N Grant Petersen Not Provided Not Provided Not Provided Not Provided Not Provided Not Provided No
MEA-1-500337845 N Anthony Shumaker Not Provided Not Provided Not Provided Not Provided Not Provided Not Provided No
MEA-1-500337851 N Jesse Deckert Not Provided Not Provided Not Provided Not Provided Not Provided Not Provided No
MEA-1-500337852 N Gordon Townsend 7325 Rocking R rd Not Provided Casper Wyoming 82604 grtownsend1@hotmail.com Not Provided No
MEA-1-500337854 Y
MEA-1-500337854 Y
MEA-1-500337858 Y
MEA-1-500337861 N Not Provided Not Provided Not Provided Not Provided Not Provided Not Provided Not Provided No
MEA-1-500337863 N Ricky Clark Not Provided Not Provided Not Provided Not Provided Not Provided Not Provided No
MEA-1-500337866 N Scott Wonser Not Provided Not Provided Not Provided Not Provided Not Provided Not Provided No
MEA-1-500337871 N Not Provided Not Provided Not Provided Not Provided Not Provided Not Provided Not Provided No
MEA-1-500337882 Y
MEA-1-500337884 Y
MEA-1-500337887 N Carl Smith Not Provided Not Provided Not Provided Not Provided Not Provided Not Provided No
MEA-1-500337888 N Charles Smith Not Provided Not Provided Not Provided Not Provided Not Provided Not Provided No
MEA-1-500337890 N Robert Meyer Not Provided Not Provided Not Provided Not Provided Not Provided Not Provided No
MEA-1-500337893 N Bob Mullen 1301 Brookview Drive Not Provided Casper Wyoming 82604 mullenmediation@gmail.com Not Provided Yes
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MEA-1-500337894 N Clay Miller Not Provided Not Provided Not Provided Not Provided Not Provided Not Provided No
MEA-1-500337896 N Andrew O'Neill Not Provided Not Provided Not Provided Not Provided Not Provided Not Provided No
MEA-1-500337901 N James Not Provided Not Provided Not Provided Not Provided Not Provided Not Provided No
MEA-1-500337903 Y
MEA-1-500337908 N MARK SCOFIELD 402 Washington Street Not Provided Canon City Colorado 81212 Not Provided No
MEA-1-500337915 N Cameron Walker 141 S Center St, Suite 500 Suite 500 CASPER Not Provided 82601 3072356681 cam@schwartzbon.com Not Provided No
MEA-1-500337918 N John Slater Not Provided Not Provided Not Provided Not Provided Not Provided Not Provided No
MEA-1-500337931 Y
MEA-1-500337937 N Mark Paulsen Not Provided PO Box 2481 Granby Not Provided 80446 9705564652 markmpaulsen@mac.com Not Provided No
MEA-1-500337953 Y
MEA-1-500337969 N Christopher Harmon 465 Western Ave Not Provided Buffalo Not Provided 82834 3076200670 sunkencity2@aol.com Not Provided Yes
MEA-1-500337969 N Not Provided Not Provided Not Provided Not Provided Not Provided Not Provided Not Provided No
MEA-1-500337970 N Christopher Clifton Not Provided Not Provided Not Provided Not Provided Not Provided Not Provided No
MEA-1-500337977 N George Pfeiffer PO Box 694 Not Provided Big Horn Wyoming 82833 Not Provided No
MEA-1-500337985 Y
MEA-1-500337988 N Logan Scott Not Provided Not Provided Not Provided Not Provided Not Provided Not Provided No
MEA-1-500338006 Y
MEA-1-500338017 N Logan Spence Not Provided Not Provided Not Provided Not Provided Not Provided Not Provided No
MEA-1-500338018 N William Thompson Not Provided Not Provided Casper Wyoming Not Provided Not Provided No
MEA-1-500338019 Y
MEA-1-500338021 N Dale Jacobson Not Provided Not Provided Not Provided Not Provided Not Provided Not Provided No
MEA-1-500338034 Y
MEA-1-500338064 N Not Provided Not Provided Not Provided Not Provided Not Provided Not Provided Not Provided No
MEA-1-500338083 N Richard McMillan Not Provided Not Provided Not Provided Not Provided Not Provided Not Provided No
MEA-1-500338092 N Colleen Burridge Not Provided Not Provided Not Provided Not Provided Not Provided Not Provided No
MEA-1-500338092 N Gene Collins Not Provided Not Provided Not Provided Not Provided Not Provided Not Provided No
MEA-1-500338095 N Not Provided Not Provided Not Provided Not Provided Not Provided Not Provided Not Provided No
MEA-1-500338103 N Ben Parkhurst PO Box 104 113 North Fork Rd Centennial Wyoming 82055 3077606567 benrparkhurst@gmail.com Not Provided Yes
MEA-1-500338127 N Jarvis Bliss Not Provided Not Provided Not Provided Not Provided Not Provided Not Provided No
MEA-1-500338127 N Steve Harshman Not Provided Not Provided Not Provided Not Provided Not Provided Not Provided No
MEA-1-500338134 Y
MEA-1-500338164 N Michael Schilling 700 S. 18th Street Not Provided Laramie Wyoming 82070 3077607090 schilling.mhenry@gmail.com Not Provided No
MEA-1-500338181 N Scott Yost Not Provided Not Provided Not Provided Not Provided Not Provided Not Provided No
MEA-1-500338252 N Not Provided Not Provided Not Provided Not Provided Not Provided Not Provided Not Provided No
MEA-1-500338262 N Kristin Thompson Not Provided Not Provided Casper Wyoming Not Provided Not Provided No
MEA-1-500338264 N Michael Heck Not Provided Not Provided Not Provided Not Provided Not Provided Not Provided No
MEA-1-500338269 N Bryan Aivazian Not Provided Not Provided Casper Wyoming Not Provided Not Provided No
MEA-1-500338324 Y
MEA-1-500338381 N Phil Gonzales 333 Klondike Drive Not Provided Buffalo Wyoming 82834 3072171224 phil@gonzalesmail.com Not Provided Yes
MEA-1-500338382 Y
MEA-1-500338383 Y
MEA-1-500338384 N Clifford Brownell 6820 Elmwood Ave Not Provided Cheyenne Wyoming 82007 brownelldan@yahoo.com Not Provided No
MEA-1-500338384 N Not Provided Not Provided Not Provided Not Provided Not Provided Not Provided Not Provided No
MEA-1-500338397 N Not Provided Not Provided Not Provided Not Provided Not Provided Not Provided Not Provided No
MEA-1-500338398 N Cody Marrott Not Provided Not Provided Not Provided Not Provided Not Provided Not Provided No
MEA-1-500338402 N Stakeholder Not Provided Not Provided Not Provided Not Provided Not Provided Not Provided No
MEA-1-500338404 N Jordan C Not Provided Not Provided Not Provided Not Provided Not Provided Not Provided No
MEA-1-500338409 N Bailey Russel Not Provided Not Provided Not Provided Not Provided Not Provided Not Provided No
MEA-1-500338410 N Daniel Mull Not Provided Not Provided Not Provided Not Provided Not Provided Not Provided No
MEA-1-500338416 N Kristopher Anderson Not Provided Not Provided Not Provided Not Provided Not Provided Not Provided No
MEA-1-500338417 N John Yost Not Provided Not Provided Not Provided Not Provided Not Provided Not Provided No
MEA-1-500338461 N michael spenner Not Provided Not Provided Not Provided Not Provided Not Provided Not Provided No
MEA-1-500338462 N Ken Enneberg Not Provided Not Provided Not Provided Not Provided Not Provided Not Provided No
MEA-1-500338464 Y
MEA-1-500338465 Y
MEA-1-500338471 N Travis Deti Not Provided Not Provided Not Provided Not Provided Not Provided Wyoming Mining Association No
MEA-1-500338475 N Edd Price Not Provided Not Provided Not Provided Not Provided Not Provided Not Provided No
MEA-1-500338476 N A LWCF supporter Not Provided Not Provided Not Provided Not Provided Not Provided Not Provided No
MEA-1-500338479 N Michael Walsh 128 Walsh Road Not Provided Twin Bridges Not Provided 59754 4065961389 michael_c_walsh@outlook.com Not Provided No
MEA-1-500338480 Y
MEA-1-500338494 N Michael Heath 4031 Winterset Drive Not Provided Burns Wyoming 82053 307-640-2445 michael.heath@wyoming.com Not Provided No
MEA-1-500338500 Y
MEA-1-500338510 Y
MEA-1-500338513 N John Rogers 2342 Excalibur Way Not Provided Sheridan Wyoming 82801 johnrogers100@aol.com Not Provided No
MEA-1-500338515 N Dan Sabrosky PO Box 50912 Not Provided Casper Wyoming 82605 13072598506 dansabrosky@gmail.com Liberty's Place for You WY Yes
MEA-1-500338517 N Jim Stanford Not Provided Not Provided Not Provided Not Provided Not Provided Not Provided No
MEA-1-500338518 N David Sweet 42 Sunrise Rd Not Provided Cody Not Provided 82414 3078999959 davidps992@gmail.com Not Provided Yes
MEA-1-500338519 N Tim Kulhavy 1555 s eight mile rd Not Provided Casper Wyoming 82604 3072675867 timkulhavy@gmail.com Not Provided Yes
MEA-1-500338526 N Nick Dobric Not Provided Not Provided Not Provided Not Provided Not Provided Not Provided No
MEA-1-500338527 N G. Scott Novotny 2001 Valcaro rd Not Provided Casper Wyoming 82604 3073153534 gscottn@gmail.com Grey Reef Trout Unlimited President Yes
MEA-1-500338532 Y
MEA-1-500338533 Y
MEA-1-500338534 N Platte Valley Trout Unlimited Chapter #495 PO Box 1248 Not Provided Saratoga Not Provided 82331 307-349-7268 pvtroutunlimited@gmail.com Platte Valley Trout Unlimited President Yes
MEA-1-500338535 N Brian Costello Not Provided Not Provided Not Provided Not Provided Not Provided Not Provided No
MEA-1-500338537 N William Wenke 698 Yellowstone Ave Not Provided Cody Wyoming 82414 3075276221 medicalcenterpharmacy@live.com Not Provided No
MEA-1-500338540 Y
MEA-1-500338545 N John Crouch 2700 Sagewood Ave Not Provided Casper Wyoming 82601 3078718592 crouchjo@gmail.com Grey Reef Chapter Trout Unlimited Yes
MEA-1-500338547 N Jason Meyers Not Provided Not Provided Casper Wyoming Not Provided jm7582011@gmail.com Not Provided Yes
MEA-1-500338549 N Werner Studer Not Provided Not Provided Not Provided Not Provided Not Provided Not Provided No
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MEA-1-500338550 Y
MEA-1-500338551 N Vicki Olson Not Provided Not Provided Not Provided Not Provided Not Provided Not Provided No
MEA-1-500338552 Y
MEA-1-500338553 Y
MEA-1-500338554 Y
MEA-1-500338555 N William McDowell Not Provided Not Provided Not Provided Not Provided Not Provided Not Provided No
MEA-1-500338556 Y
MEA-1-500338557 Y
MEA-1-500338559 N Linda Bergeron Not Provided Not Provided Not Provided Not Provided Not Provided Not Provided No
MEA-1-500338560 N peter nicolaysen Not Provided Not Provided Not Provided Not Provided Not Provided Not Provided No
MEA-1-500338562 N Emil Gercke Not Provided Not Provided Not Provided Not Provided Not Provided Not Provided No
MEA-1-500338565 N Garrett Baker Not Provided Not Provided Not Provided Not Provided Not Provided Not Provided No
MEA-1-500338566 Y
MEA-1-500338568 N Representative Tom Walters Not Provided Not Provided Not Provided Not Provided Not Provided Not Provided No
MEA-1-500338571 Y
MEA-1-500338572 Y
MEA-1-500338576 Y
MEA-1-500338580 Y
MEA-1-500338585 N James Kruse Not Provided Not Provided Not Provided Not Provided Not Provided Not Provided No
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310a

Specifically, I am writing to inform you of the Constitutional mandate that the Wyoming Legislature be
involved in the approval of this land transfer.
This letter discusses (1) the necessary involvement of the Wyoming Legislature in this transfer and (2)
arguments in support of the Legislature's involvement in land sales and exchanges with the federal
government based on general principles of federalism.

Not a 
substantive 
comment.

310b

( )       y g g  pp     
Ranch to the Federal Government.
Article I of the United States Constitution limits the legislative power that Congress may exercise over
property it acquires within a state. The Enclave Clause provides that Congress shall have the power to
"exercise exclusive jurisdiction" over the District of Columbia and "exercise like Authority over all Places
purchased by the Consent of the Legislature of the State in which the Same shall be, for the Erection of
Forts, Magazines, Arsenals, dock-Yards, and other needful Buildings."2
The Enclave Clause requires the federal government obtain the consent of the Wyoming Legislature in
order for the federal government to govern exclusively over any property the federal government acquires
within the State. Absent consent of the state legislature, Wyoming law would govern to the extent that it
would not be in conflict with or otherwise be preempted by federal law.3
The Supreme Court has spoken to the consequences of the federal government completing an acquisition
of land within a state without the consent of the state legislature, declaring that, "the United States does
not obtain the benefits of [the Enclave Clause] its [the federal government's] possession being simply that of an 
ordinary proprietor." Without obtaining the consent of the state legislature 4 prior to acquiring land
within the state, "the State could have exercised the same authority and jurisdiction which she [the state]
could have exercised over similar property by private parties."5 The Court goes on to say, “Where lands
are acquired without such consent [of the state legislature], the possession of the United States, unless
political jurisdiction be ceded to them in some other way, is simply that of an ordinary proprietor. The
property in that case, unless used as a means to carry out the purposes of the government, is subject to the
legislative authority and control of the states equally with the property of private individuals.”6
Although the federal government may have exclusive ownership of a tract of land, exclusive jurisdiction
over newly purchased land can only be given to the federal government by the state legislature.

The BLM authority as referenced in the EA on page 3 is the Federal Land Policy 
and Management Act of 1976 (FLPMA) which is based on Article IV, Section 3, 
Clause 2 of the United States Constitution, commonly referred to as the Property 
Clause, states, “[t]he Congress shall have Power to dispose of and make all 
needful Rules and Regulations respecting the Territory or other Property 
belonging to the United States...” not the Enclave clause referenced in this 
comment.  Under FLPMA's planning process, the BLM completed the Proposed 
Resource Management Plan and Final Environmental Impact Statement for the 
Casper Field Office (Casper RMP FEIS) and  the Record of Decision and Approved 
Casper Resource Management Plan (Casper RMP) in 2007.  These documents 
were further extensively reviewed by Cooperating Agencies including the 
counties and State of Wyoming.  Within the Casper RMP can be found the 
decisions that the BLM now administers the Casper Field Office by.  As the EA 
states, 3 decisions within the Casper RMP specifically relate to acquisition of this 
property (see EA, Section 2.3).
The BLM has broad, general authority to acquire lands, principally under Section 
205 of FLPMA. Specifically, the Secretary of the Interior is authorized to acquire, 
by purchase, exchange, donation, or use of eminent domain, lands or interests 
therein (43 U.S.C. §1715(a)). The BLM acquires land or interests in land, including 
inholdings, for a variety of reasons. These reasons include to protect natural and 
cultural resources, to increase opportunities for public access and recreation, and 
to improve management of lands.
https://crsreports.congress.gov/product/pdf/RL/RL34273/24

310c

(2) Principles of Federalism Support the State s Ability to Provide Consent to Federal Land
Transfers.
The role of the Wyoming Legislature in relation to federal land transfers is based upon the fundamental
principles of federalism. James Madison illustrated these principles by describing government formed by
the American Constitution as a "compound republic" in which "the power surrendered by the people is
first divided between two distant governments... Hence a double security arises to the rights of the people.
The different governments will control each other, at the same time that each will be controlled by itself."7
These principles are echoed by the Supreme Court in a variety of opinions dealing with issues of power
sharing between the federal and state governments. In 2011 the Court noted the weight of the principles of
federalism, holding that federalism concerns could satisfy an issue of standing:8
     "The allocation of powers in our federal system preserves the integrity, dignity, and
residual sovereignty of the States. The federal balance is, in part, an end in itself, to
ensure that States function as political entities in their own right. But that is not its
exclusive sphere of operation... Rather, federalism secures to citizens the liberties that
derive from the diffusion of sovereign power."
Unless the federal government can show a constitutional grant of authority that preempts the state's
involvement, the Wyoming Legislature retains the authority to decide whether to authorize land sales and
transfers to the federal government. The Legislature, as the branch closest to the people, should be the
entity that decides whether the state should transfer the land.
In National Federation of Independent Business v. Sebelius, the case in which the Court upheld the
Affordable Care Act's individual mandate, Chief Justice Roberts noted the important role of states as
independent sovereigns. In describing the basic principles of federalism, he wrote, "the National
Government possesses only limited powers; the States and the people retain the remainder."9 He reiterated
that the federal government “can exercise only powers granted to it,” and that because of the limited scope of 
federal power, the federal government “must show that a constitutional grant of power authorizes
each of its actions.”10 See 310b.

310d

A federal actor must be specific in showing a constitutional grant of power authorizing its actions.
Clearly, authority for exercising exclusive jurisdiction over land within the borders of a U.S. state requires
the consent of that state, as mandated by the Enclave Clause. The Wyoming Legislature's involvement in
state land transfers serves a necessary function as a check on the federal government.
Based on the above analysis, it should be uncontroverted that any transfer of land within the borders of
the State of Wyoming to the federal government is subject to the Enclave Clause of the U.S. Constitution. See 310b.

310e

Should the BLM rescind its agreement to purchase the Marton Ranch land and re-start the acquisition
process by seeking the consent of the Wyoming Legislature, the strictures of the U.S. Constitution will
have been adhered to.
It appears as though the BLM will accept public comment and move forward with the land transfer.
Therefore, the federal government should be legally prevented from exercising exclusive jurisdiction over
the land once officially acquired, leaving the State of Wyoming to regulate the land as though it were
owned by any other ordinary proprietor. See 310b.
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293a 5/2/2023 See Comments tab.

The stated purpose of the proposed action is “to enhance and facilitate public recreation opportunities.” However, we find 
your analysis confusing in that certain statements imply that, due to remoteness, there will not be an increase in 
recreational activities, but only a greater geographic disbursement of existing activities. Yet, other statements indicate the 
potential for increased socio-economic activity as a result of the acquisition.

As noted in the Introduction of Chapter 4 of the 
EA, some impacts are directly from the proposed 
action such as increased boater access to once 
unaccessable areas of the river.  Others are 
indirect such as the indirect impact of increased 
revenue from economic and social activities in 
the area.  Still other impacts are cumulative and 
are the additive impacts of this proposal to those 
activities already occuring out there such as 
ranching, farming and any other activity.

293b 5/2/2023 See Comments tab.

WSGA is particularly concerned with your determination that livestock grazing, rangeland management and soils will not 
be impacted by the project. While you indicate that livestock grazing will continue to be authorized, there is no assurance 
that current methods and seasons of grazing will be maintained. In addition, analysis is needed regarding the potential 
impacts of the increased recreational use of this land on livestock grazing.

Not a substantive 
comment.

293c 5/2/2023 See Comments tab.

The federal government currently manages over 48% of the surface lands in Wyoming. It is inconceivable that an 
acquisition of over 35,000 additional acres would be undertaken without any consideration of the resulting decrease in 
private land ownership. The long-term impacts of this decrease extend far beyond just the direct loss of property tax 
revenues. They directly impact the potential for future economic growth of our state. Beyond the scope of this document.

293d 5/2/2023 See Comments tab.

WSGA recognizes that acquisition of certain parcels can at times contribute positively to BLM multiple use management. 
Perhaps a more comprehensive analysis of all current and potential uses of the Marton parcel would demonstrate this 
multiple use benefit. 

The Casper RMP, approved in 2007, conducted 
that analysis and the decision therein was to 
acquire lands in these area for the goals and 
objectives listed therein.  See EA Section 2.3, 
pages 4-5; and the Record of Decision and 
Approved Casper Resource Management Plan, 
Decisions 6006, 7023 and 7035.

At the same time, private acquisition of select parcels of BLM managed lands across our state can contribute significantly 
to the integrity and viability of private land-based enterprises including ranching. Beyond the scope of this document.

293e 5/2/2023 See Comments tab.
WSGA urges BLM to commit to thoroughly exploring opportunities for land exchanges before proceeding with any future 
land acquisitions in our state. Beyond the scope of this document.

293f 5/2/2023 See Comments tab.

The Decision to be Made (p.3) states, ”Based upon the results of the additional analysis and disclosure in this E.A., and the 
feedback from the public in its review, the BLM will decide whether or not to acquire the parcel of land and, if so, under 
what terms and conditions.” Is the No Action alternative realistically an option when the land has already been transferred 
to federal ownership and the landowner has in good faith transferred title and received payment? WSGA believes not. At 
this point in the process, more realistic alternatives would be to assess: 1) the resale of the land to the private sector or to 
the state; and 2) the offering of an equal acreage of BLM administered lands in the state for private or state acquisition. 
These options should have been assessed in this EA.

The alternatives identified do not meet the 
purpose and need of the proposed action 
detailed in the EA, Section 1.2, page 2.

293g 5/2/2023 See Comments tab.

WSGA appreciates you consideration of our comments. We urge that your efforts in preparing this EA and your review of 
public comments form the basis for your final decision regarding the Marton Ranch Acquisition, not just an exercise to 
placate the concerns of the State of Wyoming.

Not a substantive 
comment.
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131a MEA-1-500338560

First, I am generally familiar with the Marton Ranch and appreciate that family’s good
stewardship of their deeded and leased lands since the early 1980’s. Responsible livestock grazing
provides significant benefits to the land, flora and fauna, and, indirectly, to the public. I believe
that continued, responsible grazing of livestock on the Marton Ranch should be prioritized. 1 1 No

131b MEA-1-500338560

Second, the Wyoming Legislature has no constitutionally-mandated role in the Marton Ranch sale. There has been a suggestion that, under the “Enclave 
Clause” of the United State Constitution1, the Wyoming Legislature must approve the transfer of the Marton Ranch to the federal government. This is 
incorrect. There is no question that a private citizen has the freedom and liberty to sell their property to whomever they wish, including the sale of private 
land to the federal government.
The Marton family listed their ranch for sale in 2010. From that date through the date of the sale to The Conservation Fund in 2022, anyone, including the 
Wyoming Legislature, could have purchased the Marton Ranch. Private property rights, and, indeed, our foundational concept
of liberty, protect a person’s right and privilege to sell their land to whomever they choose. Except in the most extreme circumstances (national security, 
being one example), government should not insert itself into this equation for politically expedient or any other purposes.
The Enclave Clause does not prohibit either the federal government’s ability to acquire land from a private citizen or its ability to manage its land. 
Application of the Enclave Clause is simply a matter of exclusive versus non-exclusive jurisdiction.
The United States has the authority under the U.S. Constitution to exercise authority over federal land, whether it is enclave or nonenclave land. Article IV, 
Section 2, Clause 3 of the United States Constitution, commonly referred to as the Property Clause, states, “[t]he Congress shall have Power to dispose of 
and make all needful Rules and Regulations respecting the Territory or other Property belonging to the United States.”2
The United States Supreme Court has made it clear that under the Property Clause, “(t)he power over the public land thus entrusted to Congress is 
without limitations.”3 Furthermore, the Property Clause permits “an exercise of the complete power which Congress has over particular
public property entrusted to it.”4 The relationship between federal enclaves and the Property Clause has been discussed by the United State Supreme 
Court:
Congress may acquire derivative legislative power from a State pursuant to Art. I, s 8, cl. 17 of the Constitution by consensual acquisition of land, or by
nonconsensual acquisition followed by the State's subsequent cession of legislative authority over the land. In either case, the legislative jurisdiction 
acquired may range from exclusive federal jurisdiction with no residual state police power, to concurrent, or partial, federal legislative jurisdiction, which 
may allow the State to exercise certain authority.
But while Congress can acquire exclusive or partial jurisdiction over lands within a State by the State's consent or cession, the presence or absence of such 
jurisdiction has nothing to do with Congress' powers under the Property Clause. Absent consent or cession a State undoubtedly retains jurisdiction over 
federal lands within its territory, but Congress equally surely retains the power to enact legislation respecting those lands pursuant the Property Clause. 
And when Congress so acts, the federal legislation necessarily overrides conflicting state laws under the Supremacy Clause. As we said in Camfield v. 
United States, 167 U.S., at 526, 17 S. Ct., at 867, in response to a somewhat different claim: “A different rule would place the public domain of the United 
States completely at the mercy of state legislation.”5
(citations omitted). Congress enacted legislation respecting those lands pursuant the Property Clause when it passed the Federal Land Policy and 
Management Act of 1976 (FLPMA).6 Under the FLPMA, government agencies, such as the BLM, have the power to acquire land by purchase, exchange, or 
donation.7
In this case, the federal government is clearly authorized to acquire the Marton Ranch and there is simply no mandated role for the Wyoming Legislature 
in the acquisition process. Upon acquisition, these lands may be regulated by the federal government under the FLPMA and Property Clause. 1 1 No

131b MEA-1-500338560

Third, as a matter of practice and policy when considering acquisition of private
parcels, the BLM and all other federal agencies should communicate with local government
in an open and transparent manner as early as possible to understand local concerns and
work in a collaborative manner to mitigate negative impacts. Without question it is the local
citizens and their governments who are most significantly impacted (both negatively and
positively) by changes of land use and large land acquisitions by the federal government. Many of
these impacts are certain to last for generations, which underscores the critical importance of
involving local communities. In this acquisition, the BLM should have done far better in this
respect. Instead, trust in the federal government suffered and unnecessary time and expense were
undoubtably wasted. 1 1 No
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